Join the A.R.E. Staff in Meditation
Every weekday the A.R.E. staff meditates from 12 noon to 12:30 p.m. (E.T.). We invite you to observe this special time with
us, focusing on these affirmations from A Search for God, Book II, used in the A Search for God Study Group program.
To find a Study Group near you or to download a FREE Starter Kit on how to start your own,
visit EdgarCayce.org/studygroups, call 800-333-4499, or email Study.Group@EdgarCayce.org.

The Rose Garden Arbor inside the historic Butchart Gardens on Vancouver Island, one of the stops on Sid and Nancy Kirkpatrick’s A.R.E. Tour “Springtime in Western Canada,” May 27-June 3.
Visit EdgarCayce.org/tours. Photo courtesy of The Butchart Gardens Ltd., Victoria, BC, Canada

April Affirmation
Desire
Father, let Thy desires be
my desires. Let my desires,
God, be Thy desires,
in spirit and in truth.
(262-60)

May Affirmation
Destiny of the Mind
Lord, thou art my dwelling place! In Thee, O Father,
do I trust! Let me see in myself, in my brother, that
Thou wouldst bless in thy Son, Thy gift to me that I
might know Thy ways! Thou hast promised, O Father,
to hear when Thy children call! Harken, that I may
be kept in the way, that I may know the glory of Thy
Son as Thou hast promised in Him, that we through
Him might have access to Thee! Thou, O God, alone
can save! Thou alone can keep my ways! (262-73)

June Affirmation
Destiny of the Body
Lord, use me in whatever
way or manner that my
body may be as a living
example of Thy love to the
brethren of our Lord.
(262-84)

GET INVOLVED! Join our international prayer list, request prayer for yourself or a loved one, become a pray-er for those in need,

host a prayer healing group in your area, or simply request our booklet: Edgar Cayce’s Meditation for Everyone.

A.R.E.
2 Prayer and Meditation Services, 215 67th Street, Virginia Beach, VA 23451, 800-333-4499; prayer@EdgarCayce.org • EdgarCayce.org/prayer
EdgarCayce.org
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F r o m t h e D e s k o f K evi n J . T o d e s c h i

New Beginnings for the Edgar Cayce Work

S

Kevin J. Todeschi

Executive Director and CEO

pring has always been my favorite time of year. It is a time of new beginnings–a
time when the warmth of the sun brings renewal and life. It is a time when the
birds begin to sing, the trees begin to bud and the flowers begin to bloom. It is during
the spring that the clocks are set forward and the days suddenly seem longer, and the
last chill of winter fades away so there are more hours, and daylight, and energy to
accomplish all that needs to be done.
This springtime marked the 140th birthday of Edgar Cayce! The thought made
me reflect upon some of the new beginnings that are a part of this Work—activities
that would probably surprise even Edgar Cayce.
New beginnings for the organization are too numerous to list here—many will
be highlighted in later editions of the magazine—but here are few that readily come
to mind:

• There have been countless improvements and additions to the website: EdgarCayce.org. You might be
surprised by the ease of accessing the Cayce readings or exploring the media center (and the videos, lectures, and member benefits available online). Soon, individuals
The top 15 countries accessing
will be able to create and access personalized online astrology
Cayce information in 2016:
charts with their computers or hand-held devices. Technology
has truly made this information accessible from anywhere in the
1) United States
9) the Netherlands
world. In fact, one of the oft-repeated quotes in the Edgar Cayce
2) Canada
10) France
readings is one in which he describes the dissemination of this
3)
United
Kingdom
11) Germany
Work, as follows: “… first to the individual, then to groups, to
4) Australia
12) New Zealand
classes, to masses. This, then, is the Work to be accomplished by
the Association.” (254-42) Repeated more than 65 times when
5) India
13) Spain
the readings were given, Cayce and his co-workers probably
6) South Africa
14) Singapore
could have never imagined the internet or the web but these are
7)
Philippines
15) Japan
the very tools that are providing access to the Cayce information
8) Ireland
each year to hundreds of thousands of individuals around the
world (see sidebar).
• The organization has placed renewed emphasis on the central importance of both its Field Volunteer and
A Search for God programs. We have added a wealth of information online for both Study Groups and
volunteers, see especially the “Members Only” section and our “Resources for Field Volunteers” including
an overview of the history of volunteers and the “Study Group and Inquirers Meeting Materials.”
• Atlantic University has received much more student interest in its Master of Arts in Transpersonal
Psychology as well as its Spiritual Guidance Mentor Training programs. In addition, A.U. has begun to
highlight its “lifelong learning” program—a program that enables members (and others) who are not
interested in a degree but are interested in taking courses for personal enrichment to do just that. Email or
call the university for more information: info@atlanticuniv.edu; 800-428-1512.
• New this year to the Tarsia Center, which promotes personal growth, transformation, and healing, will
be co-sponsored programs with both Atlantic University and Headquarters conferences that will focus on
the personal processing of old imprints on the soul’s memory, enabling individuals to heal old wounds and
expand consciousness.
• Due to the generosity of several donors, the Edgar Cayce Foundation has been able to underwrite an
“archival assessment,” focusing on what needs to be done to protect and preserve many of the historical
papers, pictures and documents that are a part of the Edgar Cayce archives. The plan is that by making
these materials digital, they will eventually be made available to the general public.
These are just a few of the many beginnings occurring at A.R.E. If you have time this spring, we’d love to
hear from you, our members, as to what you are most excited about. Please feel free to send your emails to
letters@EdgarCayce.org.
And Happy 140th Birthday to Edgar Cayce.
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Back to the
special supplement
“Each day is thy Eden,” Cayce, in trance, told a theologian upon his return from
a 15-year mission to India, China, and Japan. What Cayce meant by this provocative statement we hope to illustrate in this special Back to the Garden supplement of
Venture Inward, which shares the many ways that A.R.E. gardeners—whether they are
wielding a shovel, marveling at the beauty of nature, or delivering a newborn—create
and thrive in their own personal Eden. What better time than Spring to think upon
these things? How best to begin this exploration? Let Edgar Cayce show us the way!

• …each day is thy Eden. (1598-1)
• One that fills the mind, the very being, with an expectancy of God will see
His movement, His manifestation, in the wind, the sun, the earth, the flowers,
the inhabitant of the earth. (341-31)
• He who understands nature walks close with God. (1904-2)
• Life as it manifests, whether in the grass, the rose, the tree, the dog, the cat,
the bird, the animal, is a manifestation of that ye worship as God. (1367-1)
• Flowers—no matter whether they be in or out of season—are well to be
oft about the body. The beauty, the aroma, the aliveness of same will make
for vibrations that are most helpful, most beneficial. (1877-1)
• Nature [is] the best book of all! (903-6)
• Who may tell the rose where or when to bloom? For it takes from whatever
may be its surroundings, and when encompassed even by man it does the
best possible to be the beauty, the joy, and to give out that which is pleasing
in the service to God. Thy whole lesson is in that. (2778-2)
• The best way to keep yourself young…[is] to stay close to nature, close
to those activities in every form of exercise that breathes in the deep ozone
and the beauty of nature. For you may breathe it into thine own soul, as you
would a sunset or a morning sun rising. (3374-1)
• “Be thou fruitful and multiply; subdue the earth and that therein.” It didn’t
say abuse the earth or that therein, nor use for thine own aggrandizement; for
only that that may be personally used from day to day is necessary. (520-2)
• We find many an individual attained in knowledge that never attended a
university or any school, except of nature! (345-2)
• Listen at the birds. Watch the blush of the rose. Listen at the life rising in
the tree. These serve their Maker—Through what? That psychic force, that
is Life itself…Learn thine lesson, O Man, from that about thee! (364-10)
• Learn also from the flower that where thou art, ye, too, may make that place
more beautiful for your being there, whether it is in this or that or whatever
place. Whether in the hovel or in the home of the mighty, make it beautiful
as do the flowers. (5122-1)
• Think not that the snail or the dragon fly, as he crawls from his slime, does
not glorify his Maker. And as he mounts on his wings of gossamer, he fills
that place…in his field, his manner of showing forth his love as manifested
from the Creator in the materialized world. (254-68)
April-June 2017

• (Q) How is the best way to explain God to a child under twelve years of
age? (A) In nature. (5747-1)
• What is the purpose—that ye may outshine this or that neighbor, or that
ye are fearful of the morrow because of want or need? Go to the ant, thou
sluggard—understand his ways and be wise! Remember…the song of the
grasshopper, as well as the ant or the bee…For He, the Giver of all good
and perfect gifts, has given these—the handiwork of His creation—as a
pattern or example or lesson, that ye—too—may learn. They choose by
their instinct.Ye learn by application of choice, by working with not only the
hands and brain, but with the hands and the minds of others also. (1965-1)
• Music and flowers…should be the entity’s work through this experience…
For flowers will love the entity, as the entity loves flowers. Very few would
ever find it in themselves to wither while about or on this body. (5122-1)
• Keep—the heart singing. Look deeper into the heart of the rose. Listen
to the song of the bird…See the loveliness in the moonbeam that turns
all into the radiance of His glory. See in the raindrop, the storm, all nature,
and even in those ugly things in people’s lives, the desire for expression
rather than the hate and the turmoil and the disorders. (410-2) From
whence was man made? Don’t be afraid to get a little dirt on you once in
a while. (3352-1)
• Have more and know more of nature and of God’s outdoors, rather than
man’s. See nature not “in the rough,” then; rather in the expressions of Life!
For each blade of grass, each blossom, each tree, each crag, each mountain,
each river, each lake is as a gift from the Creative Forces in man’s experience
that he may know more of the love of God. (1248-1)
• This should be the aim, the desire of every soul; to be at least to some
extent self-sustaining; or owning and creating that as ye consume—from
God’s storehouse and soil! (2345-1)
• What is in the vegetables and fruits has much to do with the character.
If the man who raises and cares for them does it with love, it makes all the
difference! Don’t think a grouchy man can ever raise a headed cabbage
or a tomato that will agree as well as those raised by a man who laughs
and tells a good joke, though it may be smutty! (470-35)
• (Q) A move to the country is contemplated. (A) By all means, move; for the
closer associations with nature, nature’s storehouse, and to the God of nature
that is within and may manifest in self, will bring an awakening. (2986-1)
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Back to the
God Provides. Always
In early spring, 2008, while healing from past
wounds, I visited the A.R.E. meditation garden,
where I noticed “in loving memory” plaques
near some of the rose bushes. This made me
think of my deceased
parents, and I decided
to honor them in this
way. Mother loved
roses and roses were
always part of our
yard.
That’s how I
became friends
with Joan Grasser,
[then] director of
A.R.E.’s buildings
and grounds.
Maryanne Borden’s cat Rose
Over the next two
summers, on extended visits there, I would
donate flowers and work in the meditation
garden. I found such joy on my knees, weeding, planting and watering. Then I began to
listen to the plants around me. Wow! I was soon
having conversations with the new seedlings
and bushes. I also cut roses to take to the visitor
center. “Ok, raise your hands if you want to go
indoors,” I would call out. Saying prayers as
I watered helped me gauge how long to hold
the hose over each rose bush. I never thought I
would find so much joy. I came to believe that
God was everywhere, but closer than I ever
thought or imagined.
Conversations with “my girls,” as I often
refer to the roses, continues. When I returned
home, I adopted a cat, after a message in a
dream. She had been abandoned and her name
was Rose. My “garden” cat is thriving. So am I.
—Maryanne Borden, N.J.

Sunchokes!
Jerusalem artichokes, also known
as sunchokes, were
recommended by
Cayce in 16 readings
for insulin resistance
or pre-diabetes. How
quickly they proliferate (and how tall
they grow), even in
the Pacific Northwest, where the
sun shines, at most, Kurt Belloni with his giant
Jerusalem artichoke
half the day. How
wonderful to dig them as needed from the soil
October-May! —Janet and Kurt Belloni, Seattle, Wash.
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A Mad Array of Color
My garden in the low desert Phoenix area is special because I’m able
to grow something in every season
from our mild winters of around
70 degrees to our hot summers of
over 100. My specialties are vegetables, herbs, and flowers—usually
all grown together in a mad array
of cottage-garden color.

letters

You Name It, I Love to
Grow It!
My vegetable garden, on an island
in Lake Huron, begins as “just dirt”
each spring and becomes a plethora of beautiful luscious flavors,
textures, colors, and taste.
—Sally Carmichael, Michigan’s Upper Peninsula

—Sheryl Stradling, Ariz.

Calendulas and scallions, and borage

I’m not a Vicious Weed!
I was out in my small city garden
ripping out masses of invasive
ground ivy and, in a fit of frustration, I thought angrily, “Get out of
here, you vicious weed!” Immediately I was struck with an overpowering reaction from the plant.
It was wounded and incensed. I
“heard” it say, “I’m not a vicious
weed! I’m just doing what God
wants of me!”
I was so
shocked that
I jumped up
and ran into
the house,
where I stayed
for hours,
trembling. At
the same time,
I related to the
Pulling ivy!
plant from all
the times I had been doing what I
thought was good and right, only
to find myself unjustly criticized.
Later, my husband, suffering a severe case of poison ivy he encountered in the garden, asked me to
communicate with the plant to see
what it had to say. Not expecting
any response, I asked, and to my
surprise it said, “I’m sorry.”

When it’s harvest time, the neighbors come
down to help themselves

At Home on the Range
Botanists from the University of
Kansas have visited our 7 acres of
native prairie on the old Santa Fe
Trail and found an abundance of
native Kansas prairie plants—a
great treasure for us because Kansas has been trying to bring back
the native prairielands that have
been lost to plowing. We burned
off the prairie in the spring and we
were so amazed to see it grow back
with such incredible beauty. The
nature spirits had returned!
—Jan Freitag, Baldwin City, northeast Kansas

Prairie land on the Freitag farm

—Diane B., Gaithersburg, Md.
EdgarCayce.org

A Time for Peace and Serenity

The Thoughts Are Things
Garden
My husband Keith and I wanted to create minimal-maintenance, drought-resistant landscaping that is a personal,
meaningful expression of ourselves. In
our “Thoughts Are Things, Aquarius
Garden,” we chose to begin with the
peace sign, created from mica slate and
concrete which is symbolic of nuclear
disarmament, and a wave pattern symbolic of the Aquarius zodiac sign.
—Kathleen and Keith Cooper, Sequim, Wash.

Super-Berries
As a healthy 88-year-old independent
medical researcher (steeped in the Cayce
readings for 40 years), I want to draw
your attention
to aronia berry
bushes as a protection against
our deteriorating
food supply and
a means of prolonging longevity.
Indeed, as I’ve
discovered by
mass-producing
Aronia berries in the Maynard
and ingesting arocultivar
nia berries, this isn’t merely a super-berry;
it’s a survival berry for humankind. The
7-foot high bushes grow well in nutrient-deficient soil, even under drought
conditions, and the berries and bushes resist birds, insects, and animals, even in the
wintertime. Moreover, the berries ripen
all at the same time, so the picker doesn’t
have to carefully separate the ripe berries
from the green ones. I planted 100 bareroot bushes on October 11, 2012 and they
survived that winter when mid-Vermont
had very little snow for protection. Now,
from July, right through the winter until
the following March, I pick fresh berries
daily from my cultivars for my cereal!
—Bill Maynard, former Project Apollo technician,
Bomoseen, Vt.
April-June 2017

How I Became Re-energized!
After a very stressful period in my
career, I decided to take a step back
and
turned to
gardening at
a local
organic
farm.
I was
already
a vegan,
but this
Debi at the New Earth Farm
drove
home even more how important to
my health and my spiritual wellbeing is the food I consumed. What
we eat, so we become.
—Debi Edwards, Virginia Beach, Va.

Home from the Big City
After moving from the 35th floor
of a high-rise in New York City,
back to the Virginia farm where
I grew up, I have been revitalized
and spiritually renewed. Often, I
meditate here in the early mornings, which is my favorite time
to work and to just “be” in the
garden.
—Sandra Martin, retired literary agent, long-time
member of the A.R.E., and author of
Snapshots: Memories and Recipes

Top: Herbs, from the left, thyme (under the blue
glass ball), sage, oregano, rosemary, parsley, and
coneflowers with day lilies behind
Bottom: Tomatoes, squash, zucchini, eggplant, green
beans, corn

On Long Island
This photo, taken
from my back
deck, is where I
spend countless
hours watching
the unending
activity both
on land and on
the cove. It is a
gathering place
for a huge variety
of birds as well
as squirrels and
Saint Francis and the squirrel
deer, and while
we sleep, raccoons. —Lynn Falkowski, Sag Harbor, N.Y.
From the
Garden of
Ann and Herb
Puryear
The Arizona
poolside garden
of Cayce scholars
and authors Herb
and Ann Puryear
features several
varieties of cactus,
frog statuary, a birdbath, and a view of
Tortilla Flat.
The Kirkpatrick Garden
Despite this photo of Sid and Nancy standing
with tools in hand, dear friend and A.R.E.
Life Member Gill Young is responsible for
their garden’s incredible beauty, featuring
pink phlox, lilacs, coneflower, iris, hollyhocks,
and impatiens. The challenges are many, not
the least of which are the deer, which treat the
garden as their personal salad bar.

Left to right: the Kirkpatricks,
Gill Young, and salad bar
customer
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Mysteries of Nature
Trees Talk to Each Other

In trance, Edgar Cayce told several individuals that
they were capable of hearing trees speak, and in his
memoirs, indicated that he could do the same. Peter
Wohlleben, who has spent over 20 years in primeval forests, doesn’t make such a bold declaration, but he might
well have. Author of The Hidden Life of Trees: What
They Feel, How They Communicate, Discoveries from
a Secret World, Wohlleben makes a convincing scientific
argument that trees, while
possessing other hidden
abilities, use chemical scent
and electric impulses to
communicate, “agree” to
bloom together, take communal action against pests,
and collectively nurture
their young by modifying
the amount of sunlight
reaching their delicate
leaves. Citing peer-reviewed
scientific studies, Wohlleben
references a “wood wide web” where trees “exchange
news about insects, drought, and other dangers.”
For example, when tipped off in advance to approaching giraffes, African acacias will pump toxins into their
leaves. North American beech trees are social to their
own kind but a bully to oaks. Tree species in temperate
rain forests send chemical and electrical distress signals to all their neighbors warning of impending insect
attacks. Trees, Wohlleben declares, are “superorganisms
with interconnections,” much like human families in
which tree parents live together with their children, communicate with them, support them as they mature, share
nutrients with the sick or struggling, and proactively
work to mitigate the impact of extreme heat, cold, and
toxicity. Equally interesting to note, Wohlleben draws
careful distinctions between communications in old
growth forests and those on tree farms or plantations,
where trees start life with damaged root systems. The
“brain-like structures are cut off” for transplanting and
that prevents “learning” from
the older generation. Given
the apparent sophistication of
such arboreal communications
systems, it only makes sense
that some of us can, as Edgar
Cayce says, begin a meaningful dialogue with a tree, or at
least hear what it has to say.

8

Astrology, not Astronomy, Is the Secret Formula

Long before 24-hour weather apps, GPS, and the Weather Channel,
there was The Old Farmer’s Almanac, North America’s most popular
reference guide and oldest continuously published periodical. This
family-owned magazine, run out of the
same barn-red building in Dublin, New
Hampshire, has used a secret weather
forecasting formula which has brought
uncannily accurate results for over
200 years. Farmers from as far back as
George Washington have relied on it to
know when to plant a garden, go fishing,
breed livestock, begin a diet, and even
when to undergo surgery. According to a
retired editor, the secret formula, which
is kept tucked away in a black tin box
at Almanac Headquarters, consists of
calculations using astrological charts that divide the United States into
eighteen geographic regions. Horoscopes are prepared annually for
each region based on the movements of the stars, planets, and other
heavenly bodies. What worked for our founding fathers, it seems, is
still good today!

Edgar Cayce’s instructions for
communing with a tree:
Choose a live tree, preferably in a wood or one that does
not have too much disturbance around it. At the same
time each day, sit against the tree in silence. Do this
for twenty minutes every day for twenty days.
(See Readings 464-12 and 4329-1)

Speaking of Trees!

Visitors to Vancouver can walk in the treetops on the Capilano
Suspension Bridge 230 feet above the Capilano River and join a First
Nation’s guided Talking Trees tour in the 1001 acre Stanley Park,
one of Canada’s
most famous
old-growth forests
right in downtown
Vancouver. Along
the way participants
can explore the historical and medicinal
uses of Northwest
coast trees and
plants, be shown
aboriginal methods
Capilano Bridge in Vancouver Photo by Goobiebilly
for identifying and
harvesting local flora and fauna, and can maybe even—following Edgar
Cayce’s instructions—listen to what the trees have to tell us.
(These are a few fun adventures on the A.R.E. Western Canada/
Rockies tour, May 27-June 3, with the Kirkpatricks. Please visit
EdgarCayce.org/tours)
EdgarCayce.org

Homegrown Is Best! The Nutritional
Advantages of Garden-Fresh Food

“If the man who
raises and cares for
[vegetables and
fruits] does it with
love, it makes all the
difference.” (470-35)

Instead of baking a cake to celebrate
a neighbor’s birthday, A.R.E. member
Sally Carmichael made her an edible
basket. Even the flowers were edible!

SIMONE GABBAY, a holistic nutritionist
in Toronto, Canada, is the author of
three books based on the Edgar Cayce
health material. Visit her website:
simonegabbay.com.
April-June 2017

he 17th-century essayist Sir
William Temple wrote,
“…a poor man who has
a garden will eat better
than a rich man who has none”
(paraphrased), pointing to
the importance of consuming
foods that are freshly harvested and locally grown. In the
20th century, Edgar Cayce’s
health readings informed us
that “shipped vegetables are
never very good” (2-14) and
that eating locally grown vegetables and fruit would allow
the body to acclimatize and
align its energies with those of its environment.
In our new millennium, the benefits of eating
local and seasonal foods are widely recognized,
with grocery stores and restaurants routinely
highlighting and promoting the fruits of the
earth supplied by local farmers. Locally farmed
foods are great, but nothing can
be more local and seasonal than
the food you grow in your own
garden, and nothing will be more
nutritious.
Growing your own food drastically shortens the time between
field and table, thus minimizing
nutrient degradation. Even produce purchased at a farmer’s
market is likely to have been
picked a day or more before it
is offered for sale. While optimal storage conditions will slow the breakdown of nutrients,
a gradual loss is inevitable. Green beans, for
instance, lose more than 50% of their vitamin
C during the first three days after picking, even
with optimal refrigeration. Foods harvested
in your own garden, on the other hand, can
be picked and prepared within hours, if not
minutes, especially during the growing season.
If nothing else, the superb taste and aroma of
homegrown foods (which reflect their superior
nutrient content) will quickly convince you of
the benefits of home gardening.
As important as the denser nutrients that

homegrown food delivers, is
what you are not getting with
your produce: the many toxic
chemicals that are often added to the soil and sprayed on
plants in commercial farming.
When you grow your own
food, you decide what soil it is
grown in and how the plants
are fertilized and cared for.
There’s plenty of information
available, both on the Web
and in printed media, on how
to plant and tend an organic
home garden.
So, if there’s a piece of land,
big or small, available to you
for growing foods, get out there and plant!
If you’ve never done any gardening and find
the prospect intimidating, begin with an herb
garden, planting herbs that you like to use in
cooking. Popular favorites are parsley, chives,
basil, oregano, thyme, lemongrass, and mint.
Many herbs can even be grown in planters on
a patio or balcony. The ease and convenience of
having access to fresh herbs for seasoning your
meals may persuade you to try growing other
items such as lettuce, cucumbers, and radishes.
A salad prepared with garden-fresh ingredients
will delight your taste buds and provide your
body with the vitamins, minerals, enzymes, and
phytochemicals it needs for good health.

Vegetables from the garden of A.R.E. member and Master
Gardener Debi Edwards.
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A n cie n t M Y S T E R I E S
By John Van Auken

3

Edgar Cayce’s Gardens of Eden!

T

here is an interesting and curious
story that Edgar Cayce’s readings tell of three

Edens. According to his reading of the Akashic
Records there was an Eden in Atlantis, long before the
historical Eden in the Middle East (that was watered by four
rivers, which include the Tigris (Hiddekel) and Euphrates
Rivers, as described in the Bible—Genesis 2:10-14.) And there
is yet another, a third Eden that we will discover later in this
fascinating tale.
Why would there be three Edens? Cayce explains that life
occurs on many levels and in cycles that repeat experiences at
higher and lower levels of consciousness and vibration. These
10

cycles help us to truly master our gift of free will physically,
mentally, and spiritually. His readings teach that the cycles are
spiral, pulsating up and down the flow of consciousness and
vibration.

The First Garden of Eden

The Garden of Eden in Poseidia, Atlantis was a higher level
of experience than the later, more earthy, physical experience
in the historical Eden, located in what is today known as Iraq,
where the two famous rivers flow. Cayce called the Atlantean
Garden “the Eden of the world.” And he explained that
“Adam” was actually a soul group, not simply one individual.
EdgarCayce.org

(900-227) His readings said that this
soul group was also referred to as the
“Morning Stars” in the biblical book of
Job: “… the morning stars sang together,
and all the Children of God shouted for
joy.” (Job 38:7, 294-8) The Morning Stars
were us—our souls! He explained that
the Morning Stars sang on the First Day
(as in Genesis) and that Day symbolized
the first opportunity for the Children of
God to experience conscious existence in
association with life around them. Cayce
went on to describe the First Night as
that change from the outer activity of the
Day to an inner awareness of the Source
of the Children’s life, which is a higher
level of consciousness and vibration.
Thus, Day and Night are the outer and
inner cycles of our soul’s experience and
learning. (262-54) Here is the quote in
Genesis: “God called the light Day, and
the darkness he called Night. And there
was evening and there was morning, one
day.” (Genesis 1:5)
Interestingly, the quote from the book
of Job is actually a question asked of Job
by God. Job had been tested by Satan to
see if he would curse God if his physical body and his material wealth were
harmed, thus providing evidence that he
only loved himself and his possessions.
But Job did not curse God. Subsequently,
He came to Job “out of the whirlwind”
and explained that a lot of “dark counsel,” without true knowledge, had been
spun by those advising Job, but since he
did not get lost in that darkness, God
would now open Job’s eyes and restore
all that he lost in the testing. It begins
with God asking Job where he was when
He laid the foundations of the earth. At
the time, Job was about 140 years old,
and though that seems to be very old to
us today, it is not old enough to have been
with God when He laid the foundations
of the earth. God’s question is mysterious.
God asked Job again, “Where were you
when the Morning Stars sang together?”
Later God informs Job that he, Job, was
born when God laid the foundations of
the earth. (Job 38:21, 294-8)
Cayce explains that the universe and
the earth, as related to human beings,
came into being “through the Mind of
the Maker.” (900-227) And that humanity entered this world through the Mind
April-June 2017

of the Maker as an opportunity for soul
growth—soul growth being the use of
free will to enhance all life rather than
to seek only selfish interests. As Cayce is
often quoted, “Make the world a better
place for your having lived in it.” (567-5)

The Second Garden of Eden

Cayce’s readings explain that the Maker
created the biblical “Garden of God” as a
beautiful, comfortable dwelling place for
the Children. (Ezekiel 28:13, 3976-9) In
this Garden, God put the Tree of Life and
the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil.
For a time, it was a paradise. All the
creatures and vegetation of this world
lived in harmony with the Children, and
all lived with a conscious awareness of
God’s presence with them in the Garden
of the World. The Hopi people also have
this concept in their legends, teaching
that in ancient times the animals and the
humans did not harm or eat one another
but lived in harmony. However, as the
Children began to seek self-interests
only, they (that is we!) stopped walking
in the ways of the Spirit but sought only
the desires of self, and by doing such, sin
entered the Garden. This was symbolized
by the serpent and our eating the fruit
from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good
and Evil. Cayce’s readings convey that
at the highest level of awareness, sin is
selfishness, and all the other sins spin
off from this fundamental disposition:
self-seeking, self-exalting, self-gratifying,
self-indulgence, with little-to-no thought
of our impact on others and the whole of
creation. (262-114)
Such a disposition moves us away from
the presence of our Maker, who loves us
and seeks our companionship. It was the
movement away from the source of our
life that brought death to our experience.
And Cayce states: “As in Adam all die, so
in Christ all is made alive.” (900-227)
Curiously, his readings teach that, “No
one ever dies if they believe in God. Not
that those who are living materially will
not die, for those who live materially,
who are in a changing world, must die;
and that change, that transition must
come to all.” (5277-1) Our bodies do die
but our enlightened minds and life-filled
spirits live on beyond the body. Today we

have much evidence of this in the many
accounts of near-death experiences in
which one of our fellow humans lost the
life force in their physical body for a time,
but found themselves alive and aware
while the medical people struggled to
bring the physical body back to life.
Cayce’s readings teach that the serpent,
Satan, and temptation came into the
Garden in Poseidia in a mental manner
and then later in a more material way
in the physical Garden. Humanity’s
“rebellion and consorting with others
for aggrandizing of selfish motives first
brought Satan, or the serpent, into the
Eden.” (3976-9) This same reading jumps
to the offspring of Adam and Eve (as a
soul group) and how the two children
symbolized the challenge of knowing
good and evil, “as illustrated by the acceptance and rejection of the offerings made
by Cain and Abel, and the rebellious forces that arose in the lives of groups through
that same difference; thinking (as it
showed) of self, rather than of service that
was ordained by the manner of creation
in the earth!” (3976-9) The symbolism
of this is found in the Hebrew names
for the two aspects of human nature:
Abel means “breath” and Cain means
“acquired,” indicating that the breath
of life is challenged by our acquired ego
that is using free will selfishly. But even
God accepts the ego in us by turning to
Cain and saying, “If you do well, will you
not be accepted? And if you do not do
well, sin is crouching at the door [of your
heart and mind]; its desire is for you, but
you must master it.” (Genesis 4:7) In this
simple statement to that portion of our
human nature—that often kills our breath
of life—God indicates the journey of soul
growth that is required. Each of us must
learn to master our selfish impulses, our
egotistical thoughts, words, desires, and
actions. Cayce went on to instruct us to:
“Never use thy abilities for self–indulgence or self-gratification; it becomes sin.”
(5277-1)
When he was asked, “What was meant
by ‘As in the first Adam sin entered,
so in the last Adam all shall be made
alive’?” He answered, “Adam’s entry into
the world in the beginning, then, must
become the savior of the world, as it was
committed to his care, ‘Be thou fruitful,
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multiply, and subdue the earth!’ Hence
Amilius, Adam, the first Adam, the last
Adam, becomes—then—that that is given
the power over the earth, and—as in each
soul the first to be conquered is self—then
all things, conditions and elements, are
subject unto that self!” (364-7)
I know that our first impulse is to leave
this for Jesus Christ to accomplish for us,
but we should be aware that in this quote
Cayce said that “each soul” must first
conquer self and selfishness. This is how
the whole soul group (Amilius and Adam
as a soul group) rises with Christ (as a
group) into the enlightened consciousness
and higher vibration. This is how we
return to the Garden of God physically,
mentally, and spiritually.

The Third Garden of Eden

According to Cayce’s readings, the
Garden of God, Eden, is always with
us! Yes, this is the third Eden, the Alpha
and Omega Eden. We have never left the
Garden; we have lost awareness of it but
we are standing in it! Here’s Cayce: “For
each day is thy Eden; yea, each evening is
the call, ‘Whosoever will let him come and
take of the water of life freely’.” (1598-1)
To help us with this, there has indeed been an evolution of growth and
enlightenment in which we have grown
in consciousness and higher vibrations.
Where we are today is better than where
we’ve been on our “journey up through
that of selfishness.” (1602-3)
When the First Creation was cleansed
away by flood, the Second Creation
began with soul growth training centers,
temples, and pyramids around the ancient
world. Cayce said, “not as the physical
being or mind grows, but the soul-entity becomes aware of the influence of
Creative Forces or God during a sojourn
in the earth, and thus makes applicable
those experiences which are building
towards the companionship with the
Creative Force or God. And thus, as is
stated, ye grow in grace, in knowledge, in
understanding.” (5277-1)
Cayce’s Akashic reading describes the
journey as beginning with the peoples
in ancient Egypt from whom came the
lawgiver, Moses. The biblical journey was
away from pharaoh, who symbolizes the
ego at the height of its power, to search
12

the desert of worldliness for the Promised
Land, and mercy, grace, and peace for
all humankind, “through the Prince of
Peace, of the house of David, of the stock
of Judah, of the sons of Jacob, of the seed
of Abraham—the Father of the faithful!”
(3976-9) Then on through the Grecians
and their arts, the Romans and living
by the law, then on to another Promised
Land in America, where there was to be
freedom of speech and religion and “activities towards freedom of service toward
that God, as according to the dictates
of the conscience; showing that natural
advancement or evolution of men’s minds
toward that of a one God, one purpose,
one ideal—with many ideas of expressing
same, but one ideal!” (3976-9)
Today the contention and strife and
the pitch of violent assaults against the
children of peace by the dark forces
of intolerance and power-seeking may
naturally cause us to think the journey is
off track and the battle is being lost to the
darkness. But this is not what the prophecies say. In the cycles of Hindu teachings,
we are nearing the end of a dark, challenging era and the beginning of a bright,
life-enhancing age. And Jesus’ prophecy
in Matthew 24 clearly states these terrible
challenges and struggles that we see are
the “birth pains” of
a coming new era.
(Matthew 24:8 RSV)
The Revelation says
that at the height
of the Armageddon
battle between
the dark and light
forces, Satan will be
bound and thrown
into the bottomless
pit, the abyss, and
we will enter an
age where no evil,
no temptation will
exist. (Revelation
20:2-3) And Cayce’s
readings of the
Akashi promise
that the Aquarian
Age is when the
cycles of the Sun
through the years of
activity bring “the
full consciousness

of the ability to communicate with…the
Creative Forces.” (1602-3) This reading explains that we once had this full
consciousness in Atlantis, we gradually
lost it, and over this long journey we are
gradually regaining it! And, then we will
drink freely of the Water of Life and eat
of the Tree of Life (Revelation 22:1-5)
and God will wipe away every tear from
our eyes, and remove death, mourning,
crying, and pain from our experiences,
for the former things will have passed
away. (Revelation 21:4) Most surprisingly,
reading 1602-3 points out that at a deeper
level we have never left our loving Creator
and that Garden of God’s Presence. Eden
is still with us, we simply must awaken to
it in our hearts and minds.
About the Author
JOHN VAN AUKEN, is
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member, international
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Lunar Gardening

The meditation bench and flowers
from Raye Mathis’s Virginia garden
Raye Mathis, MSW, LSW, did
post-graduate work at the Jung
Institute, Zurich, and has been an astrological counselor for over 45 years,
having studied astrology with Frau
Baumann-Jung, Carl Jung’s daughter.
A former A.R.E. board member, Raye
mentors on-going astrology-based
online courses and serves as faculty
at Atlantic University. Contact: raye.
mathis@atlanticuniv.edu.
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umans have been using astrology in farming for thousands
of years. Ancient gardeners used the
changing shape of the Moon as
timing for the best moments to plant
and harvest their crops. These ancient cultures
believed that if the Moon was increasing in size,
then planting at that time meant crops would
also increase.
As we moved into the scientific era, this type
of farming was scorned as superstitious and referred to as “sympathetic magic,” but the belief
and practice has continued to persist through
thousands of years. Today, depth psychologists
(who recognize the human “unconscious”) use
the term “synchronicity” to refer to the belief
that the planting cycle is connected to the lunar
cycle. Synchronicity encompasses the idea
that everything that happens at a given
moment in time is meaningfully connected.
In 1924, Rudolf Steiner, an Austrian
scientist and philosopher, gave a series of
lectures titled “Spiritual Foundations for
the Renewal of Agriculture” to a group
of farmers in Germany. Steiner was concerned that the introduction of chemical
fertilizers was causing the soils to become
depleted. He believed that subtle energy
forces affect biological systems, and that
food-growing was a system within greater
cosmic systems with which farming had to
cooperate.
Biodynamic Farming grew out of
Steiner’s lectures and included the idea
of organic gardening that is used today
and also included the need for farming to
cooperate with the natural rhythms of the
cosmos such as the lunar phases and the seasons.
There are many facets to Biodynamic Farming,
including the preparation of complex homeopathic teas that were prepared in conjunction
with a biodynamic calendar of astronomical
cycles of the Sun, Moon, and planets. These teas
were added to the garden compost.
Lunar gardening assumes that anything
composed of water is subtly affected by the
changing phases of the Moon, just as the Moon’s
gravitational pull results in the ocean’s tides. This
means that the water and moisture in plants and
soil will rise and fall, depending on the position
and phase of the Moon. This phenomenon is also

thought to influence
the reproductive cycle
in animals and the
menstruation cycle in
women.
If you wish to garden with the Moon
you need to be aware
of two lunar cycles:
• The Synodic cycle
that divides the lunar
cycle into two phases
(or four quarters) from waning to waxing, and
back to waning; and the Sidereal cycle that follows the movement of the Moon through the 12
signs of the zodiac during the month.
The general rule using the Synodic cycle is that
you plant during the waxing of the moon—as
it goes from the New Moon to the Full Moon.
When the Moon is waning—going from the Full
Moon to the New Moon—you would harvest and
complete other tasks associated with the garden.
• The Sidereal cycle charts the Moon’s transit
across the backdrop of the fixed stars (the 12
zodiac signs) each month. These 12 signs are
divided into the 4 elements: Earth and Water
(feminine signs), and Fire and Air (masculine
signs). The Earth element (Taurus, Virgo,
Capricorn) and Water element (Cancer, Scorpio,
Pisces) have moist, cool, and fertile characteristics. The best time to plant is when the Moon
transits a Water or Earth sign.
Fire (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius) and Air (Gemini,
Libra, Aquarius) have hot, dry characteristics—
when the Moon is in one of these signs you
should harvest your crops or perform regular
gardening maintenance. However, Fire and Air
are not the best times for planting.
Many calendars show the phases of the Moon,
but you may have to search online for the zodiac
sign of the Moon on any given day. Here is one
site that gives both the phase and the sign of the
Moon for each day: lunarium.co.uk/
I have been gardening for almost 50 years.
During that time, when possible, I have tried to
plant during the waxing phase of the Moon, but
I have almost always planted when the Moon
was in an Earth or Water sign. I’ve acquired the
reputation among friends and family as having
a green thumb, but I think a large part of that is
due to honoring the lunar cycle.
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Edgar in Hopkinsville, Ky., circa 1897
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In the Garden with
Edgar Cayce’s love for gardening and deep connection
with nature began in his early
childhood and continued for the
rest of his life. He expressed this
love in hundreds of letters to
friends and family, but especially in 1932-1933 correspondence, excerpted here, with a
fellow gardener, Abigail, from
Cleveland, Ohio.

Abigail, left, with unidentified friend, standing in her
Cleveland garden.

…I appreciate…your being so thoughtful and considerate as to
send me such a lovely box of bulbs, flowers and the like. You
know...what a tender spot you touched when you get into that
field which is to me, possibly, just a hobby; but I love growing
things. As we look into the face of a rose, a violet, or any of
the rest of creation, we can and do know that the very life of
it, which no man has ever been able to even find or produce, is
a manifestation in the material world of that force and power
we call God. That it has taken and does take all kinds of forms
is very wonderful to us, but it should make us realize the fact
in our mental consciousness that His love, beauty and power
is so all-encompassing as to include everything. Whatever it is
that enables the African violet to gather the necessary elements
from the earth, air and the environ in which man puts it, to
make the most beautiful blossom it can from that with which
it has to work, gives pleasure to us who love to see them.
Whatever it is that enables the dahlia, be it the commonest
variety or that man has cultivated, to give that beauty and
strength, that enables it to draw such rich color from its
environs, the impelling force, I SAY, is from that very Source we
worship as God. That he is mindful of these things that will add
to the joy and pleasure of our poor mortal lives is a lesson, a
sermon in itself. If we will but trust Him as they do we will fulfill
that purpose for which we came into the earth, just as they do…

This rose arbor pergola was built by Edgar in the back yard of his
house on 35th Street (Virginia Beach, Va.), June 1928
EdgarCayce.org

Edgar

Edgar in garden, Virginia Beach, June 1936

The other day I had a
little experience I’ll tell
you about. A lady came
out and brought me quite
a number of little plants.
The lady with her said
she was rather envious
of them, as she thought
her friend was fixing
them for her, but after
she came and had her
reading she felt she knew
exactly why the friend
had brought them to
me—she knew why those
plants and shrubs looked
like they really enjoyed
me handling them.

…[Since] I have been at Virginia Beach…the family tell me that I spend
every spare nickel I can get hold of, and a lot I shouldn’t, on trying to
have things like that around me. In the first place I lived here I had
quite an assortment on a very small lot, for though I only had about
140 x 50 feet, including the house and garage, I had fruit trees of every
description almost - pear, plum, cherry, peach, apple, grapes, as well
as a little garden, though I couldn’t make this very large, but I had a
very nice asparagus bed, onions, beans and tomatoes, as well as a little
bed here and there of strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, and - of
course - an old-fashioned garden with roses, violets and the like. “The
last year I have been moving around considerable, and such things, you
know, can’t just be pulled up and set down anywhere and be expected
to do anything; so practically the only thing I’ve saved out of all the
beautiful assortment is my violets. They have been moved so often
that I suppose when they see anyone coming with a hoe they wonder
where they’re going next. They are very appreciative, and if given the
opportunity they bloom forth with all their might and main, and raise
those beautiful heads with all the fragrance that is theirs alone to give.

A long time I have been wis
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Edgar and
Gladys Davis’s
nephew, TJ, with
the floating
tree that he
moved around
to provide shade
when fishing,
1939

I love all nature, for there seems to be—as
it did [when] I was a child—the attempt to
speak to me very often of my Maker. Life in
all its essence must be from that Creative
Energy we have called God. Plants, animals
and everything, including human beings,
show their appreciation of every effort
man makes towards setting forth that love
that must have been expressed when God
brought them all into existence.

To learn more about E.C.F., please
contact Laura Hoff at laurah@
EdgarCayce.org, 757-457-7223,
or visit EdgarCayce.org/vault.
If you would like to know
how you can contribute to the
preservation of materials in the
vault, contact Patrick Belisle in our
Office of Development at pat@
EdgarCayce.org or 757-457-7126.
Edgar, center, enjoying nature on a picnic at Pilot Rock, just outside
Hopkinsville, Ky., circa 1902
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Edgar photographs his family and friends
enjoying Charleston Falls, Ohio, 1924

All excerpts are archived in 464-12 reports
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Bearing the Fruits of the Holy Spirit

“Then, as ye know
that like begets like…
what seed ye sow ye
will reap the fruit of
that sown; for men do
not gather figs from
thistles nor grapes
from briars.” (257-136)

A.R.E. staff at the Cayce house
(1944): (left to right) Willa Irons,
June Bro, and Mae Verhoeven
The Reverend June Bro is a
long-time A.R.E. member and friend
of Edgar Cayce. She is an ordained
Disciples of Christ minister.

—Join June Bro for a free “Chat”
every Tuesday morning at A.R.E.
headquarters in Virginia Beach
from 10:30-11:30 a.m.
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dgar Cayce was completely at
home in his garden. Anything green
and growing–plants, flowers, vegetables–loved Edgar and, judging
by the amount of time he spent in
his garden, I know he truly loved them back.
The rest of us did too, especially the fruits and
vegetables. All of us who were on the A.R.E.
staff back then will remember how, following
his afternoon reading session, Edgar would
wake up very hungry. So, Gertrude would fix
him something to eat and we would smell that
enticing aroma of fresh home-grown vegetables
cooking in the kitchen. Sometimes we would be
treated to a bowl of freshly picked strawberries
from the field next door. These things, however,
are related to Edgar’s outer garden. His inner
garden was just as rich with the fruits of the
Holy Spirit, and this shone with a holy light
on the people with whom he worked and who
came to him for readings.
We each have an inner garden, full of beautiful possibilities that we can’t see at first. By
choosing to enter the material world, each of
us is like a seed being planted by God in the
earth. However, you and I are responsible for
choosing how that seed is to grow in our inner
garden and just what our garden is going to
produce. We can grow honesty, compassion,
patience, helpfulness, order, purity, faith; any of
the fruits of the spirit. But we must make some
choices–our inner garden lies in darkness until
we choose to bring light into that darkness and
begin to live that holy life destined for us.
In both the outer and the inner gardens, God
provides the soil and the seeds, brings the rain
and the sunshine, and provides the breath of life
so that the potential for the growth of something wonderful is always there. But it is up to
us to choose how to grow. Just like seeds when
they are first planted, we are alone in the darkness. At these times, all we can do is pray. We
can open our minds and hearts to the possibility
of a divine loving God or the Creative Forces.
We can read the Bible to learn more about the
beautiful promises that God has waiting for
each of us. And we can remain thankful, saying
“Thank you, Lord, for this garden.” We can’t
make the seeds grow. That is up to God. Still,
we must do our part—we can tend that garden.
First, we must quiet our minds. We can

choose to believe in the goodness and beauty
of God and God’s creation (that includes all of
us!). That is why meditation is so important; it
provides that quiet space for the Creative Forces
to grow within us. A light begins to glow dimly
in the darkness and intuitively, we know it is the
Promise we have been seeking. Soon, our faith
says,“Yes!”We begin to see a flicker of light and
we are filled with hope.
We look toward the light which at first seems
so small and undependable, just like a sprouting
seed still buried in soil but reaching toward
the surface. But still, we choose to believe, we
choose to trust the words and promises in the
Bible. We have taken the first step, we now have
faith enough to believe in a garden we can’t yet
see. We must allow the roots to grow first, to be
grounded in the darkness. Intuitively, we know
that we need an ideal, something to choose to
follow or grow toward. In a flash of light, we
see the pattern, a teacher, a guide who had been
where we want to go. In my life, I know that
it is Jesus. He will be there, guiding me all the
way. He has always been there, waiting for me.
I want to become one with God, to know
myself to be myself and yet one with the
Whole—to allow myself to grow in the beautiful inner garden He has created for all of us.
I know that I need a pure heart to provide the
best soil, and that I can clear the debris every
day. Weeding and pruning, of course, is a big
part of gardening!
The pattern created by Jesus is the ability to
love, to recognize the goodness in each soul
I meet, to trust God in every way with every
aspect of my life, and to forgive and move on.
Can I do this? As a co-creator with God, I can
choose how my seeds grow in my own garden
and allow myself to blossom. And more and
more, I want to see the beauty in others as they
also blossom. “By the works ye shall know
them, as by their fruits; for as virtue is a fruit of
faith, so does the understanding come—as the
full grown seed ready for planting.” (262-18)
More and more, we become a beautiful shining
soul, and like Edgar Cayce, bearing the fruits of
the Holy Spirit. We in turn plant our own seeds
with both our thoughts and our actions. And as
we are reminded often in the Cayce readings,
we reap what we sow. Let our harvest be filled
with peace, joy, and love.
EdgarCayce.org

D o ct o r i n t h e h o u s e
By Josephine B. Adamson, MD, MPH, CMT

We Grow as We Help Plants Grow

I

Photos of member
Sally Carmichael’s
garden in Michigan

“…for the earth
is the mother of
all… ” (470-35)

Josephine B. Adamson,
MD, MPH, CMT, is the
A.R.E. Medical Director,
overseeing health outreach
and administration including Cayce/Reilly® School
of Massage staff and
the holistic A.R.E. Health
Center & Spa. She received
her MD from Duke University and Master’s in Public
Health from the University
of North Carolina, and is
a graduate of the Cayce/
Reilly® School.
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grew up not
far from
A.R.E. headquarters, and I played
outside every
day after school.
My siblings and
I learned, sometimes reluctantly,
how to plant seeds,
weed, prune, and
mow grass. Our
parents filled the
house with plants
and flowers and
taught us the
name of every
plant in our environment. It’s no
surprise that my
sister is a landscape architect and my brother grows
beautiful roses. My father, now 89, continues to
maintain a beautiful ornamental garden.
Dad knows instinctively what both the Edgar
Cayce readings and modern medical research tell
us: gardening—working outside to help things
grow—is good for our health. The Cayce health
readings were quite emphatic when it came to
encouraging people to get outside. There are many
readings and research studies that describe the benefits of gardening for our bodies, minds, and spirits.
Recent research studies demonstrate the benefits
of gardening which can reduce the risk of both
physical and mental health problems. These studies
show that gardening is, perhaps unexpectedly, an
excellent exercise choice. A large study of Swedish
men and women over 60 found that regular gardening reduced the risk of both stroke and heart
attack by approximately 30%. Scientists point to
yardwork’s exercise and increased Vitamin D levels from sun exposure as possible cardiovascular
protective mechanisms. Another large long-term
study from Australia found that those older adults
who participated in daily gardening had an almost
40% decrease in the incidence of dementia. The
strength, agility, endurance, problem-solving, and
multisensory awareness that gardening demands
may confer benefits for brain health. Gardening
is also reported to improve our immune systems.

Not only may Vitamin D contribute to the body’s
ability to defeat viruses that cause colds and flus
but scientists have recently identified a common
soil bacterium that actually relieves the physical
manifestations of immune system dysfunctions such
as psoriasis, allergies, and asthma.
Researchers also suggest that inhaling or ingesting the same soil mycobacterium species may help
decrease inflammation which may play a part in
depression, thereby contributing to better mental
health. And, studies from professionals in the field
of Horticultural Therapy show that gardening’s
integration of physical activity, cognitive stimulation, natural surroundings, and work satisfaction
also improves symptoms of depression and other
mental illness. Even for those experiencing more
typical stress, gardening seems to lower levels of the
stress hormone cortisol and raise levels of reported
self-esteem scores.
Edgar Cayce’s grandson, the late Dr. Charles
Thomas Cayce, a child psychologist, used 15
specific recommendations in the Cayce readings
to help those with mental or emotional suffering.
Prominent among those recommendations was
yardwork, or as he liked to say, “breaking a sweat”.
Dr. Cayce found that the combination of gardening
with the other recommendations, in every case,
reduced patients’ mental suffering and need for
psychiatric medication. We would all do well to
follow the advice in the reading Edgar Cayce gave
for a young pregnant woman:
(Q) Can exercise be continued during pregnancy?
Also daily housework?
(A) Normal exercise should be continued throughout pregnancy; else there’s very apt to become static
somewhere in body.
(Q) Can gardening be done during that time?
(A) Can be very well done. Keep in the open and
close to nature—this is the better way of activity.
(457-9)
Working in a garden is a fun, healing activity that
connects us deeply to the rhythms of the earth’s cycles. Watching a seed sprout provides proof of one’s
ability to accomplish positive change. Nurturing
a plant to fruition gives motivation for continued
effort. Gardening, especially planting or taking care
of a large tree or shrub, even allows the results of our
labors to last well beyond our own lives. Indeed, we
grow as we help plants grow.
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From Eden to Gethsemane
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dam’s journey began in the Garden of Eden and ended in
the garden of Gethsemane. The first Adam fell from grace through
willful disobedience; the last Adam came into grace through perfect
obedience. Exile from Eden can be defined in one word: disobedience;
Gethsemane in one phrase: “Thy will be done.” Symbolically, a soul’s entire journey takes place between these two gardens. It’s worth every whit,
if we wish to travel from the first garden to the last, following the pattern
of the Christ: from Adam to Jesus.

Obedience

The word obedience has negative
connotations. This is because people associate being obedient to being subjugated
by others. Obedience may imply submissiveness without our choice—as in being
cowed into submission. Well-trained
dogs follow their master’s commands:
“sit,” “stand,” “run,” “fetch.” They are
obedient.
The scriptural use of the word obedience doesn’t imply servitude nor
becoming automatons. Obedience is our
personal choice. Nobody is forcing us; it’s
a choice of our free will to become fully
compliant with spiritual laws. When we
say “Thy will be done,” we mean to say
that we’ll be in accord with God’s will,
with all the consequences that come with
it, crosses included.
To make it palatable, we may replace the word obey with, “adhere to,”
“comply with,” “conform to,” “to be at
one with” and so on—all of which the
readings used synonymously. But, for the
moment, let’s stay with this word so that
we can understand the scriptural as well
as the Cayce readings’ perspective.
Obedience implies that there is disobedience. Disobedience is non-compliance
with spiritual laws. When we give in to
the ways of the world—hatred, jealousy,
gossip, violence, lust, sloth, arrogance—
we are being disobedient to truth or the
18
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will of God. In his counsel to a variety
of people, Cayce told them what he
once told a 38-year-old woman: “Faults
and failures, sin and sorrow, are the
outgrowth of disobedience to the divine
law.” (2408-1) Obedience is choosing to
live with the fruits of the spirit: “love, joy,
peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control.”
(Galatians 5:22-23) Once we choose
to align our will with the will of God,
we’re being obedient to spiritual laws
and no longer “servants of sin.” (Romans
6:15-23) Put differently, we are no longer
under karmic law, but we live by grace.
Most suffering is a natural outgrowth
of disobedience to spiritual, mental,
and physical laws. In a physical reading
given for a 59-year-old woman, between
prescribing treatments, Cayce said that her
condition was “a result of disobedience
of laws.” She has an opportunity now to
become obedient to spiritual laws, even
as she undergoes physical treatments.
To bring about healing, she was told she
could attune to the divine if she was willing, and He will direct, adding: “Then let
Him have His way with thee.” (69-4)
In the Catholic Church, obedience to
superiors is greatly stressed. Catholic
saints seem to live this virtue to a high
degree. One such saint was St. Martin de
Porres (1579-1639). Growing up in Lima,

Peru, he was trained under a barber-surgeon and gained experience in treating
wounds and illnesses using herbal remedies. When he became a lay brother
in the Dominican Order, he continued
to care for the sick within his religious
community as well as lay people. Because
of his miraculous healing abilities and his
unlimited generosity, many sick people
came for treatments. Often, he had to
lodge them at the monastery overnight.
Because of the overwhelming number of
people who needed his help, he even gave
his own bed for the sick. This was against
the rules of the order, for which he was
warned. On a later occasion, his superior
chastised him for allowing someone to
stay in his cell, again citing his violation
of the rule. While he was known for
his obedience to his superiors, Martin
reasoned with him: “Forgive me, Father,
but I have not sinned in what I did. True,
I put him there, but he came with an
open stomach. The urgency of the case
demanded the action. And when charity
calls, should it not be above obedience?”
The obedience referred to here is obedience to a Catholic hierarchy, not to God.
Martin was aware of this, and willing
to reason that obedience to God may be
disobedience to the worldly rules. Martin
wasn’t afraid to take this risk in order to
love his neighbor as himself.
EdgarCayce.org

Leaving Eden

The Garden of Eden is the original
consciousness of purity and grace, the
superconscious state, that all souls enjoyed in the beginning. God had warned
Adam and Eve not to eat from the Tree
of Life, lest they experience good and
evil, life and death. (Deuteronomy 30:15)
Cayce tells us that the eating of the apple
symbolizes the exercise of their free will
to be in defiance of God’s commandment
rather than to be in harmony with God’s
will.
In exercising their free will in this way,
Adam and Eve’s citizenship to Eden or
the Kingdom of God was revoked. It was
a point of departure and separation from
God, from the infinite to the finite, from
Spirit to matter. In this fallen state, oneness or at-onement with God was lost.
To reestablish at-onement, earthly
incarnations were necessary. Once
separated, they had to “pass through
all stages of development” in the earth
and its solar system. (900-10) It was
the start of a painful but grand journey in the process of soul evolution or
soul development. Earth provided the
opposing influences of good and evil
in which the free will could be tested.
Choosing good meant choosing God’s
will, which manifested as acts of pure
love—kindness, patience, forgiveness,
charity and truthfulness for instance. Evil
was essentially selfishness manifesting as
“self-exaltation, self-glorification, self-indulgence, self-gratification,” with little
or no consideration for others. (254-91)
Separating ourselves through selfishness means misusing divine and innate
creative energy, the same inheritance that
the prodigal son squandered.
Adam journeyed, incarnation after
incarnation in time and space, until the
evolution was completed in the last Adam,
Jesus. With patience, he lived the truth
and overcame the enticing influences of
the world, becoming aware of his oneness
with God. “Tempted in the fires of flesh”
and purified, Jesus entered into the glory
of companionship with God.” (262-89)
Jesus “learned obedience from the
things that he suffered” in physical
conditions as well as in mental anguish.
But he did so with the purpose of making
his will one with God’s. (900-232) and
(Hebrews 5:8-9) Jesus became “one in
creative purpose and in activity” with
April-June 2017

God. (2420-1) The purpose was to love
God with all his heart, soul, and strength
and the activity was to love his neighbor
as himself—to go about doing good.
Thus, Jesus became the author and
finisher, the alpha and the omega, of the
perfect pattern for spiritual evolution.
Jesus could have taken the offer Satan
made to him during the 40 days of fasting in the wilderness. And just as well he
could have avoided the cross. However,
choosing either would have meant
following his own will, not God’s. This
would have kept him exiled from Eden.

“You are Gods.”
(John 10:34)

While praying in the garden of
Gethsemane, Jesus agonized over the
coming cross and death experience.
But through prayer and meditation he
received strength and courage: “O My
Father, if it is possible, let this cup pass
from Me; nevertheless, not as I will, but
as you will.” (Matthew 26:39) Having
realized that it was God’s will that he
embrace the cross, he placed his full faith
in God. In other words, he “fought with
self” or wrestled with the situation in
the garden, and reconciled himself with
it there. Thus, Jesus “overcame that
Cross in Gethsemane’s meditations.”
(1213-1) The inner crucifixion happened
in Gethsemane when Jesus chose God’s
will over his own. Jesus was not only
obedient to the will of God in life, but
“obedient unto death.” (Philippians 2:8)
The result was resurrection, ascension,
and a glorified state.
Cayce said that when we look at our
own Gethsemane experiences, we only
see “a road of thorns; the perspiration,
the sweat of blood…anything but
Happiness.” This is the way it is commonly depicted. Yet, having overcome
the cross in Gethsemane’s meditations,
Jesus was happy. Even on the way to
Calvary, he laughed and joked, and
spoke kind words that brought happiness to others. (262-111)

Entering Gethsemane

If Eden represents the point of departure, Gethsemane represents the point
of arrival. Somewhere along the Edento-Gethsemane journey, an awakening

comes to us: “I will arise and go to my
Father.” Farther along, we realize: “I must
be about my Father’s business,” until we
complete our spiritual evolution: “I and
my Father are one.” (Luke 15:18, Luke
2:49, John 10:30) The whole experience
from Eden to Gethsemane is about wrestling with and conquering self to find our
god-self. (364-7)
Until and unless we’ve entered our
own personal Gethsemane we haven’t
reached our spiritual maturity. Without
reaching Gethsemane, there’s no resurrection and no reinstatement of our
citizenship to the Kingdom of God. If
we enter Gethsemane, we can return to
the Garden of Eden without the tempter—even as Jesus did. Our journey hasn’t
been in vain; we return fit to be companions and co-creators with God and
to claim our spiritual heritage: “You are
gods.” (John 10:34) The path has been
laid out, the way made open, to those
who would care to enter.
God breathed into Adam and he
became a living being; God baptized
Jesus with the Holy Spirit and he became
a life-giving being, a quickening spirit. (1
Cor. 15:45) Holy Spirit is given only to
those who obey God. (Acts 5:32) Hence,
there’s no greater prayer than “Thy will
be done,” just as long as our actions
mirror our prayer. “Thy will be done” is
attuning our will with God’s, and thus
the at-onement we lost in Eden can be
restored. And so, we meet every cross, every difficulty, and every challenge in our
own garden. And after passing through
our Gethsemane experiences, we too will
become life-giving beings.
Jesus often went to Gethsemane to
meditate and pray to learn
the will of God, and so should
we. We departed Eden a long
time ago; Gethsemane is
beckoning us.
©
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Pets Take Us Back to the Garden

All I can say is, “Let the
love and healing flow.”

Doug and Judy Knueven’s cat
Gracie gazing at us!

Doug Knueven, DVM, is a
practicing veterinarian in Beaver,
Pa. He has earned certification in
veterinary acupuncture, veterinary
Chinese herbal medicine, and
veterinary chiropractic, and has
advanced training in natural
nutrition, massage therapy, and
homeopathy. He is the author
of The Holistic Health Guide:
Natural Care for the Whole Dog.
For more information, go to
BeaverAnimalClinic.com.
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n the Garden of Eden, mankind was
at one with nature. Humans melded
seamlessly with the mineral, plant, and
animal kingdoms. It is no wonder that the
Cayce readings suggest that one way to get
closer to the Creative Forces is to immerse ourselves in nature. Unfortunately, our modern world
makes such attunement difficult. We live and
work in buildings that separate us from the sights,
sounds, smells, and feel of our environments. For
many of us, our lifestyles are such that we rarely
have the time or opportunity to get outside and
truly enjoy the natural beauty of our world.
The animal-lovers among us have filled this
gap in our existence by welcoming dynamic
parts of nature (our pets) into our homes. For us,
our animal companions are a major focus of our
energies. We play together, eat together, and live
our lives together. It is comforting to come home
after a rough day to a wagging tail or a gentle
purr. Our pets somehow seem to know just what
to do to comfort us. But our beloved animals do
not just help us emotionally. Numerous studies
in the past three decades have shown that pets
help us physically as well. People who live with
cats have a 30% reduced risk of suffering a heart
attack. Heart attack patients with pets live longer
than those without animals. Petting a dog boosts
a person’s immune system. Nursing homes that
allow pets in the living quarters have reported
lower death rates and a drop in the need for
medications. Pet owners in general have fewer
doctors’ visits and they live longer than those who
do not have pets.
Just how do these special creatures affect us
so profoundly? My research into this mystery
has brought me to the hormone called oxytocin.
But before we get to the fun facts, we need a little
understanding of the basics. A hormone is a bodily
messenger-molecule that is released by one of the
many endocrine glands. It travels through the
bloodstream to affect distant organs, glands, or
tissues. Hormones regulate metabolism, mood,
and emotions. Our hormone of special interest,
oxytocin, (aka the “love hormone”) was originally
believed to be released only by the pituitary gland
(associated with the crown chakra). In fact, recent
studies have found that not only does the heart
have receptors for oxytocin, the heart is also a major source of this hormone. How appropriate it is
that the organ linked to the heart chakra responds

to and releases the hormone associated with love.
The physical is truly a reflection of the spiritual.
Whatever the source, oxytocin has many effects
on the individual. First and foremost, oxytocin
is a key player in reproduction, which is what
earned it the moniker “the love hormone.” Its
release is in part responsible for the pleasurable
feeling that sex gives. Oxytocin is responsible for
uterine contractions during the birthing process as
well as milk production for the newborn. Studies
also show that oxytocin can increase trust and
generosity, and decrease stress, anxiety, and fear.
But, oxytocin has physical effects as well, which
makes sense since the mind and body are parts
of the same system. Oxytocin has been shown
to modulate inflammation and improve wound
healing. It can slow the heartbeat and breathing,
and lower blood pressure.
Oxytocin enhances social bonding. That includes marital partnering, parent-child bonding,
and even friendship with others. These others with
whom we connect of course include other people,
but research shows oxytocin also augments our
relationships with animals.
A recent study demonstrated that gazing behavior from dogs, but not wolves, increased oxytocin
in their owners. The people now influenced by
the oxytocin, in turn showed affection toward
their dogs, which increased the animals’ oxytocin. The researchers called this “an interspecies
oxytocin-mediated positive loop facilitated and
modulated by gazing.” All I can say is, “Let the
love and healing flow.”
But why is it that gazing into the eyes of a
beloved animal causes the release of oxytocin?
A strictly physical explanation falls short. Why
would a certain pattern of photons on the retina
trigger oxytocin release? Perhaps the eyes truly are
the windows to the soul. According to Cayce, the
body, mind, and soul are intimately intertwined
and the love we feel for others and our animal
companions flows freely within us and between
us. Oxytocin is a physical reflection of a spiritual
condition.“Spirit is the life, mind is the builder, and
the physical is the result.” Animal companions are
spiritually imbued and affect their people spiritually, mentally, and physically. Pets can keep us in
touch with “The Garden.”
Send your vet questions to Dr. Doug at
letters@EdgarCayce.org
EdgarCayce.org

Planting Our Souls

“Let the body know, let
the body comprehend
that it is being chosen
for the expression
of divinity into
materiality!” (480-28)

The children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren in my garden.

gladys Taylor McGarey, md,
MD(H), a pioneer in holistic medicine
and study group member since 1957,
uses Cayce concepts in her consulting
practice in Scottsdale, Arizona.
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lanting a garden takes dreaming
about it, finding the proper place
and time, and preparing the soil. It
takes work—downright dirty work!
The ground must be made ready, the seed
planted and watered, and here in Arizona, protected from the sun. And this is just the beginning.
The same has been true in my professional life,
during which I have had the privilege and the joy
of working with thousands of expectant mothers
and the souls they deliver into Earth’s plane.
When I began working with the Cayce readings
I came to think of my work as a divine mission.
I had to do more than I had been taught to do
in my training; I had to help families understand
and prepare for the coming of this divine being.
It was important to know that the care of the
physical, mental, and spiritual journey of this soul
was in the parents’ hands, that the process began
before conception, and that communication with
the incoming entity could commence immediately. This process was really like planting a seed.
The soul is the seed that grows into the physical
body which this person will inhabit for the rest
of his or her life.
Cayce tells us we influence (consciously or
not) what soul, or “who” is drawn to be our
offspring through our thoughts and attitudes
and the activities and actions we take, not only
during pregnancy, but even before conception. As
we begin to understand this, we realize that all
aspects of our beings need to be involved. Body,
mind, emotions and spirit all need to be engaged.
When preparing for the coming of this divine
being into our world, both parents are responsible to physically take care of themselves. Their
love is the spark which enlivens this soul, and
their health is important to the baby’s health. The
father doesn’t just plant the seed; his energy is in
the DNA of the baby along with the mother’s
and always will be. Everything they do builds
healthy or unhealthy bodies. After all, they are
the garden in which the baby is growing. The
food they eat, the way they exercise, the sleep they
get, the air they breathe, the water they drink, all
affect the baby.
In addition, the baby’s mind is developing
along with the body. What the parents do with
their minds becomes part of the baby’s thoughts
and feelings. What they read, what they talk
about, what they experience, the roads they

travel, what they think, see, feel, hear, taste, and
smell, all become part of the baby’s reality. How
they react to what happens in their lives teaches
the baby how to respond to life. We all know this
is true after the baby is born, but science tells us
that the fetus is a conscious being and at a cellular
level can be influenced. When I was pregnant and
learned what Edgar Cayce said about the energy
created in A Search for God study group, it was
important for me and my baby to be part of it.
There is much in life which we cannot control,
but when we find something that feeds our body,
mind, or spirit during a pregnancy, we are adding
fertilizer to the soil.
Now we must consider what is happening
with the soul and spirit of the developing baby.
Unlike garden seeds, the incoming soul chooses
its parents and perhaps even its siblings. When
my two youngest were about seven and five,
they had a very active sibling rivalry. One day it
escalated and we took the children aside. We told
our daughter, the eldest,“You have to learn to get
along with your brother or you are going to come
back as his wife or something, and you know
that you chose this family.” Quick as a flash she
responded, “But that was before I knew HE was
coming.” Nevertheless, they have both learned
that lesson and are very good friends.
If during the pregnancy, the baby is loved,
wanted, and cherished, they will feel they are
important and that, no matter how difficult
the circumstances, the world loves them. If the
family is happy and filled with joy because this
baby is coming, the very cells of the baby’s body
are happy cells. If, on the other hand, they feel
unloved, unwanted or if they feel fear and/or
anger in their parents, that is the way the world
will look to them. If every baby was born into
a loving world, they would in turn love and be
love-able. And, as Cayce tells us: to be loved we
must be love-able. If, however, we are born into
a world of fear and hate, the world is just a scary
and angry place.
So, let us remember what Jesus taught: “Perfect
love casteth out all fear.” How we live our lives
matters! Each of us creates the world we live
in—perhaps not the circumstances, but how
we respond to what happens to us. This is the
garden we are leaving to our children and how
they blossom and bloom is our gift to them and
the world.
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The Cayce Materia Medica

*

The Edgar Cayce health readings reference some 5,000 or
more remedies which contain herbs, plants, or foods that can
be gathered in the wild or grown in the home garden. Among
them are those listed below. A detailed description of how
some of these plants may be grown, harvested, and prepared
for use in Cayce remedies can be found in The Edgar Cayce
Plant Encyclopedia, by Jeanette M. Thomas (see next page).

ACONITE or WOLFSBANE is referenced over
80 times as a topical application for pain relief,
but is never recommended to be used internally.
(4666-4) In 9 of these readings, an aconite compound is spread over the body with a camel-hair
brush. (523-1)
ALMONDS (raw) are mentioned as a dietary
supplement to be eaten in combination with
raw ﬁlberts as a source of easily assimilated
calcium. (2028-1) Cayce also suggests that
almonds are a helpful preventative of cancer.
(659-1; 1158-31)
APPLES processed into cider vinegar are
recommended for sunburn, and in one case as a
tanning lotion. (276-7) Apples consumed during
a 3-day apple-fast are also recommended to
cleanse and detoxify the body. (820-2)
ARNICA, mixed with an equal portion of olive
oil, is recommended in 2 readings as an application for sprains and bruises. In a third case, 1
ounce of arnica, combined with other ingredients, produced an effective compound massage
oil. In a fourth reading, the use of arnica was
equated to “any good massage” to remove the
strain from bruises caused by a fall. (288-51)
CELERY was recommended for its nutritional
value and specific use as a nerve building food
or medicine. (480-19)
CONCORD GRAPES are the variety preferred
in the Cayce readings, often recommended
crushed as an abdominal poultice in cases
of infection and inflammation. Grape juice
before meals is said to prevent excess weight
and prevent the desire for starches or sweets.
(Additive-free) Welch’s Grape Juice is the brand
of choice. Two ounces of Welch’s concord grape
juice in 1 ounce of water, taken about a half
an hour before meals is said to “aid in the
reduction of the carbohydrates in the system...”
(247-217; 1309-3)
FIGS, made into a syrup, are primarily used in
the Cayce readings as an eliminant, and taken
in small, frequent doses rather than in one large

Cayce’s use of herbal remedies fits
squarely in the context of ancient
Chinese, Ayurvedic, Syrian, and
Egyptian medical systems. This illustration is from the medieval German
manuscript by Hans Biedermann,
Medicina Magica.

dose. (572-9) Figs can also be used for tooth
infections. A dried fig is opened, soaked in warm
milk or cream, and applied to the socket where
an abscessed tooth has been removed, to draw
out poison and alleviate pain. (569-13)

PERSIMMON can be used in a formula to
make straight hair curly by taking the kernel
from the dried seed with an equal amount of
root bark and massaging into the scalp. “This is
for anyone!” (289-1)

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE, also known as
sunchoke or sunﬂower artichoke, is recommended as an alternative to insulin for
several individuals who had diabetic tendencies.
(2094-2)

PLANTAIN taken as a tea can help reduce the
possibility of blood poisoning. (2295-3) When
combined with cream over low heat, it makes
a salve that is recommended to treat skin sores
and boils. (3167-1)

LAVENDER, which is mentioned in 19
readings, was recommended as a steam-bath
additive and massage oil, and its color and
odor are described as an aid to meditation and
a helpful inﬂuence in keeping a spiritual focus.
(2154-2; 274-10; 3375-1)

POTATO skins are grated and applied over the
closed eyelid as a poultice for inflammation.
(2638-1) Potato skins prepared as soup taken
weekly with plenty of citrus fruit juices can help
keep the hair from turning grey. (2011-2)

LEMON juice is recommended for relief from a
cough. The white of an egg is beaten very stiff
and mixed with a half a lemon and taken at
night. (622-7)
LETTUCE: “Plenty of lettuce should always be
eaten by almost everyone, for this supplies an
effluvium in the blood stream that is a destructive force to most of those influences that attack
the blood,” Cayce tells us. (404-6)
MULLEIN leaves are bruised in boiling water
and applied to varicose veins to relieve pain
and reduce swelling. Used to relieve coughs,
the role of mullein is described in 988-7: “the
very nature of the Mullein is to absorb poisons
from the body itself; relieving pain and causing
the accumulations to be thrown off through the
respiratory system.”
ONION is recommended for colds and congestion when combined with yellow cornmeal. This
warmed concoction is placed in gauze to create
a poultice. Apply on throat and chest, lower
portion of the kidneys and lumbar. (1112-5)
PASSION FLOWER, mentioned over 90 times,
is used in a variety of teas and compound
formulas, often in connection with epilepsy.
(543-5)

PRICKLY ASH is most frequently recommended for the treatment of Pyorrhea (gum disease)
and boils or ulcers of the mouth. (1800-20)
SENNA, mentioned in over 250 readings, is
most frequently recommended as a laxative
to be taken as a tea in an alternating fashion
with other types of laxatives. (935-2) It is also
recommended as an expectorant for the relief of
a cough and congestion. (538-43)
SLIPPERY ELM bark, in powdered form, is
added to drinking water to soothe and coat
mucous membranes and act as an intestinal
antiseptic. It is recommended for conditions
ranging from allergies to baby care, from cancer
to colitis, and from psoriasis, to ulcers and
pinworms. (480-34; 257-214)
WALNUT roots and the inner bark of the nuts
of the black walnut is combined with the seeds
of milkweed in a formula to naturally darken
hair. (683-3)
WATERMELON SEEDS work as a diuretic. A
teaspoon of the seeds is dried, crushed, then
steeped for 15 minutes and taken as a tea. “This
will clarify those conditions that cause reactions
in the kidneys and bladder…” Cayce says.
(1695-2)

*Materia medica (English: medical material/substance) is a Latin medical term for the body of collected knowledge about the therapeutic properties of any substance used for healing.
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Back to the Garden Classics
V

enture Inward’s beautiful cover this issue is
courtesy of artist and writer Heather Preston,
author and illustrator of Tree Spirits: Tales and
Encounters, available from AREcatalog.com.
Her recent work can also be seen in the Venture
Inward article “Nature Spirits.” (Oct-Nov, 2017
VI). Thank you Heather!

Contributor and cover art
illustrator Heather Preston

J

eanette M. Thomas’s passion and
deep knowledge of the Cayce
health readings inspired her to
compile, over a period of more than
a decade, the research that went into
The Edgar Cayce Plant Encyclopedia,
which covers the history of plants
and their use in the Edgar Cayce
readings. This book, available on
Amazon.com, has become a crucial reference tool for those in the
alternative health field, herbalists,
and anyone interested in Cayce or
his health treatments. Jeanette joined
the A.R.E. in 1979 as assistant to
Gladys Davis Turner, Edgar’s stenographer and Administrator of Records for the Edgar Cayce Foundation.
Jeanette served as assistant until Gladys’s death in 1986, at which point
she took over her position. Jeanette was also trained by Dr. Harold
J. Reilly in 1980, is one of the four founders of the Cayce/Reilly®
School of Massage, and is the originator of the Edgar Cayce Home
Remedies program. Her introduction to record-keeping began with the
preparation for microfilming of Edgar Cayce’s collection of personal
correspondence (with nearly 6,000 people), covering a 44-year time
span. She also designed a unique research methodology for the health
readings which were published as Research Bulletins. In 1984, she
began preparing the Cayce readings for computerization and managed
the project which was completed in 1991.

E

Heather Preston’s San Francisco Bay Area meditation garden
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dgar Cayce’s Beloved Fairy
Garden by Sandra Duggan (19342012) available on Amazon.com, is
the first book dedicated entirely to
Edgar Cayce’s passion for nature,
gardening (and fishing, too!) A graduate of Cornell University’s school
of nursing, Duggan was supervisor
of the A.R.E. Therapy Department
from 1980 to 1982. In 1989 she
and her husband Joseph Duggan
co-authored Edgar Cayce’s Massage,
Hydrotherapy & Healing Oils. In
addition to having a successful private
practice for colon therapy, she was a
senior instructor at the Cayce/Reilly
School of Massage where she developed and taught the Colon Therapy program and the Cayce Remedies
and Body Mind Spirit course. In 1995 she wrote Edgar Cayce’s Guide
to Colon Care. Sandra loved organic gardening and always managed
to have an organic garden despite moving several times during her
lifetime. She believed in personal responsibility for staying healthy and
never hesitated to share her findings with those individuals she met.
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The Seeds My Mother Planted
B y J ohn S chroeder
When I heard that Venture Inward was planning an issue
about “planting seeds,” I immediately thought of my mother, Helen Ruth Schroeder, who passed on in 2008. Her
talent for sowing spiritual seeds was well known through
her work for many years as the A.R.E. Southern California
Regional Representative and with Cayce Study Groups
since the 1960s. Her own group in Anaheim, Ca, met continuously for 45 years! This is the story of how she came to
be an A.R.E. volunteer and how we can all plant seeds by
applying what we learn through the Edgar Cayce readings.

Helen Ruth’s A Search for God group met for 45 years

Helen Ruth was born shortly before the
Great Depression began.
She lived in Brooklyn with her parents,
but they divorced when she was quite
young. Neither of her parents could
care for her because of the nature of
their employment. Her father was a
merchant marine who was at sea most
of the time. Her mother was housed
by an employer at a boarding home
that did not allow children. During her
formative years, Helen Ruth was cared
for by other family members when
they could manage it and at a Catholic
boarding school when the family could
not. Sadly, these circumstances did not
offer the loving and supportive upbringing her parents wanted for her.
She was raised as a Catholic and
became quite devoted to that religion
and its tenets. After the Depression
eased and WWII ended, her father was
able to send her to college. She chose
the University of Texas with psychology
as her major. It was there that she met
her future husband and my father, Fred
Schroeder. They dated for a few years
and were married in 1951.
They arranged to spend their honeymoon at Lake Louise in Canada and
began the long drive the day after they
were married. They found themselves
stuck behind a slow-moving truck
travelling uphill on a two-lane highway.
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My father tried to pass
the truck even though
he couldn’t see much of
the road ahead. When he
saw the oncoming car, he
could only swerve to the
left into a ditch to avoid a
collision. Their car came to
an abrupt stop throwing
Fred against the steering wheel knocking him
unconscious. My mother
was dazed as well but she
managed to open the car
door and stand up. She
didn’t know that the car’s
gas tank was cracked and
spilling its contents to the
ground. A moment later
the volatile fumes burst
Helen Ruth and Fred cutting their wedding cake
into a ball of fire.
Helen Ruth was engulfed in the flames but she quickly
short time later.
rolled on the ground to extinguish
My mother was communicative but
them. The resulting grime on her sun
in shock and kept saying she was all
dress masked the damage caused by
right. The ambulance driver rushed my
the explosion. She managed to get up
father to the hospital thinking his ribs
and check on my father who, having
were broken. Helen Ruth followed the
been unconscious when the explosion
ambulance in a police car. On the way
occurred, was unaware of what had
there, the burns Helen Ruth suffered
just happened. A passerby called the
started to discolor showing the severity
authorities and an ambulance arrived a of the damage. She too was admitted
EdgarCayce.org

“Planting seeds” through sharing will spiritually
nourish others in that process.
into the hospital once they arrived at
the emergency room.
Her burns were extensive causing
her to be scarred for life over her face,
arms and legs. Any skin that was not
covered by her sun dress had been
burned in the explosion. Years later I
saw family pictures of the massive scabs
on her body and the results of skin graft
surgery, but those were taken long after
she had been released from the hospital.
She rarely spoke of those months of
recovery, but her suffering must have
been horrible.
She never lost her faith and never
blamed God for her accident. She went
on to start a family with Fred. My
brother Bill was born first and my sister
Jan was born a year later. For a while, it
seemed that Helen Ruth’s life was finally on the path she had hoped for before
the accident. Jan was only two months
old when tragedy struck again.
My mother went to check on my
sister early one morning and found her
breathing but non-responsive. She simply would not wake up. A frantic trip to
the emergency room led to many tests
which confirmed that Jan had suffered a
blood clot to the brain. It had deprived
her brain of oxygen long enough to
cause permanent damage. Jan would remain in a vegetative state for the rest of
her life. Her body was healthy but my
parents were told she would not regain
consciousness.
The doctors counseled my parents
that it would be better to place Jan in
a professional care facility rather than
have them care for her at home. The
thinking was that even if my mother
could adequately care for Jan, it would
be a burden on Bill and any future
children if their sister lived with them
in her condition. Neither of my parents
wanted to be separated from Jan like
that, but following the advice of the
doctors, they made the arrangements
for Jan’s professional care.
I was born in 1955 when Jan was two
years old. The family still lived in Texas
at that time and my mother was going
April-June 2017

ly compelling book helped convince
my mother of Cayce’s accuracy. At the
end of the book was a chapter entitled
Philosophy (available in PDF format at
EdgarCayce.org/members). It offered
a world view from the perspective of
Cayce’s readings describing the loving
nature of God and our relationship with
Him. My mother felt she had finally
found answers to the questions of her
heart. She shared the book with my father and he agreed with her. For the rest
of Helen Ruth’s life, there was no greater
devotee of the psychic readings of Edgar
Cayce and the A.R.E., the non-profit
organization that survived him.
Janice Lynn

through a great spiritual change in her
life. Two events finally separated her
from the Catholic Church, but not from
her belief in a loving God. One was that
a priest told her she could not take communion on any day when she followed
her doctor’s advice to eat a few saltine
crackers first thing in the morning. The
doctor’s suggestion was given to relieve
the morning sickness during her pregnancy with me. The priest pointed out
that “God’s rules” were more important
than “doctor’s orders.” Her other encounter with the Catholic Church was
much more significant.
The counsel she received from
another priest regarding Jan’s medical
condition was my mother’s main source
of discontent. The priest stated that
the reason behind Jan’s affliction was
a mystery, but that my mother should
rest assured that it was meant to serve
the greater glory of God. Helen Ruth
couldn’t imagine God desiring to be
glorified through the suffering of her
daughter and the family.
Those events convinced her that her
answers would not be found in the
Catholic Church. Being a voracious
reader, she started looking to other
religions for the answers she sought.
A friend recommended Tom Sugrue’s
There Is a River, the first biography
written about Edgar Cayce. This factual-

In 1959, my mother made her first
visit to Virginia Beach, VA, the headquarters for the A.R.E. She met many of
the people she had read about in There
Is a River. Helen Ruth enjoyed meeting
one person in particular, Gladys Davis
Turner, who was Cayce’s stenographer
for most of his psychic readings. After
Cayce died in 1945, Gladys had made
it her life’s work to cross-index the
readings and make them available to
everyone. Because of my mother’s appetite for the Cayce readings, she was in
regular contact with Gladys long after
her initial visit to A.R.E. headquarters.
Soon after that first visit to “The
Beach,” my father was offered a better
job in California. He and my mother
decided to move from Texas, but that
reopened the question of caring for Jan.
Against their intuitive feelings, they again
agreed Jan should be cared for by professionals. They decided to relocate her
to a care facility in California near their
future home. That night Helen Ruth had
a dream that changed everything.
She dreamed she was reading a book
and noticed the page number in the corner. Even though she couldn’t remember
what she read, the page number stood
out because my mother was sure that
it was an index number for an Edgar
Cayce reading. She called Gladys Davis
Turner the next day and asked if she
could be sent a copy of the reading with
25

(Q) Is our home the place for
her to be?
(A) As we find this is much
preferable. (1310-1)
Quiet, loving, peaceful, gentle
KINDNESS finds its reaction
in any and every form. (1310-1)
John and Helen Ruth visiting Salt River shortly before her passing

that index number. Since Gladys was
used to my mother’s requests for readings, she didn’t ask anything else and
said she’d get back to her soon.
When Gladys called back, she was
now curious as to why my mother had
asked for that particular reading. She
was curious because it had never been
transcribed from Gladys’ shorthand
dictation, meaning it had not yet become available to the public. That made
it nearly impossible for my mother to
know the reading even existed, let alone
to ask for it.
When Helen Ruth said that she had
received the reading number in a dream,
Gladys responded that the information
should prove interesting because it
seemed the universe had gone to great
lengths to ensure she received it.
The hastily-transcribed Cayce reading
arrived in the mail and my mother read
it immediately. Unfortunately, our family doesn’t today have the reading, nor
did my mother write down the number.
It was probably reading 1310-1. The
important thing about it was that the
woman who requested the reading had
a child whose comatose condition was
similar to Jan’s. Her questions paralleled
my parents’. Should their child be cared
for professionally or should they care
for her at home? The answers opened a
whole new perspective regarding people
in Jan’s vulnerable position.
In several Cayce readings that describe comatose or severely mentally
deranged people, Cayce said that the
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patient doesn’t have a physical consciousness. The soul “hovers” about the
body and is very much aware of everything that occurs in thought or action
around them. The reading Gladys cited
made it clear that the parents should try
to communicate with the child knowing the soul would be aware of their
thoughts and love. As to whether they
should care for the child themselves
or leave that to the professionals, the
reading said that was their choice to
make. However, while it would be more
difficult to care for the child at home,
that was where the child would receive
greater love and attention.
Helen Ruth didn’t hesitate to tell Fred
of the reading. They agreed that they
would bring Jan home and care for her
there once they relocated to California.
They were relieved to have such loving
confirmation of their intuitive feelings,
especially when it went against the advice of the medical professionals. Within
a few weeks of my parents making this
decision, Jan passed away unexpectedly from pneumonia. Fred, my father,
joined her on the other side in 1982.
I never saw Jan in person because
she had lived in a care facility and died
when I was still very young. But the
lessons learned from hearing this story
have served me well. I learned that
our thoughts are received by others as
surely as our ears hear and our eyes see.
We subconsciously communicate with
others in ways that do not require the

five senses even if we are unaware of it.
I also learned of the great sacrifices we
can choose to make to help others. No
doubt Jan had her own lessons to learn
through the seven years her soul was
attached to her unconscious body. But
once my parents understood they could
communicate with Jan, regardless of
appearances, my sister was free to let go
and move on. I was awestruck to know
Jan was willing to put herself in that
limited existence for so many years to
help my family grow in our understanding that we are all eternally connected.
It took me many years before I was
ready to share this deeply felt story,
and having done so now has helped me
to feel closer to God. I came to realize
that “planting seeds” through sharing
will spiritually nourish others in that
process. And through our willingness
to share such uplifting, albeit sometimes difficult stories, we can enter into
heaven, and do so leaning on the arm of
those we have helped.
About the Author
John Schroeder,
a life member since the
1980s, served on the
Board for A.R.E., the
Edgar Cayce Foundation,
and Atlantic University
from 1985-1990. He has
written over 100 articles
for Examiner.com, and authored four books,
including Let Not Your Heart Be Troubled,
about life’s toughest issues, and the adventure
novel Through the Valley of Death. Available on
Amazon.com.
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Get back to Nature (and into the Garden) at

A.R.E. Summer Camp
Rural Retreat, VA
—For Kids, Teens, Families, Adults—

There are many hidden gems at A.R.E. Camp, and one of them works around the clock growing delicious organic food for our campers and community—the A.R.E. Camp Garden! The big
beautiful organic garden is tucked away on the edge of A.R.E. Camp which is in a pristine Blue
Ridge mountain valley in southwest Virginia. Every year, the gardener begins to seed the garden
two whole months before campers arrive in the Camp Valley. The Camp Garden supplies Camp
with ALL organic produce for every meal, including tender greens, a variety of summer squash,
carrots, beets, tomatoes, peas, berries, and an ever-changing assortment of other nutritious foods.
The past few years have been SO productive for the Camp Garden that Camp has been able
to take the bumper crop to the local farmers markets! This is a fun activity for the campers and
staff to meet and interact with the local communities and share some of the Camp magic.
The Camp Garden is a host to many activities
all summer long, like daily dream groups, singing,
and storytelling. Campers also help to harvest
the vegetables, and turn them into delicious
meals and treats, like homemade pickles!

Join us for our FREE
Garden Weekend May 26-29

Join us at Camp and enjoy the bounty
of our summer harvest!

Special Grand Opening
Celebration June 30-July 2

REGISTER NOW!

For more information or
to register now, call

800-333-4499

or register online at
our NEW website:
April-June 2017

ARECamp.org
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The Great Divide:

Why Academia Turned Its Back on Edgar Cayce
B y S i dne y D. K i rkpatr i ck

F

or over half a century
members of the Parapsychology
Association (PA) have met to discuss
the latest developments in psi research.
Among the association’s most distinguished presidents and board members
have been J.B. Rhine (1895-1980), founder of the parapsychology lab at Duke
University, Gardner Murphy (1895-1979),
the Harvard and Columbia university educator, editor, and author, and Ian
Stevenson (1918-2007), who pioneered
reincarnation studies at the University of
Virginia. Collectively, these three men largely determined what papers were published,
who received research grants, and who was
awarded university tenure. Sadly, despite
Edgar Cayce’s burgeoning reputation and
phenomenal body of documented trance
readings, no major academic journal published an article on Cayce in his lifetime and
not a single research grant was awarded to
study his work. How this came to be is a
tale of academic rivalry, misunderstandings,
oversized egos, and just plain bad timing.
J.B. Rhine, whose seminal work would
lead to the acceptance of parapsychology
as a legitimate branch of science, missed
the first opportunity to study Cayce. A
student of Professor William McDougall
at Harvard University, Rhine began his
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research at Duke University in Durham,
North Carolina, in 1927, just as Cayce,
a mere 200 miles away in Virginia Beach,
was building the first hospital (and later
a university) dedicated to psychic studies.
The likely reason that Rhine didn’t reach
out to Cayce was because of a much-publicized feud Rhine had with medium Mina
Crandon, whom Rhine accused of fraud
in 1926. Cayce was pulled into the controversy because his highest-profile supporter,
Arthur Conan Doyle, was also a champion
of Crandon. When Doyle famously declared in the pages of a Boston newspaper
that “J.B. Rhine is an ass,” Cayce became
guilty by association despite, never having
met Crandon or publicly expressing an
opinion on the subject. Thus, the battle lines
were drawn for what would become the
great divide, long before Cayce introduced
himself to Rhine in the fall of 1935.
The catalyst for the meeting was Edgar’s
youngest son, Edgar Evans Cayce, who
entered Duke’s freshman class that same
year. Rhine graciously welcomed Edgar
into his office and they traded pleasantries,
but it was Edgar’s eldest son, 28-year-old
Hugh Lynn, who suggested that Rhine and
his partner, Lucian Warner, should study
Cayce. Rhine appeared receptive. Though
no formal arrangement was in the offering,

Hugh Lynn was so enthusiastic that he filed
an application for admission into a Master’s
Degree program in which Rhine would be
his advisor, invited the professor to be his
guest on a radio show that Hugh Lynn
hosted in New York, and asked him to be
the keynote speaker at a parapsychology
fund raiser.
None of this ever materialized. One
reason was bad timing. Two months after
the Duke University meeting, Cayce was arrested in New York for fortunetelling, and
the following year was arrested in Detroit
for practicing medicine without a license.
The bad publicity found its way into the
newspapers. Rhine also had another reason
to keep his distance: he believed Edgar and
Hugh Lynn sought to take advantage of
him. This stemmed from a trial-balloon
reading for Rhine’s 3-year-old daughter on
April 7, 1936, in which Cayce diagnosed
empyema, a condition resulting from the
accumulation of pus in the pleural cavity
(between the lungs and the chest wall).
The recommended treatment—wet-cell
gold-solution therapy—was unique to the
Cayce work, required technology only
available from a Cayce products distributor,
and was considered by mainstream physicians to be quackery.
Cayce’s diagnosis proved correct, or so
EdgarCayce.org

Rhine’s wife admitted in a letter to A.R.E.
archivist Gladys Davis in 1973. She further
confided that the treatment, strange as
it seemed in the 1930’s, might well have
prevented their daughter from developing
what became a life-long chronic illness. And
though her husband had repeatedly denigrated Cayce to his friends and colleagues,
as it turns out, they hadn’t even tried the
recommended treatment. J.B. did not want
to spend the $40 on the appliance.
Rhine never gave it a chance, but his lesser
known colleague and future rival, Lucian
Warner, subsequently received successful
readings for himself and family. By the end
of that calendar year, he had parted ways
with Rhine and taken a position with psychologist Gardner Murphy at Columbia
University. Here another proposal was made
to study Cayce. G.M., as adoring students
called him, were not only Murphy’s initials,
but also stood for “Great Man,” which was
a tribute to his record as an educator who
ranked second only to Sigmund Freud in the
frequency with which colleagues cited his
theories in their scholarly papers.
The plan, proposed by Hugh Lynn in
December, 1936, was for Cayce to give
three medical readings. The test subjects, to
be identified by Murphy the day before the
experiment, would be examined in New
York while Cayce was giving the readings
in Virginia Beach. Unfortunately for all
concerned, the experiment unraveled before Cayce even went into trance. Rather
than wire the names and addresses of the
test subjects to Virginia Beach by Western
Union, Murphy’s team sent the information
by Air Mail. As there was no direct mail
service to Virginia Beach, the information
wasn’t available to Cayce when the medical
examinations were scheduled to take place
in New York. Cayce didn’t do the readings
until two days later, and no medical examination was undertaken. To make matters
worse, Lucian Warner, who was to supervise
the experiment, got sick and wasn’t present
when Murphy’s assistants later showed the
readings to a physician who, without ever
having previously seen a Cayce reading,
or understanding what was being asked
of him, declared the contents “gobbledygook.” The above account, however, was
not what Murphy told PA colleagues and
the press. “Oh, we checked him [Cayce] out
thoroughly,” G.M. said.“There was nothing
accurate or helpful in the Cayce readings.”
Herb Puryear, an A.R.E. Director of
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Research, was party to Hugh Lynn’s
last effort to reach out to academia. Ian
Stevenson, chair of psychiatry at U.V.A.,
and two-time past PA president, had
amassed a collection of some 2,500 cases
of children with past-life memories, and
although he had authored hundreds of
scholarly papers on reincarnation, not
one featured the work of Edgar Cayce,
nor had Stevenson ever consulted Cayce’s
nearby Virginia Beach archives. Hugh Lynn
was determined to rectify this. He invited
Stevenson to collaborate with the A.R.E.
in an ambitious program using hypnotic regression to study people who had received
past-life readings from Cayce. Without
foreknowledge of what Cayce had said in
readings for these individuals, Stevenson
would regress the participants, and he and
Hugh Lynn would compare the findings.
As had previously occurred with Murphy,
the experiment with Stevenson didn’t come
off as planned. Not one regression took
place. This was because Stevenson abruptly
dropped out of the experiment just after reviewing sample past-life readings that Hugh
Lynn had provided. He claimed to have
found a glaring discrepancy on the first page
of the first reading. The individual identified
couldn’t possibly have lived where and
when he did because historical documents
convincingly demonstrated otherwise. Or,
so Stevenson concluded. Puryear, however,
felt that the professor had only skimmed
the reading. Had he read further, he would
have noted two individuals mentioned with
the same name, and that it was the earlier
lesser-known individual whom Cayce had
clearly referenced in the reading.
Puryear, who went on to write several
highly successful studies of the Cayce work,
concluded much the same about Stevenson
as he did Murphy and Rhine. “This is a sad
and typical reaction of some of the highly-respected sources who have looked at
the information, cursorily, or not at all, yet
have claimed to have evaluated the Cayce
materials and found it to be useless.”
Fortunately for today’s students, the new
generation of scholars has embraced Cayce.
Foremost among them is author and psi
researcher Stephen A. Schwartz who has
studied in the Cayce vault, presented at the
A.R.E., and included Cayce in three books
and in numerous papers. Neuropsychiatrist
Diane Hennacy Powell, who received her
medical degree from Johns Hopkins and
has taught at Harvard Medical School, has

a chapter about Cayce in her book, The
ESP Enigma: The Scientific Case for Psychic
Phenomena. (Her most recent work with
autistic children is featured on page 34.)
In addition to Schwartz and Powell, there
is also former Atlantic University director
Nancy Zingrone and faculty member
Carlos Alvarado, both past presidents of
the Parapsychology Association, and Dean
Radin, four-time PA president and senior
scientist at the Institute of Noetic Sciences
(IONS), who is publishing the recent A.R.E.
member-conducted epilepsy study (Jan-Mar
2017, VI ) in the journal Frontiers, which he
edits. Moreover, some of the A.R.E.’s favorite
speakers, among them Jerry Lazarus and
Kevin Todeschi, have addressed audiences
at the Rhine Institute. Nor is it uncommon
today for researchers from UVA’s Division
of Perceptual Studies, the program begun by
Ian Stevenson, to come to Virginia Beach to
study in the A.R.E. library and consult the
Cayce readings.
The final word on what may have
brought on the previous schism, and a
statement regarding the spirit in which psi
research ought to be conducted, belongs to
Cayce himself, who, in trance, was asked
whether he should contribute his psychic
talents to scholarly or scientific studies.
The deciding factor must be the desire to
do good, not pursue fame and notoriety.
“Unless these be the purposes, unless these
be the basis of the desires of this entity, then
leave them alone! For hath it not been given
that he that hath seen the way, that hath
known there is a way unto the source of
Creative Forces, and then turns away, is…
in a worse state than before?” (1135-2)
About the Author
Sidney D. Kirkpatrick,
new co-editor of Venture Inward with his wife, Nancy, is
a New York Times best-selling author. His critically acclaimed books include Edgar
Cayce, An American Prophet, (available at ARECatalog.com) the definitive biography of Edgar Cayce,
co-written with Nancy. Their latest book, True Tales
from the Edgar Cayce Archives, is available on pg 64.
Join them for these special events:
May 27-June 3, A.R.E. Tour: Springtime in the Canadian
Rockies. Visit EdgarCayce.org/tours.
June 18, Virginia Beach, Va.: A.R.E. Members Congress
July 8, Austin, Tx. (Sid only): True Tales from the Edgar
Cayce Archives
Aug 4-7, Tahoe City, Ca.: 60th Annual Granlibakken Summer Retreat
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9 Self-Protection Strategies for

Empaths and Sensitive People
Combat Toxic Energy and Stop Taking on
Other People’s Stress
B y J ud i th O rloff, M D

P

hysical empaths are people
whose bodies are so porous they
seem to “catch” from others their
illnesses, fatigue, and emotional symptoms.
An empath’s sensitivity is a gift, but in order
to fully develop and manage it they need to
learn how to stop absorbing other people’s
stresses. I call these “empathic illnesses,” as
the symptoms do not belong to the person.
As a psychiatrist and empath, when I
took a close look at the history of my highly
sensitive patients, I discovered that they
didn’t have the defenses to screen things out
that others have. Knowing this significantly
changed their treatment. My job became
teaching them to center and protect themselves, set healthy boundaries, and let go
of the energy they picked up from others.
Discovering that you are a physical
empath can be a revelation. Rest assured,
you are not crazy. You are not a malingerer
or hypochondriac. You are not imagining
things, though your doctor might treat you
like a nuisance. If you absorb other people’s
symptoms, you need to be fierce about selfcare practices.
To determine if you are a physical empath ask yourself:
• Have I been labeled as overly sensitive or
a hypochondriac?
• Have I ever sat next to someone who
seemed nice, but suddenly my eyelids got
heavy and I felt like taking a nap?
• Do I feel uneasy, tired, or sick in crowds;
and avoid them?
• Do I feel someone else’s anxiety or physical pain in my body?
• Do I feel exhausted by angry or hostile
people?
• Do I run from doctor to doctor for medical tests, but I’m told, “You’re fine.”
• Am I chronically tired or have many unexplained symptoms?
• Do I frequently feel overwhelmed by the
world and want to stay home?
If you answered “yes” to one, two,
or three questions, you are at least part
empath. Responding yes to four or five
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questions indicates you have a moderate
degree of physical empathy. Six to seven
yeses indicate you have a high degree of
empathy. Eight yeses indicate you are a
full-blown empath.
Physical empathy doesn’t have to overwhelm us; now that I can center myself and
refrain from taking on other people’s pain,
empathy has made my life more compassionate, insightful, and richer.
Below are some basic strategies for empaths—and all people battling with low
energy—that I teach my patients and workshop participants. It’s adapted from my new
book, The Empath’s Survival Guide: Life
Strategies for Sensitive People:
1. Evaluate. First, ask yourself: Is this
symptom or emotion mine or someone
else’s? It could be both. If the emotion such
as fear or anger is yours, gently confront
what’s causing it on your own or with
professional help. If it’s not yours, try to
pinpoint the obvious generator.
2. Move away. When possible, distance
yourself by at least 20 feet from the suspected source. See if you feel relief. Don’t
err on the side of not wanting to offend
strangers. In a public place, don’t hesitate to
change seats if you feel a sense of “dis-ease”
imposing on you.
3. Know your vulnerable points. Each of
us has a body part that is more vulnerable
to absorbing others’ stress. Mine is my
gut. Scan your body to determine yours.
Is it your neck? Do you get sore throats?
Headaches? Bladder infections? At the onset of symptoms in these areas, place your
palm there and keep sending loving-kindness to that area to soothe discomfort. For
longstanding depression or pain, use this
method daily to strengthen yourself. It’s
comforting and builds a sense of safety and
optimism.
4. Surrender to your breath. If you
suspect you are picking up someone else’s
symptoms, concentrate on your breath for a
few minutes. This is centering and connects
you to your power.

5. Practice “Guerilla Meditation.” To
counter emotional or physical distress, act
fast and meditate for a few minutes. Do
this at home, at work, at parties, or conferences. Or, take refuge in the bathroom.
If it’s public, close the stall. Meditate there.
Calm yourself. Focus on positivity and love.
6. Set healthy limits and boundaries.
Control how much time you spend listening
to stressful people, and learn to say “no.”
Remember, “no” is a complete sentence.
7. Visualize protection around you.
Visualize an envelope of white light around
your entire body. Or with extremely toxic
people, visualize a fierce black jaguar patrolling and protecting your energy field
against intruders.
8. Develop X-ray vision. The spaces
between the vertebrae in your lower back
(lumbar spine) are conducive to eliminating
pain from the body. It’s helpful to learn to
mindfully direct pain out of these spaces
by visualizing it leaving your body. Say
goodbye to pain as it blends with the giant
energy matrix of life!
9. Take a bath or shower. A quick way
to dissolve stress is to immerse yourself in
water. My bath is my sanctuary after a busy
day. It washes away everything from bus
exhaust to long hours of air travel to pesky
symptoms I have taken on from others.
Soaking in natural mineral springs divinely
purifies all that ails.
Keep practicing these strategies. By protecting yourself and your space, you can
create a magical safe bubble around you
that nurtures you, while simultaneously
driving negative people away. Don’t panic if
you occasionally pick up pain or some other
nasty symptom. It happens. With these
strategies you can have quicker responses to
stressful situations. This will make you feel
safer and healthier, and your sensitivities
can blossom.
—Adaptation by Judith Orloff from The Empath’s Survival
Guide: Life Strategies for Sensitive People. ©Judith Orloff,
MD. All rights reserved.
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Cultivating Soulfulness

“That ye think, that ye
put your Mind to work
upon, to live upon,
to feed upon, to live
with, to abide with, to
associate with in the
mind, that your soulbody becomes! That
is the law. That is the
Destiny.” (262-78)

mark thurston, phd, is an
author, psychologist, and educator
who worked at A.R.E. and Atlantic
University from 1973 through 2008.
He is now a faculty member at George
Mason University’s Center for the
Advancement of Well-Being where he
teaches courses about consciousness,
meaning, mindfulness, and spirituality.
More about his work can be found at
markthurston.com.
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he Cayce readings are, in essence,
life lessons about soul growth. But
what do we mean by the word soul? It’s
a deep and ancient riddle, made complex
because soul is surely something about
ourselves that partakes of a higher dimension
of reality than our logical, analytical minds are
used to dealing with. And whenever we try to
understand higher dimensional matters, we are
almost sure to encounter paradoxes or apparent
contradictions. There’s no getting around it.
Personal transformation and soul growth depend upon open-mindedness and our curiosity
about these mysteries.
The Cayce readings themselves never purported to have the only way of seeing and
understanding things about spirituality. Cayce
knew that he had one window for seeing into the
profound truths about the body, mind, and spirit.
But he knew there were other windows, and
that’s why the readings recommended additional teachings—books such as P.D. Ouspensky’s
Tertium Organum, a complex account of reality
that doesn’t always jibe exactly with Cayce. In
the spirit of open-minded curiosity about the
nature of the soul, let’s consider three different
meanings that come from wisdom traditions.
One meaning of soul relates to something
about our nature that participates in the continuity of life. In other words, the soul survives
physical death; our own individuality as a soul
lives on. This was Cayce’s primary perspective,
and the supportive evidence is increasingly
strong. There are many extraordinary near-death
experience (NDE) narratives that have emerged
over the last 30 years—especially with advances
in resuscitative medicine.
A second connotation for the word soul concerns making life meaningful. Here’s where a
related term, soulfulness, is apt. Soulfulness is the
realm in which we shape our values and ideals.
It’s the domain of meaning-making. Psychiatrist
Carl Jung, author of Modern Man in Search of a
Soul, and the many neo-Jungians who have been
inspired by his work, largely subscribe to this second perspective, which does not require belief in
individual immortality. They invite us to consider
how we engage in a “soulful” conversation with
a friend because it illuminates our values and
ideals. Or we listen to a piece of music that feels
soulful because it connects us to experiences and

memories that feel deeply meaningful.
But a third and often-overlooked meaning of
soul especially deserves attention. This third perspective of soul is more subtle and challenging to
understand. It concerns “that which stands in the
middle”; in other words, the place in ourselves
where opposites can meet and potentially be reconciled—even the opposites of spirit and body.
This tradition can be found in Hermetic and
Gnostic teachings of the first four centuries A.D.
They are described in the book Soul-Making by
Alan Jones, Dean of the Grace Cathedral, as he
explores the spiritual pathway discovered by
early Christian monks who lived in the Egyptian
desert. Similarly, in his book Lost Christianity,
philosophy professor Jacob Needleman insightfully describes the challenges of soul-making
in the realm of the “intermediate”—the place
where we can cultivate an “attention of the
heart” which can be directed simultaneously at
the spirit and the body.
So, the invitation here with the third perspective is to avoid using soul and spirit as
interchangeable terms. This perspective asserts
that they are meant to denote different aspects of
our being. The spirit can be seen as in the realm
of the transcendental. It’s “other worldly,” so to
speak. In contrast, the mundane sphere of materiality is the realm of the physical world and the
body. The mundane is our daily, material life experience that’s governed by the laws of physics.
And this third perspective of soul suggests that
body and spirit can be bridged—that there is an
intermediate sphere that partakes of them both;
and this is the domain of soul.
In this third model, we must engage in the
conscious, intentional work of “soul-making.” In
other words, soul is not so much something that
is already a given, but instead it’s something to be
created by careful, intentional work, especially
in how we deal with paradoxes and the deepest
riddles of living. Left to their own devices, the
transcendental and mundane spheres operate
independently. But rather than just creating a rigid
dualism, there is also the bigger human challenge
of soul-making. It’s our human opportunity to
“be in the middle” with conscious, mindful intentionality. As soul-makers we can thereby create
something that reflects both worlds: the luminous,
energetic creativity of spirit melded with the
grounded, engaged practicality of the body.
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Faces of Fear
B y C or i nne C ay ce , M A

S

ince becoming a mother,
I haven’t followed the news or
paid attention to the media with
any regularity. My fears have
stayed pretty local—a spreading virus in
my community, my children’s night-time
wakeups that can’t be resolved, their
resistance to eating green vegetables, and
bumps and bruises. But as my small children have become a little sturdier, and my
fears lessened that any momentary lack of
attention on my part could lead to their
immediate deaths, I have found myself
looking up around me more at the larger
world into which they are entering. I have
re-engaged with the larger issues facing my
community and our society. As I read and
listen, I feel myself easily pulled into a web
that binds me tightly in fear. And, at times
the pressure of these fears feels almost
impossible to bear. So how do I remain
steadfast, and stand eye to eye with fears
that feel so large and beyond my control?
What can I do to not only withstand this
fear but become friendly with it and allow
myself to thrive in spite of it?
One morning
as I made our bed,
these questions
restlessly rambling
around in my
heart, I noticed an
old copy of Faces
of Fear, written
by my grandfather, Hugh Lynn
Faces of Fear is
Cayce. I keep it
now available
on the bedside
in PDF format
at EdgarCayce.
table, one of many
org/members
books I have
pilfered from my
parents’ bookshelves in Virginia Beach
over the years. That morning I opened
the book to see a handwritten inscription
that I had never noticed before. It was
addressed to me, written when I was
seven months old. Hugh Lynn wrote:
“Corinne: Hopefully you won’t have
too many of these as you grow up. If you
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should run into a fear
or anxiety—hope this
helps, With love, Hugh
Lynn ‘a grandfather.’ ”
I began to read the
book right away, and
as has always been the
case when I look to the
teachings in the Cayce
readings, I found tools
that bring peace and
meaning. As Hugh Lynn
encourages in his book, I have begun to
familiarize myself with my fears. As I have
watched my mind throughout a day, I
have noticed how present and pervasive
fear can be, lingering just below my conscious thoughts. On the surface, I may be
worried about hurting someone’s feelings,
or being late, or being misunderstood, or
seeming a little too weird. But underneath
those worries lie deeper fears. I am afraid
that I’m not doing it right or good enough.
“It” may be any number of roles—daughter, wife, mother, sister, professional,
woman, human. And then there is the
great fear that can bind me so tightly that I
can hardly breathe: that the whole human
race may not be getting it right, that we
may fail to leave a safe, loving, and healthy
world for our children and grandchildren.
What if we are not moving toward love,
kindness, gentleness, patience, and wholeness, but instead remain caught in our
selfish drives and emotions?
When I dwell in those thoughts, I feel
my body tense and squirm, and my mind
races, jumping from thought to thought.
My body and mind are working to
protect me from danger, from that which
I fear. But I am not a hunter running from
an angry predator. This bear lives mostly
in my mind. If I understand and work
with this correctly, then this can be good
news. I am not powerless in the face of my
fears. As Cayce tells us, “For remember,
mind is ever the builder. Mind is represented in the Godhead as the Christ, the
Son, the Way.” (4083-1) That puts me in

the driver’s seat when it
comes to fixing it.

By the Scruff of
Our Necks

As my father, Charles
Thomas, would say:
there’s a “taking yourself by the scruff of your
neck” quality to this. I
can choose my attitude.
There’s also what his
grandfather, Edgar Cayce, said in 131510. “For just as hate and animosity and
hard sayings create poisons in the body,
so do they weaken and wreck the mind
of those who indulge in same. And then
they begin to wonder why this or that has
befallen them.” Working with the mind
and awakening our will are our power
and strength.
So I sit down on my meditation cushion in the morning and the evening and
reflect on these things, as if I’m holding
up a magic mirror. I breathe and feel my
body alive on this earth. I turn to my
ideals. I envision the kind of world I want
to live in and question who I want to be
within that world. Hugh Lynn’s advice
was to align ourselves with the Law of
One. The Law of One makes me think
of right action, of truth. There is the fearmind that looks to survival, to coping, to
rushing quickly to the safest hiding place
or fighting back with force. When facing a
daunting or frightening endeavor—however big or small—I have a choice: I can
start to navigate the logistical components
of forging through the duty, or I can stop
for a minute and first look for what it is
about this task that brings me joy. What is
my underlying motivation and intention
in this situation? What is my own right
thought, right word, right action that
gives voice to my joy and deep intention
in this moment? How much easier it is
to see a path forward when I ask myself
these questions! How much lighter and
more possible the path feels! Cayce says,
EdgarCayce.org

Fears cannot survive in
the helpful, loving atmosphere
of a small group.

“Study, then, to show thyself approved,
each day! Do what thou knowest to do to
be aright!…Thy worry, thy anxiety, only
will produce disorder in thine own mind!
For the application in self, the try, the
effort, the energy expended in the proper
direction, is all that is required of thee.
God gives the increase.” (601-11)

Cannot Go It Alone

So too Cayce teaches us that prayer is
the companion of meditation. If meditation is listening to God then prayer is
talking with God, a call for support. In
February of 1940, not long after the start
of the World War II, the A.R.E. Prayer
Group asked for affirmations to send to
those on the prayer list. Cayce offered
nine prayers, and interestingly, all had
to do with doubt and fear. One of them
was the prayer “That all fear and doubt
may be blotted out of my consciousness,
and only the love and peace of love divine
reign within my life.” Another was “That
peace and love may fill our own lives, that
we may shed that light into the lives of
others.” 281-45
In one of the final chapters of Faces of
Fear, Hugh Lynn writes, “Of the 14,267
discourses Edgar Cayce gave from the
sleep-trance state, I believe the 130 readings dealing with group dynamics will in
the long run help more people than all the
rest of his psychic data. This is, I realize, a
strong statement, because I have literally
seen thousands of people helped by both
physical and psychological data from his
discourses. However, those results speak
for themselves. Today [1980] over 1,600
small A.R.E. groups meet weekly in various parts of the world to discuss spiritual
laws, as Cayce dealt with them…”
My heart leapt when I read this
because, shortly after my father died, I
started A Search for God study group. I
invited eight women I thought might resonate with the teachings in the A Search for
God books. Among us, only my sister and
I knew anything about the Edgar Cayce
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readings. I have been amazed at how rich
our gatherings are, how easy it is to explore and discuss the books together, and
most profoundly, by our shared fears,
longing and struggles to bring spirituality
into our daily lives. Hugh Lynn writes,
“...fears cannot survive in the helpful,
loving atmosphere of a small group.
You begin to see yourself as others see
you—even begin to laugh at yourself.” To
me, our group feels like something solid
to hold onto in a fragile and often shaky
reality. How often do we get to talk in
a group about what is really going on
underneath the events of our lives?

They tell him the most important thing is
to have fun, or fly, or fight. These answers
don’t bring him peace so he decides to
visit his friend the turtle. On the way, he
has adventures; he acts spontaneously to
help those he is with. He is happy. At last,
he puts his questions to the turtle who
tells him that he has answered his own
questions. He reminds him of his actions
during his adventures. Turtle says, “There
is only one important time, and that time
is now. The most important one is always
the one you are with. And the most
important thing to do is good for the one
who is standing at your side.”

We Are Not Alone

And Keep Practicing

Throughout the year, I watch the Blue
Ridge Mountains out of my windows.
I have marveled at how lovely they are,
covered in budding pinks and purples,
misty shades of green and then shining
red and gold. But it is in the winter when
the leaves are gone that the shape of the
underlying mountains appear. Then I
can see the contours and crevasses, the
dips, gullies and layers that exist, but are
usually hidden behind a curtain of leaves.
I am reminded of a sturdy foundation that
is not always apparent. I am reminded
that there is something unchangeable
beneath the turbulent seasons. Similarly,
in our group, I am reminded of our essential sameness, our searching. And I am
reminded that I am not alone.
I read my children a bedtime story
about a boy who is trying to be good and
do right and has questions that he doesn’t
know the answers to. He asks his friends:
What is the best time to do things? Who
is the most important among us? What
is the right thing to do? His friends—a
monkey, a blue heron, and a dog—give
different answers. One tells him to make
a plan, another to pay attention, the third
to be part of a larger group. They have
different opinions about who the most
important people are—someone close to
heaven, or a healer, or the rule makers.

This story captures a piece of what I
imagine is the fruition of applying the
material in Faces of Fear. Hugh Lynn
lists qualities of the highest pattern we
can awaken in our mind—the Christ
Consciousness. It serves others, sees God
in every expression, is obedient to a higher
law, is joyous, compassionate, lives in the
present, is forgiving, patient, and humble.
These are challenging, often terribly
unsettling times. I am not confident that
I won’t again feel caught in the vise-like
grip of a powerful fear that feels impossible to overcome, but I hope and believe
that I will gently take myself by the scruff
of the neck, open up my grandfather’s
book and keep practicing.
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P S I D I G E S T D I D Y OU K NO W ?
Autistic Children May Have Enhanced Telepathic Abilities

F

amilies and caregivers of several autistic children have reported
tions which contained 15 to 19 digits each written on the whiteboard.
instances in which children under their care know what others
She showed 100% accuracy on 7 out of 20 image descriptions with up
are thinking, are aware of conversations that take place out of their
to six letters, and between 81% and 100% accuracy on sentences of
presence, and know who is about to knock on the front door or call
between 18 and 35 letters written on the whiteboard. A session with
on the telephone. Such accounts have largely
a second therapist showed 100% accuracy on
been ignored or dismissed by the science
five out of twenty random numbers of up to six
community. The work of Dr. Diane Hennacy
digits in length, and 100% accuracy on five of
Powell, a nationally prominent Johns Hoptwelve image descriptions containing up to six
kins-trained neuropsychiatrist and former
letters each.
clinical instructor in psychiatry at Harvard
Dr. Powell reported these and other astonMedical School, may change that.
ishing findings at the 57th Annual Convention
Among the autistic children that Dr. Powof the Parapsychological Association held in
ell has studied is 11-year-old Hayley, whose
August, 2014. “The data is highly suggestive of
father contacted Dr. Powell in 2103 on the
an alternative, latent and/or default commurecommendation of an autism specialist.
nication mechanism that can be accessed by
Although Hayley’s speech was severely limpeople born with severely impaired language
ited, her parents believed her to be a mathabilities,” she concluded.
ematical savant: she could answer almost
Since then, Dr. Powell has interviewed
any math problem that was put to her. What
and researched many other autistic children
Powell and her fellow researchers discovered, 5-year-old Rames, an Autistic savant, with Dr. Diane
believed to possess telepathic abilities. Among
however, was that Hayley could only answer Hennacy Powell, who is displaying an example of
them is five-year-old Rames, a highly functionRames’s writing in ancient Hebrew, Hindi, and Arabic al savant who could read, write, and speak in
questions that the therapist or researcher
working with her knew the answers to. In other words, she wasn’t
seven languages. As Powell reported after her evaluation in 2015, he
solving difficult mathematical problems herself. She was reading
was also telepathic, as evidenced by a filmed session in which he was
the mind of the person who knew the answer or who was looking
able to read a 38-digit number that his mother wrote on a whiteat the calculator which revealed the answer. This was proven out
board out of his sight.
when the battery power on a researcher’s calculator went out and
Rames didn’t wish to participate in a formal telepathy experithe researcher began using her iPad. The iPad was set up to give the ment, so Dr. Powell came up with the idea of playing “hangman.”
answers in logarithmic equations whereas the calculator displayed
She drew lines to represent the letters making up several words she
answers in exponentials. Hayley immediately began answering in
was thinking. The first word was “cat.” He said “c” and then “cat” a
the equations. Further testing revealed that Hayley knew the last
few seconds later. They did a few more. Rames quickly guessed the
name of her therapist’s landlord and the name of a book the therasubsequent letters and words with few mistakes.
pist was thinking about. And when the researcher made a mistake,
More experiments followed. Rames could also correctly identify
so did Hayley.
anything that was written on a whiteboard facing away from him so
Dr. Powell and a videographer filmed Hayley for over six hours of long as his mother could see the front of the whiteboard. This was
controlled experiments using randomized stimuli that were displayed similarly true when his mother held up a set of playing cards with
on a whiteboard which was out of Hayley’s view, but in the therapist’s their faces toward her and their backs to her son.
direct line of sight. During the first session, Hayley was reported to
Out of this and other research has come The Telepathy Project, a
be 100% accurate on three out of twenty image descriptions, 60% to proposed feature-length documentary that will include scientific ex100% accurate on all three of five-letter posted nonsense words, and periments and interviews with Dr. Powell and some of her research
100% accurate on random eight- and nine-digit numbers. During the subjects. To preview an advance peek at Dr. Powell’s videography
second session, Hayley was 100% accurate on six out of twelve equa- visit: DianeHennacyPowell.com.

Dowsing Dad Finds Ice Age Animal!

S

ixty-five-year-old Gary Braithwaite from Tustin, CA, was
teaching his son how to dowse late last year with the hopes
of locating the property’s sprinkler system. Using a dowsing rod
fashioned from two wire coat hangers, Braithwaite felt a “hit” that
was so strong that he first believed he had found a meteorite. But
about 4 feet down in one of four holes they dug, they came across
the ancient bones of what appeared to be a bobcat or canine. Dr.
Jess Miller-Camp, a U.C. Riverside paleontologist, has theorized
that based on the location the remains were found, the bones may
date as far back as Earth’s last ice age—some 12,000 years ago.
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Brothers on a Mission

F

or the billionaire Musk brothers, saving the planet is a family
affair. Elon Musk, the eldest, seeks nothing less than to
redefine transportation—both on Earth and in space. Through
Tesla Motors, he is bringing fully electric vehicles to the mass
market. Tesla’s SolarCity, a publicly-traded solar panel designer,
will produce ecofriendly renewable energy to power those
cars (as well as electric planes and a high-speed mass-transit
system known as Hyperloop). And, Musk’s SpaceX is launching
satellites and plans to one day operate shuttle flights to other
planets.
Kimbal Musk,
Elon’s younger
brother, seeks to
bring about a similar revolution in
the food industry.
His nonprofit, The
Kitchen Community, brings organic
outdoor vegetable
gardens called
Left to right: Elon and Kimbal Musk
“Learning Gardens”
to schoolyard and community spaces. His chain of community
restaurants, The Kitchen Café, source food from local farmers.
And, his latest enterprise, Square Roots, invests in startups growing fresh fruit and vegetables in Square Roots’ specially-designed
shipping containers with hydroponic growing towers.
Equally remarkable is what helped to shape the Musk
brothers’ futuristic visions. The entrepreneurs credit near-death
experiences. Elon’s brush with death was contracting a deadly
strain of malaria which sent him into intensive care for 10 days.
Kimbal’s close call came in a Wyoming ski accident that broke his
neck and required the implantation of a metal spine.
As both men agree, their respective experiences shaped the
way they look at themselves and the world around them, but
most importantly, their desire to do good for the planet.

Waking Up Spanish

L

ate last year, a 16-year-old English-speaking soccer player in Atlanta, Ga., woke up
from a head injury with the ability to speak
Spanish like a Spaniard. At the same time,
he temporarily lost his fluency in English.
The soccer player’s experience isn’t
unique. A few years earlier there was an
Englishman who began speaking Welsh
following a stroke, even though he had
never learned the language. A Croatian
teenager woke up from her coma speaking
fluent German. The most widely reported
case was back in 2013 when an Australian
man woke up from a car crash speaking
only Mandarin.
Neuroscientists describe this phenomApril-June 2017

More Magicians
Than Not Endorse
PSI!

M

ost people are under the
false impression that magicians are total skeptics when
it comes to psychic phenomena.
The truth of the matter may be
far different from what skeptics
would have us believe. Some
recent polls have shown that
magicians believe in the reality of
psi in greater percentages than
the general public.
This is the conclusion of Polly
Birdsell, owner of California
Magic & Novelty Co. in Pleasant
Hill (on the eastern side of the
San Francisco Bay Area), whose
Master’s thesis explored how
magicians view their art as it relates to the supernatural. A poll
she conducted of magicians in
California found that 82% of her
sample expressed a belief in ESP.
Researcher Lutz Muller obtained similar results in a poll he
conducted in Germany—72% of
magicians who were members
of the German Magic Circle
society, a branch of the world’s
premier association of stage
magicians, thought that ESP was
probably real.
Science scholar Marcello
Truzzi, a founder of the Society
for Scientific Exploration and

enon as a rare form of aphasia, a common
impairment of language resulting from the
brain rewiring itself after a stroke. In this
scenario, the brain bypasses damaged neurotransmitters and repurposes other available neural pathways. The problem with
this explanation is that it presupposes that
their patients knew the new language but
weren’t consciously aware they knew it.
Speech pathologists ascribe the same
condition to Foreign Accent Syndrome, a
disorder caused by damage to the part of
the brain that controls the muscles to produce speech. In this scenario, the patients
only sound like they are speaking in a foreign language when the new sound is only
a speech impairment that makes them slur

Research reveals that magicians believe
in the reality of psi in greater percentages
than the general public

director for the Center for
Scientific Anomalies Research,
also reached this conclusion. He
polled members of the Psychic
Entertainers Association and
discovered that 87% thought
that ESP “truly exists” and
25% believed that “science has
demonstrated the existence of
extrasensory perception.”
American parapsychologist
and author George P. Hansen, a
veteran of both the Rhine Research
Center in Durham, North Carolina
and the Psychophysical Laboratories in Princeton, New Jersey, as
well as being a practicing magician,
says it best in his article, “Magicians
on the Paranormal.” He writes: “It
should not be surprising that so
many magicians have and do accept the genuineness of psychic occurrences. After all, we magicians
are mostly like normal people!”

their words. This doesn’t explain, however,
why the foreign language translators can
understand and translate what they are
saying.
The Cayce readings provide an alternative viewpoint. Could these patients be experiencing latent memories and abilities related to a previous lifetime? Did the jarring
head injury trigger a form of regression that
flung the patient back to a time and place
where, in fact, they were fluent in another
language? Readers should remember that
on several notable occasions, Cayce himself—in trance—spoke in foreign languages
and once, while hypnotized, played a piano
like a virtuoso, despite his lack of training or
knowledge of the instrument.
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Remembering A. Robert Smith By Susan A. Lendvay
A. Robert Smith, the founder and editor of Venture Inward
for nearly 20 years, made his transition into the Light on Nov
15, 2016, at the age of 91. An award-winning journalist and
the author of 10 books, he served as an editorial writer, a
reporter, and a Washington correspondent covering Congress
and seven presidents. He was published in The New York
Times Magazine and received awards from the Alaska Press
Club and the Society of Professional Journalists.
The turning point in his career came in 1980, when he was
invited to lunch by Hugh Lynn Cayce. At that time, he was
working as an editorial writer for The Virginian-Pilot newspaper. Hugh Lynn invited Robert to write his biography. Bob
joyously accepted. Over the course of a year spent interviewing Hugh Lynn for what would become the hugely popular
book About My Father’s Business, Bob learned that Hugh
Lynn had seen him in a dream about Edgar Cayce and all the
people who had helped Edgar along the way.
Charles Thomas Cayce, who had succeeded his father
Hugh Lynn as president of A.R.E., invited Bob in 1984 to
apply for the job of editor of a new magazine—a new design,
modern and illustrated—to replace the A.R.E. Journal and
the A.R.E. News, and to incorporate the various newsletters
and brochures into one publication. Fortunately for all of us,
Bob got the job. He spent the next 19 years doing excellent
work, helping thousands of A.R.E. members and friends to
find hope, inspiration, and a voice through Venture Inward
magazine. He brought his outstanding writing, editing, and
publishing skills and assembled a talented team. They created
a quality publication, unique for its original art, photography,
and stories contributed by members. On a personal level, he
experienced the transformation into a spiritual life.
He also compiled and edited the best-selling book The
Lost Memoirs of Edgar Cayce, which was published in 1997,
and later reprinted as My Life as a Seer. It was a collection of

writings found in the archives,
never before published, all in
Edgar Cayce’s own words.
Over the years, he shared
many of his personal stories
in Venture Inward. Having
survived two of the bloodiest
naval battles in history—at
Okinawa and Iwo Jima, in
1945—made Bob feel that a
Higher Power was responsible
for transferring him off of a ship destined for death and destruction from the enemy’s kamikaze. He felt that he had been
saved for a purpose. Clearly he was correct.
His life was celebrated at A.R.E. by hundreds of friends
and family who will miss him. His children and grandchildren described him as generous, warm, loving, and fun. His
colleagues appreciated his open-door, un-bossy management
style. He was flexible, listened to all opinions, and created a
sense of camaraderie among his staff and coworkers.
Robert Friedman, who published the first edition of About
My Father’s Business, had this to say: “My memories of
Bob are legion. In the last few years, I published his last two
books, a wonderful novel called Ben Franklin’s Secret Love,
and Bob’s last book, a charming collection of his favorite
quotes, Robert’s 101 Rules of Order for a Good Life. As good
a writer as he was, he was an even better human being. He
was without a doubt one of the kindest and wisest people I
have ever known, and he has left a lasting legacy to the planet
upon which he walked. A good life, indeed. I was privileged to
know him and to be his friend for over 34 years.”
—Susan Lendvay, the retired editor of Venture Inward (2006-2016),
worked with Bob Smith for nearly two decades.

Camp Dining Hall—Almost Grand and Almost Opening!

A.R.E. Director, Patrick Belisle (far right), with current and
former Camp managers
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A.R.E. Camp staff and volunteers are
making their final push to finish the new
dining hall in time for this summer’s
sessions. Once the final $100,000 of
funding is raised, the new flooring will
go in, shiny new kitchen equipment
will be hooked up, and landscaping will be finished. Phew! All will be ready in
time for the June 30-July 2 Grand Opening. All A.R.E. members and friends are
invited to this joyful celebration weekend which will include a donor party at a
historic hotel in Wytheville, Va., a full day of eating, singing, dancing, visiting,
and touring the new dining hall and shower house at A.R.E. Camp near Rural
Retreat, Va., and even more. For more information about the event, to sign up,
or to donate to the project, visit EdgarCayce.org/camp. See you this summer!
EdgarCayce.org
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Ann Clapp Will Be Greatly Missed
Known to A.R.E. audiences throughout
Gwen and Linda, and a grandson,
the country, Ann Clapp first became
Anthony.
involved in A.R.E. in Dallas in 1956.
In addition to speaking and leading
The following year she
tours, she was known
had the opportunity to
for her wealth of
take part in one of Hugh
knowledge in the Cayce
Lynn’s Cayce’s “Project
readings dealing with
Groups,” for a monthancient Egypt and the
long program that was
era of the Essenes. She
designed to expand
compiled the Egypt Part
personal consciousness
I and Part II volumes
and increase awareness—
of the Edgar Cayce
physically, mentally,
“Library Series,” and
and spiritually. In the
remained an ongoing
April-June 2014 Venture
participant in the Egypt
Inward, Ann wrote about Ann Lee Clapp, a longtime member,
study group in Virginia
her transforming expeBeach.
speaker, tour group leader and
rience in the group. The
In 2014, with the
readings researcher passed away in
following year she would October 2016 at the age of 87.
renovation of the Edgar
Cayce hospital building,
move to Virginia Beach.
she was recognized as one of the most
In time, she married fellow Project
Group participant, Robert “Bob” Clapp, influential women in the history of the
Edgar Cayce work.
and they would have two daughters,

New Cayce Health Workshops Offered
in New York
Cayce health care educator Jack Rosen has teamed up with
New York City holistic physician and pain management
specialist, Dr. Nidia R. Carrero, to present workshops and
consult with patients who want to combine conventional
medicine with the Edgar Cayce remedies. Among the topics
to be discussed: the importance of the acid-alkaline balance; foods and food combinations to avoid; Glycothymoline packs for sinus conditions; specialized cleansing diets;
apple cider vinegar and salt packs for arthritis; weight loss
diet; grape, potato, and crushed-onion poultices; castor oil
packs, and the use of the Cayce radial appliance with gold
and silver solutions. (see New York City events in the Venture Inward calendar, page 58, for further details)

Dr. Nidia R. Carrero with Jack Rosen
April-June 2017

Around the World

Photos Wanted!
A.R.E. Members
and Their Favorite
Spiritual Destinations

Venture Inward is interested in your
photos and a brief description of your
favorite spiritual destination and what
makes it so special. We may include your
photo and words on the Edgar Cayce
website and possibly in Venture Inward
for the Jul-Sep issue. Please email your
images and description to letters@
EdgarCayce.org with “Travel” in the
subject. Deadline is May 8th. Thanks!

A Cayce-Inspired Children’s Book!
Christine Wood, A
Search for God study
group facilitator from
Lafayette, La., celebrates
the publication of her
Cayce-inspired children’s
book, Sparks of Light: A
Teaching Story About the
Circle of Life, available
through Amazon.com.
“My granddaughter Laila
was having a hard time
dealing with a death in
the family,” Wood tells us.
“Her sadness created in
me a desire to share with
her Cayce’s perspective
of who we are and what
we’re doing.” Among the
concepts Wood incorporates into her book are
spirit guides and angels,
the music of the spheres
(“when the morning stars
sang together”), and Cayce’s teaching of souls hovering about
before incarnation. The Cayce reading quoted at the end
of the book sums up the larger message: “In the beginning,
God said, ‘Let there be light.’ You are one of those sparks of
light…” (5367-1)
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Hazel Zachar

Member Appreciation
San Antonio, Texas
Member since 1972; Life Member since 2006
Why I give back to
A.R.E.: The sense of purpose and responsibility
A.R.E. gave me helped me
when prolonged family
health problems became
overwhelming. I hope and
pray it can help others
through their challenges
as well. My support in any
form has always been directed to keep A.R.E. active
and meaningful.
Background/work life: I was raised on an Iowa farm
and attended a one-room school house for the first eight
grades. During World War II, I was a Cadet Nurse at the University of Colorado, and then served all around the world. I
received a B.A. in education, a B.S. in nursing from University
of Colorado and an M.N. from UCLA. I went on to serve as
a career Army Nurse and retired as a full Colonel in 1974.
Gifts to a.r.e.: I wanted others to be able to attend
A.R.E. conferences, which I found so inspiring, so I funded
Hazel’s Fund. It provides scholarships to those who may
need some financial assistance. Another gift gives me great
pleasure too. I honored Gladys Davis Turner and all the
women of A.R.E. with the renovation of the porch on the
Cayce Hospital building. It is so beautiful. Please stop by and
enjoy the lunches they serve there every day now. Here is a
trivia question. Did someone actually fund the renovation
of the Visitor Center restrooms? Yes, I did! Because we can
all benefit from that one.
Special a.r.e. memories: In the early 1970s I read
There Is a River. It was as though all the Bible stories and my
own questions came together in a meaningful oneness. Next,
I was able to attend several conferences at Virginia Beach;
Hugh Lynn Cayce, Elsie Sechrist, and Everett Irion were some
of my favorite speakers. Gladys Davis (Turner) would spend her
evenings at the Marshalls Motel with a few of us attendees.
Her sense of inner peace was so inspiring. That time with her
is still special to me. It is also wonderful to hear the in-depth
presentations given at the recent conferences I have attended.
And, of course, being part of the Grand Opening of all the new
buildings in 2014 was unforgettable as well.
Personal activities: Now at 95, I am—as the Bible
says—“old and full of years.” Ah! But the joy of a daily walk
and talk with the Master! And friends. All is well.
Want to contribute to A.R.E.’s work?
Contact Development Director Patrick Belisle at
757-457-7126 or patrick.belisle@EdgarCayce.org
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“Ask Edgar”
Have a question for Edgar Cayce? Though Edgar Cayce died
in 1945, he left us a legacy of 14,306 readings covering an
astonishing 10,000 topics. Send your question to AskEdgar@
EdgarCayce.org, and we’ll mine the readings database for an
answer that will be posted to a new “Ask Edgar” category on
our blog. Though we can’t promise that all questions will be answered, you can check out EdgarCayce.org/blog for a response
to your or similar questions.

Cayce/Reilly graduate,
Jon Shatat, recently
returned from a Cayce
treasure-hunting
expedition in Florida.

Mother and daughter
team Edie Machamer
and Kristie Holmes
have been serving our
membership in various
capacities for a combined
40 years! While Edie has
been welcoming visitors at
the reception desk, Kristie
has worked hard in our
Conferences Department.

Cosmic Connections!
Q: Besides their mutual
love of fishing, what is
the cosmic connection
between Huckleberry
Finn, Tom Sawyer and
Edgar Cayce?
A: Clara Clemens

Gabrilowitsch, the
daughter of humorist
and author Mark Twain,
received a life reading
from Edgar Cayce, which
encouraged her to preserve
her father’s literary legacy.
EdgarCayce.org
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Alfred Hitchcock Presents Edgar Cayce,
Starring Cary Grant!
A.R.E. member Raul daSilva, a distinguished American
filmmaker, writer, and photo animation specialist, shares
a delightful story of his early years in Hollywood with his
longtime friend and film editor, Max Seligman, a nephew
of Joe Brandt, who was founder of Columbia Pictures. As
Seligman shared the story, Golden Age of Hollywood actor
Cary Grant was a deeply devoted student of the Cayce
readings and a great fan of Tom Sugrue’s biography of
Cayce, There Is a River. Apparently, he was so committed
to playing Cayce in a feature film that, for 20 years, he
carried with him a film script of the book and never failed
to take the opportunity to pitch the idea to prospective
film producers. Grant showed the script to many dozens of
producers, but had his heart set on Alfred Hitchcock, who
had directed him in four major motion pictures, Suspicion
(1941), Notorious (1946), To Catch a Thief (1955), and
North by Northwest (1959). Unfortunately, the timing was
wrong or, as daSilva points out, “Cary Grant was a better
entertainer than salesperson.”

Around the World

Myrna R. McKee

Volunteer Appreciation
Bunker Hill, Illinois
Member since 1977; Life Member since 1982
Why I think it’s important to volunteer
for A.R.E.: I was introduced to the work of Edgar
Cayce in the late fifties by
my future mother-in-law. I
found it so expansive and
interesting that, from then
on, I devoted myself to
investigating and studying
it, and then applying what
I learned in my daily life.
When I retired, I wanted
to help others discover the work, so they too could learn,
grow, actively improve themselves, and hopefully help others.
Special memories and highlights of my
time volunteering: One “special moment” came at
the conclusion of my first retreat as the Heartland Region
Coordinator. It was a wonderful, exciting retreat for me, as
I hoped it had been for others. As our team of volunteers
were beginning to clean and pack up, an attendee thanked
me for sponsoring the retreat. They shared that their life
was in a mess and they were inspired by what they heard
and learned at the retreat, but more importantly, they
understood what they needed to do going forward. I never
forgot that experience. I love this work and the people I’ve
met along the way. Each one of them has enhanced my life
and experience in this lifetime.

Hitchcock and Grant on the set of North by Northwest

The A.R.E. Press is pleased
to announce the publication
of Mind as the Builder: The
Positive-Mind Metaphysics
of Edgar Cayce, by acclaimed
author Mitch Horowitz. This
electrifying and practical book
explores the inner meaning of
Edgar Cayce’s positive-mind
principles, and how to use
them in your life. With brevity
and precision, Mitch combines history and hands-on
instruction in this little book to open a new window on the
power of thought, the ways that current science is validating metaphysics, and how to use Cayce’s philosophy on
the “power of the mind” to improve and expand our lives.
April-June 2017

In what events and activities have you recently participated? I love joining A.R.E sponsored
tour groups, and most recently have been to Spain and
Morocco. This gives me an opportunity to be an ambassador
for our organization. On these tours, I get to befriend people
from around the world who live different lives, but share
similar views about how to live.
What are you looking forward to? Continuing my
volunteer work, helping others, travelling, and spending time
with my family. Life is exciting and busy. Now, as a retiree, I
meet a lot more “mature” individuals, some of whom inspire
me every day. I play cards with people in their eighties and
nineties and our group even has two active card players who
recently celebrated their 100th birthdays. These people are
active in choirs, busy cooking and serving at luncheons at their
churches, chauffeuring their neighbors to appointments and
shopping, visiting shut-ins and much more. Volunteering, at any
age, is a great way to enjoy and live a full, active, productive life.
Want to contribute to A.R.E.’s work?
Contact Levan Burgin at A.R.E. Volunteer Services
757 457-7191 or Levan.Burgin@EdgarCayce.org
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Transforming Your Consciousness:

The Magic Power of A Search for God
Guidelines to Creating and Maintaining
Study Groups Successful Meetings
B y L ora L i ttle , E d D

I

often find myself pondering what it is that
makes the A Search for God (ASFG) group process
so effective in transforming the consciousness of its
members. It is hard to put into words, but once you
have experienced even one of those shifts in awareness it can
knock your socks off. It is quite profound, almost magical.
Sometimes it is an accumulation of small changes that hit a
tipping point and, occasionally, it is something that strikes
all at once. After my own first awareness experience in study
group, I knew I had found something of great value that I
wanted to explore for the rest of my life.
Paradoxically, I sometimes hear from some people that
they are tired of continually going through the ASFG books
year after year. Obviously, for these members, the magic
is somehow eluding them—so close, yet just out of reach.
They sometimes sound both bored and frustrated and often
reach out for the latest New Age technique or bestseller for
answers. I wonder why this is happening to them when my
own group experience has been, thankfully, so rich.
For the last several years I have had the very special
pleasure of starting new ASFG study groups throughout the
Mid-South. Some have fizzled despite my best efforts but
some have not only survived, but continue to thrive. My
disappointment and sadness for the groups that don’t make
it have caused me to look for ways to refine the orientation
process. What exactly is it that weakens or strengthens a
group’s coherence and survival over time? How is it that
some members regularly experience enhanced spiritual
awareness while others do not?

Sometimes the Most Effective Solutions Are the
Simplest Ones

At A.R.E. Congress Week in 2016, during a talk on group
dynamics, I asked a gathering of approximately 70 longtime
members to help create a list of behaviors that could either
weaken or strengthen cohesion in an ASFG study group. I
was amazed to see them create a list of factors that almost
duplicated one I had prepared prior to the lecture. Of course,
each factor identified for strengthening had a counterpart
that could also weaken the group’s cohesion. (See sidebar.)
Some of the positive habits that strengthen a group are
quite simple. For example, consistent adherence to the
general guidelines for the structure of the meeting goes a long
way toward creating an enjoyable environment for everyone
and is actually more important than it might seem. Getting
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into the habit of starting and ending on time allows members
to make a reliable commitment knowing the true amount of
time they will need to set aside to attend each week. It is also
an act of loving service to the group host who may also need
to stay within a certain time frame in order to continue to
provide their home for use by the group.

The Trap of the Social Meeting

It is also important not to spend long blocks of time in
social conversation, no matter how enjoyable. This is a
common complaint that arises in groups. When it happens
consistently over time it often ends up driving members
away. It is understandable that as members get to know
each other better the desire to catch up on the details of each
other’s lives can become irresistible. To meet this need some
groups simply schedule time to socialize together outside of
their regular meeting. Other groups get the host’s permission
to arrive regularly 30-45 minutes early so they can use that
time to talk.
Hugh Lynn Cayce, a member of the first study group,
expressed concern about the related issue of having refreshments at meetings. In one lecture, he told a hilarious story of
members who escalated the scale of the food items over time
as they competed to see who could bring the biggest and
best. He concluded that it is better to provide only minimal
refreshments so as not to distract the members from the purpose of the meeting or burden them with additional duties.

The Magic of the ASFG Meeting Structure

Another issue related to the meeting structure is spending
the entire meeting on only one component, such as dreams
or experiment sharing. A healthy group utilizes a schedule
that includes opening with a moment of silence, business, experiment sharing, reading and discussion of the ASFG book,
and group meditation. If time allows, some groups also add
a brief time for dream sharing. Most groups must periodically remind themselves to hit the “reset button” when
they become aware that they are getting bogged down in a
particular portion of the meeting. An alert meeting facilitator
can do wonders in preventing this from occurring.
What many groups don’t know is that by shifting from
one segment of the meeting to the next they are using different parts of their brain and developing their ability to shift
from one state of consciousness to another. They are using
body, mind, and soul throughout the meeting. There is much
EdgarCayce.org

more growth happening at a deeper level than
may be obvious to the five senses if all meeting
components are included. This factor, I am
sure, was deliberately built into the brilliant
structure of the ASFG meeting. It is critical
to the overall process in that it can increase
the likelihood of experiencing an awakened
awareness as described at the beginning of this
article!

Good Communication Patterns and
Shared Leadership

Basic communication techniques, such as
nonjudgmental listening, allowing everyone a
chance to share, and maintaining confidentiality are also very important. Sending out update
emails between meetings can assist in keeping
members connected. In my group, members
who have had to be absent for months at a
time have told us they returned to the group
because of the weekly updates. Some even kept
up with the reading and experiments while
they were away.
I have noticed in many groups that regularly
rotating the meeting leadership responsibility
can also be very strengthening for a group. It
allows all members to take some ownership of
the group and prevents any single person from
having to carry too much responsibility. As
each member begins to recognize that they are
an important element in assuring the success of
the group, regular attendance, as well as experiment completion are more likely to occur. It
also reduces the possibility that the absence of
one or two people will collapse the group.

The Magic Is Right in Front of Us

I have sometimes heard from people that
they stopped going to group because they had
difficulty interacting with another member.
Sadly, they don’t realize that they are missing a prime opportunity for growth. It is no
accident that the first lesson given to the first
study group was cooperation. “Let us all dwell
together in one mind, in one purpose, one
aim.” (261-1) In many ways cooperation is the
ultimate spiritual-growth lesson in life. It is
revisited in various forms and woven throughout all of the remaining chapters of the ASFG
books. Cooperation in the ASFG material
involves cooperating not only with our fellow
man, but also with the Divine within and without. We can certainly see both the importance
of cooperation as well as its fragility as we are
bombarded daily with news of various conflicts
around the world.
April-June 2017

A Search for God group meeting in Memphis, Tenn.

Get the most from your group meetings
What Strengthens

what Weakens

• Mutual respect and affection or
concern

• Lagging attendance

• Prayer for each other
• Socializing outside of meetings
• Meditating at the same time daily

• Tardiness
• Getting off topic
• Becoming a “social” group

• Honesty

• Intolerance of other points of
view

• Humor

• Experiment over-sharing

• Openness to learning

• Not including experiment/
application

• Active and brief participation of
all members
• Following the recommended
meeting structure
• Most members doing the agreedon experiment
• Shared leadership–members
taking turns facilitating
• Tolerance for differences in point
of view
• Magnifying the virtues, minimizing the faults
• Active/nonjudgmental listening–
eye contact

• Getting off schedule
• Giving Advice
• Judging
• Lack of physical or
psychological safety
• Not everyone participating
equally
• Group as therapy
• Group as psychic showcase
• Group Guru or Teacher
emerging
• Inner resistance to change

Cooperation—it sounds easy when you are merely reading about it on
the page. It becomes much harder when you try to practice it with even
one other person. And why is that? It seems that there are many reasons;
and amazingly the original design for ASFG study groups, as well as the
material being studied, provide almost everything that is needed for a group
to learn to work well in oneness over a long period of time.
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Meeting Self Consciously

When beginning a new study group I often quote from
longtime Cayce scholar Herb Puryear, who has written and
lectured extensively on study groups. I tell the new members
that when I first read Herb’s article, Covenant, many years
ago, I was already in a group. I was so heartened when the
article noted that in every study group there is always one
person who, if they were not in the group, the group would be
absolutely perfect. I remember nodding to myself knowingly.
Of course, this was so true. However, my smug, and oh-soshallow understanding was totally blown apart when, as I read
further, the article informed me that sometimes that person is
me! In fact, the article stated that most groups would not be
able to agree on who the difficult person is. What? How could
I possibly be a difficult person? It didn’t take too many more
meetings for me to figure that one out. What had changed for
me was a new awareness of my own behaviors and how others
may be modeling for me my own opportunities for growth. I
am still discovering new gems through this lesson as I relate
to others in my group. Some of these lessons are positive and
some are painful. But almost every magical awareness shift I
have experienced has involved this single concept.
The readings repeatedly remind us, “For ever does one
constantly meet self.” (1432-1). The great psychoanalyst,
Carl Jung, called this meeting of self an encounter with our
shadow. He theorized that our shadow consists of self-identified weaknesses that we push into the unconscious so that
we can retain what our conscious self has decided is a more
pleasing and acceptable outer personality. Sometimes those
repressed portions can transform from weaknesses into creative and helpful strengths when consciously utilized in the
correct circumstance. Repressing them, unfortunately, does
not make them go away, but instead assures that they will
slip out, usually inappropriately, in ways and at times when
we least expect it. We often get glimpses of our shadow when
we have strong negative or positive reactions to others.

Everything That Happens in Study Group Is
“Grist for the Mill”

But the good news is that the “meeting self” lesson can be
most safely learned through consistent and conscious work
with others in a group setting. In ASFG we are asked to learn
to cooperate with the opportunities placed before us at any
moment whether they be painful or pleasant. We are encouraged in the readings to proceed slowly—“line by line, step by
step”—and are assured that we won’t ever be given more than
we can handle. In study group work it is uncanny how often
just the right person shows up to either encourage or challenge
us toward finding and becoming our ideal self. Sometimes the
entire group faces a challenge, and if we look closely enough
we can see how facing that challenge can call forth a new
awareness. I like to say that ultimately everything that happens
in study group is “grist for the mill.” It is likely that nothing
happens by chance. We are given exactly what we need at any
given time to move us further along our spiritual path.
Herb Puryear defines the search for God as being about
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“learning how to love.” And what is especially notable is
that we are asked to find a way not only to learn to love God
and our fellow human, but also to love ourselves, and do so
at the deepest level. And, of course, that leads to the second
lesson given to the first study group—know thyself—a truly
multi-lifetime goal! It is also one that is greatly enhanced by
regular study group interaction.

Using the Universal Nature of the ASFG Material

Another issue with study groups is the tendency to get off
topic. It should be no surprise that those who are drawn to
an ASFG group are seekers. They often have spent much of
their lives curiously exploring other sources of metaphysical
and paranormal material. For this reason, I make clear to new
groups that kindred material is welcome during the reading
and discussion of the ASFG lessons, although only when it
relates to the topic at hand. I encourage them to limit it to
briefly contrasting and comparing in relationship to the Cayce
material as opposed to giving a full lecture. If a member has
an interest in learning more they can attend a group or lecture
set up for that purpose or find a book on the subject.
What is amazing about the ASFG material is that despite
its Christian language, the concepts within it are truly universal. I can think of no other group in which I have interacted
where people of such diverse backgrounds and belief systems
can find common ground to discuss deeply meaningful
topics. In ASFG I refer to the Cayce material as our connecting matrix, in that it orders and informs the progress of the
group. Other traditions or philosophies can be helpful in
the discussion to expand on the concepts or perhaps present
them in a simpler form. Each member has a unique perspective and something vital to contribute. In fact, when any
member is unable to contribute their individual thoughts, the
group is not manifesting its full potential.
So, if you are in an ASFG study group, or considering
joining one, keep in mind the importance of the factors that
strengthen group cohesion. Communication, active and
careful listening, sharing leadership, consciously meeting
self, and following the recommended meeting structure, are
all ways to make sure you can move forward to enrich your
own personal spiritual journey. And maybe, just maybe, you
too will begin experiencing more of that magical awareness
that can ultimately enable you to manifest your truest and
highest self.
—For info on starting or joining an ASFG study group, contact Karen Boldt
at 800-333-4499 x7166, email Study.Group@EdgarCayce.org, or visit
EdgarCayce.org/studygroups.
About the Author
Lora Little, EdD, an A.R.E. member since 1981,
was a psychological counselor and public health administrator. She and husband, Greg, wrote many books on
Cayce and Ancient Mysteries and served on the A.R.E.
Atlantis research team. For over 20 years she’s been an
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member of the A.R.E. Board of Trustees.
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Honor Roll of Distinguished Donors
Our generous donors provide the nourishment our programs need to flourish. Thank you for keeping the garden of Cayce-based programs healthy, strong, and beautiful. We are
pleased to publish this list of members in the President’s Circle (Donors of $10,000 or more), Crystal Circle ($5,000 or more), Platinum Circle ($2,500 or more), and
Golden Circle ($1,000 or more). These donors have made pledges and gifts at this level January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016. Your dedication to this Work is an inspiration to many.
The members listed below will receive an invitation to a number of Thank You events, including our Donor Appreciation Brunch on Sunday, June 18 at the Lesner Inn. There
we will show our gratitude to members of the Golden Circle and Edgar Cayce Legacy Society. If you join the Golden Circle before June 1, 2017, you will receive an invitation to
these distinctive occasions as well.
Donations from these 464 members provided 90% of all funds donated toward the programs of the A.R.E., Edgar Cayce Foundation, and Atlantic University in 2016. Without
our donors, this life-changing work would not be possible. We treasure your support at every level. Thank you.
Gifts of $100,000 or more
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Karma Can Be a Real Pain!

Past-Life Clues to Current-Day Maladies
B y J oanne D i M agg i o, M A , C H t

A 64-year-old retired university administrator, suffering
from recurrent head traumas
caused by rear-end collisions
and falls, regresses to a life in
5 BC in which she dies from
a head injury after being
pushed down stone steps.
A 65-year-old health-care
provider with sciatica regresses to an 18th century
French lifetime in which she
ends the career of a rival
dancer by causing her to fall
and break her leg.
A 68-year-old Navy veteran,
with arthritis in his thumbs,
regresses to a Civil War lifetime in which he cut off the
thumbs of his opponents.
Are these the imaginary tales woven by people prone to telling fanciful
stories, or the real-life experiences of
ordinary men and women who are
looking to their past lives for answers
to their present-day chronic conditions?
Judging from the results of my yearlong physical-karma research study, the
answer is, they are quite real.
In the 30 years I have worked in the
field of past-life regression research
and therapy, I can attest to the validity
of such experiences. Certainly there
is a treasure-trove of material to back
that up. Just go to the card catalog in
the A.R.E. Library in Virginia Beach,
look under “Physical Karma,” and you
will find references to readings dealing
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with everything from acne to venereal
disease. For those lucky souls who also
had a life reading, Edgar Cayce frequently explained how their present-life
condition was the result of actions they
took in a previous life.
A case in point was a reading for the
parents of an 11-year-old boy looking
for answers regarding their son’s bedwetting. Cayce said this was the result,
“not merely a physical condition, but
it reverts to the disturbance the entity
brought to others because of their beliefs, faiths or activities.” (2779-1)
Cayce said in a past life the boy had
been a minister who condemned
children to “ducking” because of their
ability to see, hear, or experience voices

from other realms. Now he was the one
experiencing the “ducking” through
bedwetting.
This is a textbook example of
physical karma, defined by Mary Ann
Woodward, author of Scars of the
Soul: Holistic Healing in the Edgar
Cayce Readings, as “a manifestation of
karmic law taking place at a visible or
physical level within the human body.”
But Cayce also emphasized that not all
chronic issues stemmed from physical
conditions, as in the case of the Civil
War subject with arthritis in his thumbs.
It often went much deeper than that.
As Cayce said: “Each individual has its
own individual problems. Not all are
physical…” (606-1)
EdgarCayce.org

If we believe in reincarnation
with its law of karma, we must
include the body in that plan.
Regardless of how the physical karma manifests, Cayce made it clear that
when it came to karma, “…whatsoever
a soul soweth, that shall it also reap.”
(2153-3) In many of his physical karma
readings, he used a variation on the
expression, “meeting self,” referring to
the fact that individuals were encountering aspects of their past-life actions
which presented as a physical condition
in this life. “For each soul meets itself in
that phase of its experience in which the
errors occurred that bring the results or
effects in the present.” (3511-1)
While physical karma is not a new
subject, I did not study it in earnest
until a few years ago, after several
synchronistic events pointed me in this
direction. First, I began to see a shift in
my private regression practice in which
an increasing number of clients asked if
we could trace their chronic condition
to a prior lifetime. This had never happened with such frequency before and I
wondered whether this was a growing
trend or a not-so-subtle hint from the
universe that this should be my next
research project.
During this period, I was encouraged
by several colleagues to consider adding
Medical Intuition to my practice.
Unsure whether this was right for me,
I attended A.R.E.’s Medical Intuition
Conference in Virginia Beach, featuring
C. Norman Shealy, MD, PhD, a leader
in alternative medicine, and Caroline
Myss, a mystic and medical intuitive
who became a lecturer and New York
Times bestselling author. It didn’t take
long for me to realize that I wasn’t
there to become a medical intuitive, but
rather to hear Dr. Shealy’s opening remarks about physical conditions having
past-life origins. It was a bold statement
coming from a medical doctor and I
questioned whether I heard him correctly. Searching his website, I was delighted
April-June 2017

to learn my ears had not deceived
me: “In my experience all significant
illnesses/accidents, etc., in this life are
the result of unfinished business from a
previous life,” he said.
But Dr. Shealy is not the only notable
medical professional to share that view.
Brian Weiss, MD, has opened the door
to elevating past-life therapy to a better
accepted healing modality. The late Dr.
William McGarey, former medical director of the A.R.E. Clinic and director
of the medical research division of the
Edgar Cayce Foundation, said: “I’ve
come to the conclusion that most of the
serious, long-term, degenerative diseases
are karmic in their nature.” And there
was Dr. Harold Reilly—a close friend of
Cayce’s and a world-renowned physiotherapist—who was quoted as saying
that if we believe in reincarnation with
its law of karma, we must include the
body in that plan.
When I thought about it, I only had
to look at my own experience to know
the ramifications of physical karma. In
the early 1990s, I began exploring a past
life of mine that I believed took place
in 18th-century Virginia. That research
included multiple visits to search for
places I may have once known. On
one such trip, I entered the parlor of a
historic home and within minutes felt an
excruciating burning pain in my lower
back. After returning home, I spent the
next six months seeking a diagnosis and
remedy, yet despite X-rays and doctor
and chiropractic appointments, I had no
relief or answers as to the source of the
pain. I knew of an Akashic reader I trusted and discreetly asked if he could pull
my “book of life” and identify the source
of the pain. Without hesitation, he said
that in my past life I had been hit in the
lower back with a fireplace poker in the
parlor of that home. Once he identified
the source of the pain, it vanished.

It’s difficult to deny something when
it happens to ourselves, so, armed with
the memory of that incident and the
synchronistic events occurring around
me, I decided to conduct a research
project designed to ascertain whether
chronic conditions were, in fact, linked
to a prior lifetime and if so, would
uncovering the past-life source of that
condition bring about healing?
Over the course of a year, I worked
with 50 volunteers ranging in age from
34 to 74 and representing a myriad of
highly respected professions. These men
and women came to my project complaining of arthritis, diabetes, liver and
kidney problems, weight and digestive
issues, head-related concerns, foot, leg
and back pain, sexual issues, drug and
alcohol abuse, and mental and emotional disorders. Many were skeptical that
their condition was past-life related and
admitted they were fearful they would
make the whole thing up. I only asked
that they maintain an open mind, relax,
and allow their soul to tell their karmic
story no matter where it led them.
The session began with a body scan
focusing on any aches, sensitivities or
birthmarks. The question about birthmarks grew out of the work of the late
Dr. Ian Stevenson at the University of
Virginia, whose research unearthed evidence that physical characteristics such
as birthmarks may be carried over from
a past life to a present life. A birthmark
on one’s shoulder, for example, may be
a remnant of a past-life wound to that
area of the body.
Roger Woolger, a pioneer in the field
of regression therapy, stated: “Both
past-life research and past-life therapy have now provided an impressive
array of evidence to show that these
old traumas, inherited through the first
level of the subtle body…consistently
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re-imprint in the living body as rashes,
deformities, birthmarks, weaknesses in
certain limbs, or organic disorders such
as a weak bladder, a weak heart, gynecological problems, and so on.” The
body scan was an attempt to identify
these areas before the regression began.
The regression portion of the session
guided the participant to the lifetime
in which his or her chronic condition
originated. During this segment, they
identified who they were in a prior
lifetime and then viewed the significant
event in that life that was the source
of the malady they were experiencing
today. While many of their experiences were classic examples of an “eye
for an eye” philosophy, others in the
project experienced physical karma
due to a negative attitude or behavior
pattern. One woman went back to a
life as a young man in 1858 Kentucky
who died because he refused to listen
to anyone’s advice. In this life, she is
hearing-impaired.
At the end of the regression, each
subject examined their past-life death
and revealed their last thoughts as their
soul left their body, since these thoughts
often set up the next lifetime. A good
example of this was a woman who
came in with head-to-toe psoriasis. She
regressed to a life as a prostitute in the
old West. Her last thoughts were, “I
don’t want to be touched anymore.”
Was it a coincidence then that in this
lifetime she manifests a skin condition
in which no one wants to touch her?
The final element of the session—the
soul writing—gave them their prescription for recovery. Soul writing is a
written form of meditation, i.e., writing
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in an altered state of consciousness, and
is based on the Cayce readings on inspirational writing. Each volunteer was
given a pen and paper and instructed to
ask their soul for written guidance to
provide the back story or to address unanswered questions from the regression,
as well as offer guidance for healing.
While they were doing the writing, so
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improvement in their condition. Those
whose condition remained the same
had a newfound peace about it, saying
the regression resulted in a change in
attitude about their condition and that,
in and of itself, precipitated an emotional healing.
Dr. Garrett Oppenheim expressed
that sentiment in his article, “A Karmic
Case of Polio,” in the Nov/Dec 1989
issue of Venture Inward. “I have come

to look on my handicap as a gift, enabling me to understand the afflictions
of others, to enlarge my horizons and to
become, I hope, a better person.”
Cayce said, “There are in truth no
incurable conditions ...” (3744-2) When
viewed from the perspective of past-life
therapy, these conditions become reminders of the issues we came into this
life to resolve. Past-life therapy enables
individuals to examine, deal with, and
ultimately heal these issues. As more
research is done in this field, it becomes
clear that while karma can be a real
pain, there nonetheless is a cure!
About the Author
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An Interview with A.R.E. Prison Outreach Sponsor

Richard Copeland
Venture Inward (VI) co-editors Sidney and Nancy Kirkpatrick spent a
delightful afternoon last December with 94-year-old retired educator
Richard Copeland at his modest waterfront home overlooking Little Pine
Island, on Florida’s Gulf Coast. It was an overcast day in typically-sunny
Florida, but this didn’t deter the birds and other creatures feeding on
the shore, just steps from where we sat. Among the birds was a colorful
night-heron. Nearby, perched on a pylon, a pelican eyed us warily.
VI: What a lovely place to retire!
Copeland: That’s what I told Geri, my
late wife, two decades ago. Who needs
television when you’ve got the ocean out
the window?
VI: You’ve lived near the sea, and at
times on the sea, your entire life.
Copeland: That’s right. I grew up in
Hampton, just across the Chesapeake Bay
from Virginia Beach. Later, I joined the
Navy, and shipped out of Norfolk.
VI: Did you meet Edgar Cayce?
Copeland: I’m old enough to have met
him, but no. That’s one of my big regrets. I
could certainly have used a heath reading
because I suffered terribly from allergies as
a child. Though I lived nearby, I didn’t get
involved in A.R.E. until the 1960’s, after I
started teaching at William and Mary, in
Williamsburg, Va.
VI: Did you know Edgar’s son, Hugh
Lynn Cayce?
Copeland: I once had breakfast with him
at the A.R.E while on a visit. That was back
when visitors could sleep overnight in the
old hospital building. They had rooms with
bunk beds. My friends and I came down to
eat one morning and he joined us. I didn’t
get to know him well, however, not like I
did Charles Thomas Cayce, Hugh Lynn’s
son. Charles Thomas and I did some projects together just as I’m now doing with
Kevin Todeschi, our current CEO.
VI: You and Ruben Miller made the
new dining room possible. It’s co-named in
your honor. Thank you! It’s also no secret
that you’ve contributed time and dollars
to our prison outreach program. That’s
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Thanks to the financial generosity of Richard Copeland and
over 100 other donors, the
A.R.E.’s prison outreach program distributes thousands of
books to inmates throughout
the U.S. each year.

quite a different kind of contribution
you’ve made to our community.
Copeland: I think it’s fundamental to
what we do at A.R.E., which is changing lives for the better. Here you have a
population of people who really want
help. They’re looking for answers. Do you
know what the most popular Cayce book
that we distribute in prisons? Your Life:
Why It Is the Way It Is and What You Can
Do About It, by Bruce McArthur. That
should tell you something. Inmates are
desperately searching for help to understand themselves and the world around
them. We can provide answers.

other great ideas, Karen started putting
Cayce books in prison libraries so inmates
can more easily access the material.
Another success has been getting Robert
Krajenke’s classic Edgar Cayce’s Story of
the Bible distributed to inmates. And now
that our founder, Judith Stevens, is coming
back to run the program, I know things
will get even better.

VI: You have a personal reason, too,
why you support prison outreach.
Copeland: I don’t talk about that.

VI: We were especially touched by the
inmate who was going to commit suicide.
Why don’t you tell our readers? Might be
a nice story to end our interview.
Copeland: He was in the Arizona State
Prison and was contemplating suicide.
What was stopping him was figuring
out how he was going to do it. He had
botched up so many things in his life that
he wanted to make sure that he at least got
this one right, and wouldn’t be maimed or
crippled or unable to finish the job. His life
changed after he read the Cayce biography
There Is a River.

VI: Now might be a good time.
Copeland: I don’t see why not. All of us
have made mistakes. That’s what being
human is about. My mistake landed me in
prison for tax evasion.
VI: Care to tell us more?
Copeland: I was sentenced to two years,
but ultimately only had to serve one, but
that was enough. What I had going for
me was a deep knowledge and love of the
Edgar Cayce work. I also had time on my
hands, so I had an opportunity to really
study the Work. I want others, who are
behind bars, to also have that opportunity.
VI: You’ve done that. In Texas alone
you have helped to place A.R.E. books
and information in all 98 prisons!
Copeland: The former program staff
Karen Boldt and Opal Rogers, plus our
volunteers, deserve the thanks. Among

VI: Don’t forget your own book, which
came out this past October.
Copeland: Yes. Unlocking Hope. I
wrote the foreword. It’s a compilation of
letters that inmates have written us.

VI: A door opened for him.
Copeland: Yes. That’s right. A door
opened even though he was still behind
locked doors. The Cayce work can do that
for people.
—To learn more about for the A.R.E. Prison
Outreach program, offer support, or receive a
copy of Unlocking Hope, please contact prison@
EdgarCayce.org, call 800-333-4499 x7120, or visit
EdgarCayce.org/prison.
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Understanding Arcturus
The Gateway to Higher Realms
by Karen Christino

Mid-April, looking east about an hour after sunset

T

he star Arcturus is
often championed as a “gateway” to higher realms of
consciousness that can have
a profound effect on people’s lives. But
what is Arcturus really all about? Why
is it important? We have
“Arcturus”
only to turn to the more
derives from
than 30 Edgar Cayce
ancient Greek
readings referencing
and means
Arcturus for answers to
“Guardian of the these questions.
Bear.” It is the
In understanding
brightest star in
Arcturus, it’s important
the constellation to consider the readings’
Boötes.
repeated descriptions of
souls dwelling in other
planetary spheres between earthly incarnations. Cayce in his trance state often
spoke about astrology, and there are
many correlations between the Cayce
information and western astrology.
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Like most astrologers’ assertions today,
Cayce’s readings affirm that astrological aspects provide tendencies or
inclinations only—the will or personal
determination surpass them. But the
readings added additional dimensions:
the influence of the individual’s environment, including previous incarnations
on the earth, as well as various planetary
sojourns. A planet’s influence may be
accentuated in a person’s consciousness
if the soul had a past experience—an incarnation or sojourn—in that planetary
sphere. (Reading 5733-3 gives a good
overview of these concepts.)
The planetary influences described
exist within our own solar system. Yet
Arcturus, a star well outside of our planetary system, somehow functions as a
center for our sun and planets. As Cayce
said in reading 263-15:
“Arcturus is that junction between the

spheres of activity as related to cosmic
force, and is that about which this
particular environ or sphere of activity
rotates...”
The star seems to function above
our experiences within our own solar
system, perhaps even in a different plane
or dimension. In addition, Arcturus
appears to play a key role in the soul’s
passage in and out of our solar system
in the process of its incarnations, “from
one development to another, until the
entity passes from that solar system, or
sphere, through Arcturus...” (900-25)
But Cayce’s language is often dense, layered, and complex, and it can be difficult
to understand exactly what occurs in
the soul’s afterlife and how Arcturus is
involved.
Thomas Sugrue, a classmate of Hugh
Lynn Cayce’s, was a long-time student of
the Cayce work and had many readings
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conducted for himself. As he grappled
with the challenges of writing his biography of Cayce, There Is a River, he asked
for a reading on some of the philosophical issues brought up in the readings.
The response to Sugrue’s 1941 questions
clarified Arcturus’s role and the soul’s
passages through the planetary spheres.

The Door Out

“Arcturus is that which may be called
the center of this universe, through
which individuals pass and at which
period there comes the choice of the
individual as to whether it is to return to
complete there—that is, in this planetary system, our sun, the earth sun and
its planetary system—or to pass on to
others.” (5749-14)
It appears that once the soul has
progressed through our system including
neighboring planets, that phase of its
experience may be complete. Yet, not
always! The following 1942 life reading
for a 43-year-old homemaker states that
she (“the entity”) had completed her experience in our system, but consciously
chose to return to her current incarnation on Earth.
“Arcturus comes in this entity’s chart,
or as a central force from which the
entity came again into the earth-material
sojourns. For, this is the way, the door
out of this system. Yet purposefully did
the entity return in this experience.”
(2454-3)
The woman was so surprised at the
content of her reading that she wrote to
Cayce that she, “…was nearly startled
out of finishing this sojourn.”
There are several other readings for
those who had apparently attained what
they needed from our solar system, as
well as the Arcturus star, but reincarnated on Earth of their own free will,
including this one for a single female
psychologist in 1944:
“And Arcturus! For the entity has
gone out and returned, purposefully.”
(5259-1)
The following 1942 reading was for a
32-year-old married stenographer who
had been associated with Cayce in his
previous incarnations as Lucius in the
Promised Land and before that as Ra Ta
in Egypt.
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“For the entity has attained to that
realm even of Arcturus, or that center
from which there may be the entrance
into other realms of consciousness. And
the entity has chosen in itself to return
to the earth for a definite mission.”
(2823-1)
A life reading for a 53-year-old
homemaker who was also a Theosophist
described her situation similarly:
“MUCH has been made of the
PRESENT experience, and it will lie
within the own desire of the entity as
to whether the return in earth’s experience becomes necessary or not; for in
Arcturus’ forces, these become all magnified in will’s force, and the conquering
of self is truly greater than were one to
conquer MANY worlds, and IS conquering those of OUR, or of our SUN’S
own attributes.” (115-1)
And as it happens, Edgar Cayce,
himself, was one of those whose soul
returned to Earth after its departure
through Arcturus. In a reading held at
the A.R.E. National Congress in 1938,
Edgar’s wife Gertrude asked the sleeping
Cayce about planetary evolution and
astrology. The reading used Edgar’s own
previous incarnations as examples. His
life as the leader and healer Uhjltd in
approximately 9000 BC Persia (now
Iran) included mention of his return
from Arcturus.
“…for the entity came from those
centers about which thine own solar system moves—in Arcturus. For there had
come from those activities, in Uhjltd, the
knowledge of the oneness, and of those
forces and powers that would set as it
were the universality of its relationships,
through its unity of purpose in all spheres
of human experience…” (5755-1)

The Arcturian Influence

There is a consistency to some of the
personal characteristics and resonances that the readings describe for those
whose Arcturian influence is strong.
When Cayce stated that Arcturus was
significant to a person’s life, it appeared
to give them the ability to connect more
readily with the other-worldly realm
while here on Earth, providing an easier
transcendence of materiality. Arcturus
contributes toward a greater connection

to the metaphysical plane and a deeper
awareness of others and the natural
world, as the star had also done for
Cayce in his experience as Uhjltd.
The 1942 reading for the stenographer also revealed that Arcturus had
metaphysically sensitized her to her
environment and others, perhaps giving
her a greater psychic understanding.
“Thus ye oft find in thy experiences
that places, peoples, things and conditions are a part of self as if ye were in
the consciousness of same… a universal
consciousness to what is called nature.
Yet that nature is a part of thine own
personal experience.” (2823-1)
Arcturus also seems to aid and
strengthen the will, and makes for leadership abilities. We might go so far as to
characterize it as a Christ consciousness.
Perhaps Thomas Sugrue had this in mind
when he queried the sleeping Cayce
about Arcturus and later asked,
“Should Jesus be described as the soul
who first went through the cycle of earthly lives to attain perfection, including
perfection in the planetary lives also?”
Cayce’s answer?
“He should be.” (5749-14)
The combination of Arcturus with the
influence of Mercury might astrologically
accentuate the mind. But it also seems
to expand and amplify its benefits, as
we see in the following life reading for a
Theosophically-minded woman in 1928.
“Mercurian forces to Arcturus brings
an innate force in the present experience
that [is] of not only high mental force, yet
as measured with Arcturian experience,
an excellency above ordinary.” (105-2)
Two readings stand out for their
emphasis on Arcturus. The people who
requested them, not surprisingly, had
fascinating—and very different—lives.
Most significant to Cayce’s personal
story were the numerous readings given
to Edwin Blumenthal, a married New
York Stock Exchange floor trader who,
with his brother Morton, helped the
Cayce family to move to Virginia Beach
in 1928 and later contributed toward
opening the Cayce hospital and Atlantic
University. Edwin was initially anemic,
underweight, and living under stress and
strain, but with Cayce’s help, he learned
to restore his health and subsequently
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reached the age of 81 (he retired from
trading in the 1930s to become involved
in a small printing and greeting-card
business).
Edwin had already asked Cayce about
his health, business prospects, and spiritual development. But in 1924, Cayce
gave him “a reading giving the effect of
the solar systems on the life and destiny
of the entity in the present earth plane.”
His reading suggests that Arcturus’s influence helps manifest ideals in our daily
lives in the material, earthly plane, with a
greater ease in the use of the will. Cayce’s
lengthy report on Arcturus includes its
characterization as “the
greater Sun,” which again
The star’s light
implies, at least for Edwin,
which had
that the star operates on
actually begun
a larger and grander scale
its journey in
than is customary here on
1896 was used
Earth.
as part of an
“Also we find the Sun
exhibition at the
and Arcturus, the greater
1933 Chicago
Sun, giving of the strength
World’s Fair
in mental and spiritual
elements toward developing of soul and
of the attributes toward the better forces
in Earth’s spheres. This brings, especially,
the conditions of these characters:
One that is exceptional in many ways,
manners and faculties, especially in those
of mental forces having great vision in
every direction, especially those of the
unseen elements, bringing then much
psychic and occult forces to the body.
The highest conception of all domestic
relations…honor…respect…in every relation in friendship and in every element
relating to others…
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The natural inclination to excel in every way. Not just as good but better than
the best; not with the desire to lord over
others, yet not censuring others in their
weakness…
One that should understand much of
the spiritual forces, that the physical may
manifest the more perfect in the flesh…
One that will go far in will’s manifested forces… to give light to many
peoples.” (137-4)
The reading goes on to state that
Edwin Blumenthal had been Jesus’
brother Jude in a previous incarnation.
The second dramatic reading relating to Arcturus was at the request of a
40-year-old artist, in 1935. The daughter
of a minister, she had committed her
life to her creative work, rather than
marriage and a family. Years before, she
had been brutally mutilated by a rejected
suitor, who attacked her with an axe, a
gun and a knife, then shot himself and
left her for dead. She was found hours
later and rushed to the hospital, but no
one expected her to survive. Years later,
she asked for a reading to better understand her life purpose.
In answer to her question about why
she had had such a tragic experience,
Cayce replied, “That there might be the
regeneration of thy body to the glory of
that illumination necessary for the full
awakening within.” (827-1)
This same reading also gives a particularly poetic expression of what Arcturus
is and how it may influence us.
“For, the entity in its experiences in the
earth was among those that viewed the
Master upon the Cross. And it has found
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and does find that illumination from
within self of that peace that He gave…
The entity came for the purpose, then,
of making more manifest in the experiences, in the lives, in the hearts of those
that are weak and distressed and stumbling as in the dark, seeking the light,
those beauties that manifest themselves
in music as of the spheres, in the art as
of the enlightenment that enraptures
the soul into becoming one with that in
nature, in love, in harmony, in grace, in
hope, in faith, which lifts up the inner
man to the more perfect at-oneness with
Him who gave, ‘A new commandment I
give, that ye love one another, even as I
have loved you; forgive them, they know
not what they do.’
“…The star that led the entity—that
source from which and to which it
may gain so much of its strength in
the present; ARCTURUS, the wonderful, the beautiful! As the bright and
GLORIOUS light from same… so may
the illuminations do the same in the lives
of those the entity contacts through its
gentleness and kindness and service. For
he that would gain the understanding
POURS OUT, even as upon the desert
sand, that refreshing liberation of the
spirit of truth…life and light and understanding, and immortality in Him!”
(827-1)
Cayce concluded this exposition on
Arcturus by adding, “Keep the faith!”
—To find out more about Arcturus:
“Arcturus Star,” Solar System Quick Astronomy Guide,
solarsystemquick.com/universe/arcturus-star.htm
Deborah Houlding’s, “Bootes, the Herdsman,”
skyscript.co.uk/bootes.html
David H. Levy, Skywatching, (Book) The Nature
Company, Berkeley, CA, 1994
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FOURTH in a Series of 10

P a r a n o r m a l R e s e a rc h Serie s
By Henry Reed, PhD

Paranormal Dreaming
in Cyberspace:
The Edgar Cayce Dream
Helper Circle Succeeds Online
The purpose of psychic ability, from
the perspective of the Edgar Cayce
readings, is to receive guidance.

Making ESP practical in our daily lives
would support the normalizing of the
paranormal. Members of the A.R.E. went
a long way in that direction in the 1970s,
as described in my first article of this series
(VI, Jun-Aug, 2016), by showing that they
could, on their own, make constructive use
of their dreams for personal guidance, thus
setting in motion a dream-work revolution, freeing us from complete reliance on
professionals to analyze our dreams.
The ideal of the Cayce material is to
use psychic ability not so much for getting
ahead in the world, but more to harmonize with it, as the soul-driven psychic
abilities help our consciousness to evolve,
and in doing so, to embrace the reality of
oneness. Children attending the A.R.E.
summer camp pioneered in that direction,
by showing how they could reach out, in
their dreams, to provide a helping hand
to someone in need. As described in our
second article, (VI, Sep-Nov, 2016), the
“Dream Helper Circle” stands as a perfect
ambassador to the Cayce work. Countless
folks have experienced this healing process
at A.R.E. events, and some at home in
their study groups. Since the appearance
of that article, I’ve been working with a
few dozen interested A.R.E. members to
develop a method of more widely sharing
this special process. We hope that this
report will encourage more of you to join
in our adventure.
Since their inception in the mid-1970s,
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all the dream helper circles occurred in a
face-to-face context. There’s a lot of drama
involved in such a situation. At A.R.E.
Headquarter conferences, for example,
a crowd of over 100 people provides for
about a dozen circles to operate simultaneously. Folks who volunteer to be the
focus of dreaming put their name in a hat
and the crowd prays together that the
most suitable among them be drawn. The
crowd breaks up into small groups, people
choosing for whom they wish to dream.
Imagine all the feelings that are evoked as
participants empathize with what might
be the troubling situation facing the focus
person who has volunteered for help.
There are lots of good feelings stirred
up, and much to stimulate the altruistic
urge to help the focus person. Dreamers
make face-to-face personal promises to
the focus person to remember a dream,
and most everyone shows up the next day
to share their dreams and find out how
things worked out. This raises a question:
How much of the success of the dream
helper circles over the past decades can be
attributed to such face-to-face emotional
arousal? Can the positive effects of these
circles be recreated in a more remote,
online context?
To help spread the experience of this
special dream circle, and its benefits, our
project began by testing to see if the same
profound results could be achieved in an
online context. Being able to conduct a circle online would mean that folks wouldn’t
be required to be in the same physical
space or to respond at the same time,

thereby expanding the space-time platform. Yet there would be no face-to-face
interaction to build motivation. Would the
circle still succeed? To research this question, I’ve had the cooperation of several
dozen A.R.E. members who have asked to
join our project to create an online version
of the dream helper circle. Here is a report
of what we have learned so far with eight
groups over a four-month period in the
late summer and early fall of 2016.
The bottom line: Folks were amazed
at how wonderfully the online circles
functioned!
Here’s the story of what we experienced.
We began with a simple format, employed
over a seven-day period, involving a series
of seven daily instructional emails:*
1) The first email asks participants in
the circle to consider volunteering to
be a focus person.
2) Participants are informed of the
chosen focus person and they send
an email promising to dream for that
person that night.
3) The dreams are shared and
dreamers compare the dreams for
commonalities.
4) The dreamers create hypotheses concerning the focus person’s dilemma.
5) The focus person reveals the secret
dilemma and responds to the dreams
and commentaries.
6) The dreamers report on what they
have learned about themselves in
their dreams.
7) Participants discuss their experience
in the circle.
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Putting the Plan into Action
For each circle, we chose the focus
person from among the volunteers using
a random process. Participants repeated a
prayer, “May the person whose question
or concern will bring the most light and
healing to all be the one chosen.” Each
volunteer submitted a four-digit number.
An online random-number generator
provided the winning number. The volunteer whose chosen number was closest to
the randomly produced number became
the focus person. Dreamers received
instructions on how to better insure they
remember their dream, and they each sent
an email to the focus person promising to
remember a dream that night for them.
As the circles progressed, we continued
to refine the instructions and add supportive material. For example, to add extra
support, at three points in the process the
“Inspired Heart” meditation was added.
(As described in my previous article: “I
can be aware of my breathing and let
it be. I’m learning how to let go and let
Spirit breathe me. I’m learning to trust
these inspirations…” from VI Jan-Mar
2017.) Participants used this meditation
to decide if they wanted to volunteer to
be chosen as a focus person. Then, using
a combination of the Inspired Heart
meditation and inspirational writing, the
focus person refined their question or
concern and explored why it would make
a difference in their life to have good guidance on this topic. Finally, using the same
meditation, the dreamers answered the
question about their own dream, “What
am I learning about myself that pertains
to my understanding of the focus person’s
concern?”
Besides the dreamers, there was also
an “administrator” for the circle who
was responsible for sending out the email
instructions. This job also included receiving the responses from the dreamers,
collating them, and sending the collective
response back to the dreamers. I served as
the administrator for the first two circles.
I then recruited from those circles four
participants who volunteered to serve as
administrators for the remaining circles.
The role of the administrator was
essentially clerical. The fact that administration proved to be such an easy task
is significant. For one thing, playing this
role required no special knowledge of
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dream work. Furthermore, given the set
of instructions for using the email format,
most anyone can host a dream helper
circle. This accessibility will contribute
significantly to the circle’s adaptability to
spread to the mainstream.
We learned a lot from the new administrators’ participation in the process, things
I would not have thought of myself. The
administrators did not restrict themselves to handling the pre-written emails.
They naturally introduced some words
of encouragement or expressed interest
in creating some “bonding” among the
dreamers to encourage the performance
of their tasks. It is something we will continue to explore, as empathy seems to be
an important dimension of the circle.
We experienced some challenges, things
that stimulated gradual improvements
in the email format. Some participants
dropped out. We subsequently discovered
that they were using their smart phone to
read the email instructions, but could not
open attachments. We then revised the instructions to eliminate attachments. Some
of the instructions were lengthy, so we
added an “End of Message” note at the
end of the instructions, with an upfront
notice to be sure to read the instructions
to that end note. Other participants were
having conflicts with the schedule which
created delays in the process, therefore we
included the schedule in our invitations,
so they could plan ahead. We decided to
increase the group size to allow for ten
participants, so we could move along
as soon as seven of the dreamers had
responded. In a face-to-face circle, such
a large group makes it hard to analyze
all the dreams in the allotted time. With
the online format, however, we didn’t
have that same constraint, and if all ten
dreamers responded, we could still handle
all the information. Time zone differences
also created complications, which we are
still working on.
Despite these challenges, the dream circle works in cyberspace! We have found
that the meaningfulness experienced in
face-to-face dream circles can be replicated online. All the groups were successful
in a productive manner. The people who
served as the focus for a group’s dreams
were all pleased with the helpful results.
The dreamers found a lot of satisfaction
in their participation, and reported an in-

crease in their enthusiasm for dreams and
putting their intuition to use. And, that
the sense of oneness can occur through
the remote medium of emails surprised
the participants, and is itself an important
finding.
Feedback from participants included
statements such as, “This was incredibly
helpful and I am so glad I participated.”
One focus person explained, “I found
that going through the dream helpers
circle as the person of focus to be more
amazing than I could have imagined.
The dreams and the dreamers’ insights,
as they contemplated the area of my
concern, were helpful along every step.
Reading through the comments as they
posted provided some alternative ways
of looking at my situation that would
not have occurred to me because they
were very different from my usual way of
thinking (which is why I was stuck in the
first place).”
Another focus person wrote, “I was
really amazed when, during the group
analysis (before I’d revealed my issue),
someone accurately summed up my issue
in a way I’d never considered before. It
really resonated and stuck with me for
several weeks. The end result is that I
felt like I gained a new perspective that I
wouldn’t have gotten by myself.”
The dreamers were also impressed by
the results: “I’m awestruck; the quantity
and quality of the dreams seems like it
was a higher activity. Even though we are
separated by time and distance we sense a
oneness among us.”
Another wrote, “I’m new to dream
work and I’m just floored about this process, how we can bond together over the
internet. I feel a bond with everyone.”
They also found new inspiration in
the process of dreaming. For one thing, it
showed them that given the necessary motivation, dream recall comes more easily.
One dreamer wrote, “I was nervous
that I would not remember any of the
dreams, yet I had the pleasure of remembering two. I very rarely remember my
dreams, so this really blew me away.” It
proved valuable: “I’ve never done dream
work before, but I found the process very
worthwhile.”
Another dreamer wrote, “My own
dreams have increased in number and
intensity.”
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Those who served as administrators
also reaped rewards. With one exception,
none of them had ever been in an official
helping/guide role before.
One administrator wrote, “It was great
to find that I could use myself to be of
help to people using their dreams.”
Another wrote, “To know the Spirit is
alive and working in such a beautiful way,
through our dreams, is really encouraging.
I was very pleased to have the opportunity
to administer a circle.”
Confidentiality became a factor. One
person had a dream about being involved
in a research project and wondered what
the scientists would do with the data.
Participants made a pledge of confidentiality, but given the news media reports
about emails being hacked and made
public, we wanted more data security. We
changed our email exchange procedure to
eliminate “reply all”-type emails among
the participants. Instead, we adopted
an approach which resulted in only the
administrator and the focus person having the email addresses of the dreamers.
We are now migrating our research to a
discussion board format to further protect
confidentiality.
We can share one story from our online
circles. Mary Agnes Twomey had past
experiences with circles in her A Search
for God study group and was interested
in experiencing the online format. She
notified me that she had written a letter to
the editors of Venture Inward about her
experience but she was willing to go into a
bit more detail for this article. She writes:
My issue/concern was “How can I be
free to pursue creative work when both
my children need me to do some intensive
baby/toddler-care? And, how many good
years does this 70-year-old have left?”
The dreams coming in from the dreamers were amazing! It was as if they had a
front row view of my life and even my subconscious. One person’s dream accurately
described the peaceful green area in which
I lived. Another saw a woman going back
and forth between two houses babysitting.
There was a half jug of milk in another and
shark’s teeth in one more dream.
I started to really see my situation and
how I felt about it. I knew I had to get
more clarity in myself and be more honest
about what I could and couldn’t comfortably do, and find time when my children
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could talk with me. The comments and
suggestions from the dreamers helped me
with this. Even after the circle was over,
deeper insights and levels of meaning were
revealed to me.
So far, I have spoken with my daughter,
who encouraged me to do only what was
best for me. Suddenly I felt empathy for
Myself! Now I’m realizing how this entire
scenario is actually a wonderful gift! My
relationships with my children and myself
are headed in a much better direction!
What a great opportunity to gain help
and deep insights this Circle is. Thank you
so much for this opportunity for healing
myself and ultimately my whole family.
We might note that two other participants in our online circles had previous
experience in face-to-face circles. Both felt
that the two formats compared favorably.
One noted that while the face-to-face
format created a livelier discussion of
commonalities, the online format, by
providing written material, made it easier
to study the material.
One way to assess the success of the
online circles is to compare the participants’ responses to five yes/no questions
that were also asked of people who
had participated in a face-to-face circle.
Larry James Walsch, MA, of Troy State
University, interviewed 20-some participants from several such circles at an
A.R.E. Camp session I conducted. Here
are the five questions he asked and how
often the campers and 20 online participants responded with a “yes:”
Q1: Do you think the focus person was
helped by your dream?
Camp: Y-95%; Online: Y-95%
Q2: Were people’s dreams related to the
focus person’s issue?
Camp: Y-85%; Online: Y-77%
Q3: Did the focus person’s issue relate
to things in your life?
Camp: Y-70%; Online: Y-77%
Q4: Would you do it (repeat DHC)
again?
Camp: Y-77%; Online: Y-91%
Q5: Did you learn something new
about dreams?
Camp: Y-100%; Online: Y-91%.
The results are comparable and they
give us some indication that the online
version is viable. There are still improvements to be made. There’s good reason to

focus on empathy and its contribution.
One focus person noted to a dreamer,
“Your dream describes exactly how I feel
in this situation!” It is interesting that
many folks were disappointed that the
circle didn’t continue until every person
had a chance to be the focus person. One
reason given was: “So we could get to
know one another better.” This, as well as
understanding each other’s life situation
from a personal perspective, and bonding,
are all important aspects of feeling empathy, and seem to be facilitated by this form
of intuitive communication.
Consider participating in an online
Edgar Cayce Dream Helper Circle. We
hope that additional A.R.E. members
will join us in evolving and validating this
wonderful introduction to Edgar Cayce’s
perspective on dream work and the
spiritual potential of the small group, even
in cyberspace. The phenomenon of feeling
empathy (and ultimately, the experience
of oneness), seems to be a fruitful topic for
further research in our circles. Now, more
than ever, the ability to gain understanding of people who are different from
ourselves seems to be vitally important.
Were the Dream Helper Circles to go
mainstream, it might help stimulate the
empathic compassion our shared humanity so vitally needs in these times.
To participate in an online Edgar Cayce
Dream Helper Circle, or to receive the
instructions on how to administrate
a circle yourself, please email
henry.reed@atlanticuniv.edu
*For author’s notes, an audio recording of
the Inspired Heart meditation, web links, and
opportunities to participate in the dream circle
app or our A.R.E. membership research projects
“Normalizing the Paranormal,” please visit
Edgarcayce-intuitionschool.org or contact
henry.reed@atlanticuniv.edu.
About the Author
Henry Reed, PhD, is
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Omnifluence

How Our Psychic Experiences Help Us to Evolve
B y J enn i fer L i psk i , R N, M A

Has something unexplainable
but incredibly powerful occurred
in your life? Have you ever
thought to yourself, “I knew
that was going to happen”?
Have you ever correctly made
a big decision based solely on
a gut feeling? Have you ever
been visited by a deceased loved
one? The Omnifluence Project
investigates the impact of these
types of occurrences and how
they indelibly shape our lives
and the lives of those around us.

I

n the autumn of 2013, while
in a class with Dr. Bunny PaineClemes at Atlantic University, I first
heard the term “Exceptional Human
Experience,” which is used to describe
events such as knowing something before
it happens, seeing something that is not
seen by others, or having an out-of-body
or near-death experience. The more
I learned about Exceptional Human
Experiences and the tens of millions of
people who have them, the more intrigued
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I became. While I was growing up, this
was a subject that the adults around
me would discuss only in private, and
when they did, would speak in serious,
hushed tones. Although I had personally
experienced such events, I never knew
that the phenomena being discussed had
a name, could be shared without fear or
embarrassment, or studied with the same
intellectual rigor as math and science. This
is what eventually led me to focus my
Master’s thesis on what happens during
these profound, unexplainable events, and
how they subsequently impact people’s
lives.
Before I share the details of my project,
let’s touch briefly on history, definitions,
and examples. The term Exceptional
Human Experience was first coined in the
1970s by psychologist Rhea White, and
she spent the remaining two decades of
her life dedicated to their study. Notably,
White and her colleague Dr. Suzanne
Brown made it a point to clearly distinguish Exceptional Experiences (EE’s) from
Exceptional Human Experiences (EHE’s).
An Exceptional Experience (EE) is
something powerful and memorable—
as in “Wow, I remember when that
happened.” As a personal example, I
remember when I galloped on a horse for
the first time and felt a rush of freedom,
exhilaration, and profound connectedness

with that magnificent creature. Through
the rhythmic pounding of his hooves, my
body felt as if it were I, myself, who was
drumming the earth, stirring the dirt into
swirls of dust behind as we went. This
Exceptional Experience was certainly
evocative, beautiful, and unforgettable.
But one may rightfully say that we have
countless incredible things that happen to
us all the time! So how can we differentiate between experience types?
An Exceptional Human Experience
(EHE) is something equally powerful and
memorable, but it subsequently provokes
a change in the storyline, focus, purpose,
or path of the person’s life in some way, as
in “Wow, I was forever changed when this
happened.”
As an example of such an experience,
my life was changed when, years after my
great-grandmother had died, she surprised
me with a visit and imparted an important and specific message. It was a quiet
evening; I was fully awake but in thoughtful repose, contemplating a challenging
personal circumstance. She faded into the
room and sat next to me, the weight of
her body causing the cushion to sink next
to me, I felt her stroke my shoulder and
lay her hand on my head and then she
spoke. After she gave me her message, she
soundlessly stood and turned, and within
three steps softly dissolved into a fading
mist. I was dumbfounded and increduEdgarCayce.org

lous, yet fully aware of the significance
of what had just transpired. Although I
always thought that communication with
the deceased could be possible, it had
never before happened to me.
This Exceptional Human Experience
was not only unforgettable, it taught me
that such communication is possible. I
had crossed a threshold and would, from
then onwards, become a conduit for
messages for the living from those who
have passed over. There have been some
20 deceased people I have communicated with, not only those I have known
personally, such as my great-grandmother,
but others whom I have never previously
met. In the process of conveying their
messages, I have become a more loving,
aware, and sensitive communicator with
all beings—whether human, animal,
elemental or celestial. And not only have
I changed, but I’ve become an agent for
change for those who connect through
me, receiving messages from their transitioned loved ones. This is how these types
of unexplainable experiences help us to
evolve. They change our approach to the
world in powerful, positive, and previously unimaginable ways.
Readers may wonder how an EHE
differs from what might otherwise be
described as heightened awareness, or
“being in the flow.” There are some
April-June 2017

similarities, which can include a positive
outcome and a change in the subjective
notion of time, as psychologist Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi notes: “…in “flow”
experiences, the sense of time bears little
relation to the passage of time.” But there
are some general differences to consider
as well: an EHE tends to have a synergistic focus, an increase in total awareness,
and a sense of cooperation with another
reality, whereas a flow experience tends
to have a self-imposed focus, a loss of
self-awareness, and a sense of personal
control.
This understanding brought me to
my thesis research project, which began
in earnest in 2015. I selected parapsychologist Loyd Auerbach and educator
and writer Dr. Bunny Paine-Clemes as
my mentors and collaborated with the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) at
Atlantic University to establish research
and data protocols to collect and analyze
the Exceptional Human Experiences
submitted by volunteers.
As storytelling is rife with emotional nuances and personal perspective, I
compiled a survey to collect not only
quantitative data (numbers and percentages), but equally—if not more
important—qualitative data (private
stories and shared insights). In an effort
to have a broad and unbiased sampling, I
also established three different volunteer
groups for the research. The first group
was family and friends—or, colloquially,
“my trial-run tribe.” I connected with the
second group through an anonymous
online survey link offered on the Atlantic
University Facebook page as well as my
personal Facebook page. The third group
consisted of random strangers across
the United States who volunteered to
take the survey through a web-based
survey platform. In total, there were
over 140 volunteers who made survey
contributions. I then tested the results
of the surveys against seven hypotheses
that I had generated at the outset of the
research.
It was interesting to note the differences, as well as the similarities, of the

responses among the three populations.
For example, 60% of those who have
had EHEs can be described as following
a more mindful, spiritual, or meditative
path (which were generally Groups 1 and
2). We have to wonder if this relationship
could be due to their increased interaction
with the transpersonal—such as greater
individual accessibility to other realms
through their meditation practice, connecting with their intuition, the potential
to have lucid dreams, and more.
Meanwhile, in the random population of Group 3, there were a significant
number (43%) of those who said that
they had either not had anything they
could describe as an EHE or that they
were unsure if what they had experienced
met the criteria. Several of those who were
unsure did go on to complete the survey
nonetheless and specifically said that this
was the first time that they had ever told
anyone. Perhaps some of these volunteers
had previously felt too vulnerable to share
their deeply personal mystical experiences, or maybe they had not realized that it
is natural or even possible to listen to the
guidance of the inner voice. People tend
to skip around a subject until something
is culturally more acceptable to discuss,
No one wants to be considered an outlier
because that historically creates distance
and misunderstanding. But what if these
conversations were to become the norm?
We tend to more readily accept as
normal the musings of children than we
do the wonderings of adults. Interestingly,
it was experiences that occurred between
the ages of 2 and 17 that were most
shared overall in this study (36%). Could
it be that when we regard something with
the literal eyes of a child that we are able
to more readily accept it within ourselves?
Could it be that people felt more comfortable sharing something that happened
during childhood because they felt that
others would more readily accept it?
In Rabbi Adam Chalom’s modern
reading of the Talmud, the sacred Hebrew
book of instruction, our “children [banayikh]” are re-interpreted as our “builders
[bonayikh]” because the foundation of
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Exceptional Human Experiences give us the opportunity
to know the unknown and see the unseen.
everything to come depends upon them.
In yogi Sri Aurobindo’s analysis of the
revered Hindu text the Bhagavad Gita,
there is reference to the “free soul [that]
lives in the Divine; he is the privileged
child of the mansion...he is the...Allblissful, the All-loving, the All-beautiful.”
Although children interpret the world
with remarkable creativity, we, as adults,
often chalk up many of their experiences
to vivid imaginings.
But what some may consider the results
of imagination are, in fact, quite real. In
a February 2016 A.R.E. blog post, Edgar
Cayce Foundation director John Van
Auken recounts how Mr. Cayce reminded us that we are not the only informed
creatures in and of this earth: “Brownies,
pixies, fairies, gnomes are not elementals,
but elements that are as definite entities
as man materialized, see?” (1265-3) As
such, we can extrapolate that, known or
unknown, all forces that exist are naturally a part of our intelligent universe. In
the Edgar Cayce Circulating File Fairies,
Elves, Elementals and Gnomes we read
how Mr. Cayce learned to talk with trees
and commune with nature spirits, and
encouraged others to do the same.
Think back to your own childhood:
perhaps there was a favorite rock or a
certain spot near your house that you particularly liked to pass through for some
quiet reason that only you understood.
Maybe you liked blanket-forts or tree
houses. Do you remember blowing bubbles and watching gleefully as they sailed,
shimmering in their soapiness, and knowing full well what it was to be iridescent
and as light as air? What sorts of things
did you come to know when you climbed
into your favorite tree? As psychologist
Paul Cunningham says in Transpersonal
Sensation and Perception, “the experience
of unity among the senses is very frequent
in children and uncommon for most
adults,” so re-familiarizing ourselves with
some of our early natural abilities could
potentially be a springboard that soars us
towards discovering more impactful lives.
Regardless of age, though, these expe56

riences enter through, or perhaps more
accurately, are translated by our senses.
As such, I wondered how people would
describe their state of being just prior to
the EHE. I postulated that most would
have reported a very relaxed or meditative
state, yet the survey results again educated me on this point; for example, 19%
reported that they were feeling peaceful
while 18% reported that they were
feeling anxious, 11% said that they were
sleeping while another 11% said that
they were excited. These results clearly
show that there is not one doorway, but
many, through which we can experience
an EHE.
It felt important to also consider the
role of timing, and I made the supposition
that synchronicity or serendipity would
have played a part in most EHE’s reported. But this was not correct; in fact, more
than half (51%) of the respondents said
neither, and in another question almost
half (41%) said that time was completely
irrelevant. During their experience “time
did not exist.” These combined results
suggest that our focus should not be on
time, but instead on what we are feeling
and learning through the experience as
a whole. By acknowledging and living
through such inspiration, we enjoy a
greater total awareness and can more
readily focus through the clarity offered
via such amplified vision.

that they are a gift made just for us. And
perhaps they are, but we may also want to
consider that these profound experiences,
and how they change our lives, may also
be a gift that others need, that our world
needs, or that our universe needs.
In a writing workshop I attended with
poet Mark Nepo, he asked us, “How can
anyone truly say where the mountain
ends and the earth begins?” We are both
the corporeal and the divine; through us
the earth and the sacred become one, and
as such, we are tasked to live and share
the gift of this life as fully and with as
much grace as possible.
Through this project, I have come
to believe that Exceptional Human
Experiences should be considered the
norm, not the exception. As writer Deena
Metzger says, “A self is made, not given. It
is a creative and active process of attending a life that must be heard, shaped, seen,
said aloud into the world, finally enacted
and woven into the lives of others.” This
research underlines that it is time to listen
more deeply, and to understand and be
aware of ourselves, each other, and everything around us. It is up to us to create a
better world through sharing and living
the inspiration of our experiences, and
learning to speak the language of the universe. This is Omnifluence: stepping into
spectacular opportunities as they unfold,
loving in all ways, and living fluently.

Science often looks for ways to explain
the unexplainable, such as reasoning how
time as we know it may not exist. But just
because something cannot be proven does
not mean that it is not real. In a conversation that I had with Dr. Henry Reed
when he was visiting the A.R.E. campus
in June of 2016, he recalled a conversation he had with Rhea White years ago, in
which White made a critical assertion: “If
something has the power to change your
life, isn’t that real?”
Exceptional Human Experiences give
us the opportunity to know the unknown
and see the unseen. Because of their
deeply personal nature, we may think

—There is a vast range of what can be considered an EHE. You can find a summary list of over
500 types and more information on the EHE.org
website.
About the Author
Jennifer Lipski,
RN, MA, creative writer
and graphic artist, has
her MA in Transpersonal
Psychology from Atlantic
University and continues
to explore EHEs. To take
her survey or find out
more, please visit TheOmnifluenceProject.
com. Her full thesis, OMNIFLUENCE:
Motivating Evolution through Experience, is
available to read at the A.R.E. library.
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the Class of 2016!
Master of Arts in Transpersonal Psychology
John Trible
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Tosca Zraikat
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Spiritual Guidance Mentor Certificate
Mary Groom
Kevin O’Shea
Brooke Kusseling
Martina Barrett
Joan Costello
Andrea Polizos
Integrated Imagery: Regression Hypnosis
Graduate Certificate
Maria Merola
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CALENDAR
OF
Events
EdgarCayce.org/nearyou
ARIZONA
For upcoming events go to EdgarCayceAZ.org
(updated monthly) or call 623-979-8220
Scottsdale • Apr 4-5
Spiritual Healing Sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Lynnie or Rex 480-661-8000
(lynniecarlucci@gmail.com)
ARKANSAS
Lake DeGray • Aug 26
Exploring Your Soul’s Journey Through
Soul Writing and Past-Life Regression
Joanne DiMaggio
Marlene Duet 985-893-9025
(a.r.e._marlene@hotmail.com)
Register Online at: ARE-southeast.org
CALIFORNIA
Sacramento • Jun 13-15, Aug 22-24
Spiritual Healing Sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Wilma Jackson 310-829-14
San Diego • May 20
Walking the Luminous Path: Blending
Shamanic Traditions with Edgar Cayce’s
Wisdom
Nancy Pohle Chrisbaum
Santa Monica • Apr 7-9
Spiritual Healing Sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Wilma Jackson 310-829-1425
Tahoe City • Aug 4-7
60th Annual Granlibakken Summer Retreat: True Tales from the Edgar Cayce
Archives—Lives Touched and Lessons
Learned from the Sleeping Prophet
Sidney and Nancy Kirkpatrick
COLORADO
Denver • Apr 22
Edgar Cayce on the Akashic Records,
Relationships, and the Illusion of Time
Kevin J. Todeschi, MA

CONNECTICUT
New Haven area • Jun 3
Walking the Luminous Path: Blending
Shamanic Traditions with Edgar Cayce’s
Wisdom
Nancy Pohle Chrisbaum

LOUISIANA
Covington • Oct 14
Prophecy and Earth Changes
Laura Jackson
Marlene Duet 985-893-9025
(a.r.e._marlene@hotmail.com)
Register Online at: ARE-southeast.org

FLORIDA
Deerfield Beach • Jun 9-10
Healthy Longevity
C. Norman Shealy MD, PhD
Gina Preziosa 561-306-4788
(gina@ginapreziosa.com)

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston • Apr 15-17
Spiritual Healing Sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Aantre Kennedy 781-848-8860

St. Petersburg • Apr 8
Edgar Cayce on Vibrations, Soul Growth,
and the Illusion of Time: Mastering Your
Life in the Present and Future
Kevin J. Todeschi, MA

Plymouth/Middleboro • 2nd and 4th Fridays
Coffee with Cayce—Presentation and
Group Discussion
Betty 508-673-0477 (bettyp508@aol.com) or
Dorine 508-947-1695 (dorinew48@gmail.com)

GEORGIA
Atlanta area • Apr 1
Edgar Cayce’s Story of Our Souls:
The Bigger Picture of Life and Destiny
John Van Auken

Quincy • 3rd Saturdays
Monthly open meeting and program
Jeff Bagley 617-479-9361 (jefftb9@gmail.com)

ILLINOIS
Edgar Cayce Holistic Center 888-663-0082 or
847-299-6535; AREHeartland.org/chicago;
(AREchicagocenter@gmail.com)
Chicago area
Apr 11-13
Spiritual Healing Sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Edgar Cayce Center 888-663-0082
(AREchicagocenter@gmail.com)
Apr 29
Opening Your Psychic Channels:
Access Your Higher Self, Guides and
Departed Loved Ones
Linda Schiller-Hanna
KENTUCKY
Cincinnati area (bordering KY) Apr 22
Spiritual Advancement: Quickening the
Path to Your Soul Growth Journey
Gregg Unterberger, MEd, LPC

Woburn • May 6
Angel Communication Workshop: How
to Talk with Your Angels
Kim O’Neill
MICHIGAN
Detroit area
Apr 29
Journey of the Soul: The Roadmap
to Your Subconscious Mind and Your
Soul’s History and Destiny
Barbara Lane, PhD
4th Wednesday of each month
Healthy Sleep and Dreamwork
Support Group
Margaret Dwyer 248-541-0128
(eagle1062@sbcglobal.net)
3rd Thursday of each month, 7-9 p.m.
Metro Detroit A.R.E. Lecture Series
Margaret Dwyer 248-541-0128
(eagle1062@sbcglobal.net)
For info call HQ toll-free: 800-333-4499
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MISSOURI
Unity Village • Apr 1
Many Lives, One Source: Understanding Karma, Grace, Reincarnation and
Your Place in the Divine Plan!
Peter Woodbury, MSW
MONTANA
Helena • May 19-21
Understanding Your Plan for This Lifetime
Robert Schwartz
Rory Copeland 406-459-8093
(copelanr2@gmail.com)
NEW JERSEY
Westfield • Apr 8
Blueprint for Holistic Healing:
Your Practical Guide to Body-MindSpirit Health
C. Norman Shealy, MD, PhD
NEW YORK
New York City
4th Saturday of every month
Integrative Medical Center
928 Broadway, New York, NY 10010
Edgar Cayce Remedies Workshop
Jack Rosen (edgarcayceheals.com)
Hosted by Dr. Nidia Carrero MD
Jack Rosen 845-667-0338
(nidiarcarreromd.com)

A.R.E. of New York Edgar Cayce Center
New Address: 153 W. 27th St., #702-704,
New York, NY 10001 (212-691-7690)
Dates are subject to change, please check our
website EdgarCayceNYC.org or call us for the
latest information.
New York City
April 1-2
Atlantis, the Shift of the Ages and the
New Earth Weekend Workshop
Tricia McCannon
New York A.R.E. Center 212-691-7690
April 8, May 7, June 3
Medical Intuition: Group Readings
and Healing for Spiritual, Ancestral,
and Physical Repatterning
Laura Silvana Aversano
April 22-23
Akashic Records Level 1 Workshop
Maureen St. Germain

NEW YORK, continued
May 22
Experience Tasseography—The
Ancient Art of Tea Leaf Reading
Joan Carra
Jun 2-7
Spiritual Healing Sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Ongoing Events:
April 15, May 20, June 10
Edgar Cayce Psychic Fairs
Tuesdays and Fridays
John of God Crystal Bed Healing
Treatments
Facilitators: Anton Baraschi, Amelia Darcy
Mondays
A Search for God Study Group
Facilitator: Norman Curtis
Tuesdays
Meditation Practice Group
Facilitator: Theodora Lazos
Bimonthly
The Bioenergy Healers’ Group
Facilitator: Anton Baraschi
Wednesdays
Bible Study/Cayce Forum
Facilitator: Elyse Curtis, PhD
Thursdays
Prayers for Healing Group
Facilitators: Norman Curtis and Paul Dorogoff
Saturdays
Revelation Study Group
Facilitator: Elyse Curtis, PhD
Science of Light
Facilitator: Elyse Curtis, PhD
Saturday, excluding Fair dates
Group Psychic Readings
Facilitators: Rev. Kev O’Kane, Joan Carra,
Anton Baraschi
New York A.R.E. Center 212-691-7690
Sundays
Sunday Inspirations
Facilitator: Rev. Charles Julian

April 25
Cayce Healing and Wellness Fairs

Prosperity Support Group
Facilitator: Catherine Outeiral

May 6
Edgar Cayce and Gnostic Christianity:
Seeking God Within
Hal Costley

Dream Study Group
Facilitator: Paul Dorogoff

April-June 2017

For info call HQ toll-free: 800-333-4499

NEW YORK, continued
Most Sundays
The Miracles Group
Facilitator: Tom Carelli
OHIO
Cincinnati area (bordering Kentucky)
Apr 22
Spiritual Advancement: Quickening the
Path to Your Soul Growth Journey
Gregg Unterberger, MEd, LPC
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia • Jun 9-11
Spiritual Healing Sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Polly Hickman 917-582-4007
(pollyhickman@comcast.net)
Pittsburgh area • May 6-7
Light from the Distant Past: Heaven and
Earth Reveal Hidden Treasures
John Van Auken and James Tyberonn
PUERTO RICO
For a schedule of group meetings to discuss Edgar
Cayce topics (in Spanish), contact Dolly at: 787765-3574 or 787-397-0440 (edgarcaycepr@
gmail.com) or go to EdgarCayce.org/nearyou
TENNESSEE
Burns, Montgomery Bell State Park • Nov 10-12
Leaping in, Letting Go: Transformative
Teachings from the Cayce Readings on
Making Friends with Death
Corinne Cayce, MA
Greta Heru 901-206-6289
(gheru19@hotmail.com) carememphis.org
Memphis • Jun 10
Soul Lessons, Soul Patterns: Awakening to Past Lives, Future Lives, and Life
Between Lives
Peter Woodbury, MSW
Rosemary Batorski 901-212-6099
(rbatorsk@uthsc.edu) carememphis.org
Nashville • May 20
Spiritual Advancement, Quickening the
Path for Your Soul’s Journey
Gregg Unterberger, MEd, LPC
TEXAS
Austin • July 8
True Tales from the Edgar Cayce
Archives: Lives Touched and Lessons
Learned from the Sleeping Prophet
Sidney Kirkpatrick
Houston • Apr 22
Edgar Cayce’s Story of Our Souls:
The Bigger Picture of Life and Destiny
John Van Auken
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TEXAS, continued
Hunt • Oct 5-8
Texas Fall Retreat at Mo Ranch
Prophecy and Updated Earth Changes
Laura Jackson
Nadean 512-327-7355 (AREsw@sbcglobal.net)
VIRGINIA
Charlottesville
Joanne DiMaggio 434-242-7348
(are.cville@gmail.com)
April 22
A Manual for Developing Humans
PMH Atwater
June 10
Angels and Demons, Spirit Guides
and Ghosts…Oh My!
Betty Riley
Virginia Beach
A.R.E. Headquarters offers free activities
to all guests. For a listing of all upcoming
events and times, visit EdgarCayce.org/
VaBeach and click on Free Activities
Daily
2 p.m. Edgar Cayce Film
Also available on-demand; ask for details at the desk
2:30 p.m. Guided Tour of Visitor Center
3:30 p.m. Lecture on a Topic from
the Readings
Tuesday, 10:30-11:30 a.m.
Join June Bro for a “Chat”
Wednesday 9:30 a.m. Glad Helpers
Healing Prayer Group (with Laying
on of Hands)
Thursday, Bi-weekly, 12:30-1:30 p.m.
“Work Readings” Study Group
Saturday, 1 p.m. ESP Testing and Demos
Sunday
12:30 p.m. Guided Meditation on CD
1 p.m. ESP Testing and Demos
Weekdays, 12 noon Staff-Led Meditation
Headquarters Conferences For upcoming
A.R.E. Conferences in Virginia Beach, see
p. 67 or visit EdgarCayce.org/conferences
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VIRGINIA, continued
Life Member Benefit Conferences
Open to all. Life Members (and a guest) may
redeem their passes for one of the following four
conferences as a Life Member benefit:
Apr 21-23
Sacred Journey: Edgar Cayce, the
Bible, and the Path to Enlightenment

WISCONSIN
Contact Kevin Reger 414-321-6552
(vfuller@wi.rr.com) or visit areheartland.org
Milwaukee • Apr 22
Edgar Cayce’s Predictions for America: Is
the United States becoming Atlantis or
Lemuria?
Frank Joseph

Jun 18-23
86th Annual A.R.E. Member Congress:
Living the Edgar Cayce Readings Day
by Day

Whitewater • Jun 9-11
Heal thy Self! Edgar Cayce’s Remedies
for Better Health
Dr. Jean Paul (JP) Amonte, DC, CMT, ChT, BA

Oct 21
Reincarnation Unnecessary: How to
Make THIS Life Your Best Life

EDGAR CAYCE CANADA
EdgarCayceCanada.com
Laurie Oliver, President/CEO
(laurieoliver@rogers.com;) toll-free 1-866-322-8209
Spiritual Growth Study Groups
Across Canada
Marilyn Kendall Smith 866-322-8209
(studygroups@edgarcaycecanada.com)

Dec 29-31
Annual New Year’s Conference:
A Search for God: Edgar Cayce’s
Roadmap to Enlightenment
The Forum
Hosted at A.R.E. HQ monthly, Wed, 7-9:15 p.m.
Day Schwartz 804-693-5192 (edgarcayceforum.net)
Apr 26
Everything from Karma to the
Kitchen Sink
Cindy Griffith
Bookstore Sponsored Events at HQ
EdgarCayce.org/bookstore; 757-457-7231
Apr 27, May 25, Jun 29, Jul 27, Aug 31
Spirit Message Circles
Apr 18, May 16, Jul 18, Aug 15, Sep 19
Conscious Community Lecture Series
Apr 1, Jun 24, Jul 22, Aug 26, Sep 23, Nov 18
Psychic Fairs
Cayce/Reilly® School of Massage
Continuing Education Workshops
Visit CayceReilly.edu for a complete schedule
of Continuing Education workshops, many are
open to everyone. 757-457-7134
(workshops@caycereilly.edu)
WASHINGTON
Richland • May 6
Many Lives, One Source: Understanding Karma, Grace, Reincarnation and
Your Place in the Divine Plan!
Peter Woodbury, MSW
Summer Seabeck Retreat • Jul 5-9
Atlantis
John Van Auken
Exploring The 4th Dimension
Patrick Belisle
Alice 360- 320-2081 (ARESeabeck.org)

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby (Vancouver Area) • Monthly
Spiritual Movie Nights
Marty Ozols 604-290-5366
(Systemagic@Systemagicmotives.com)
Comox Valley • Monthly
Metaphysical Exploration Group
Anjali or Norman Thomas 250-338-1690
ONTARIO
Kingston • May 26-28
34th Canadian Fellowship Conference
Edgar Cayce—The Way of the Soul
Peter Woodbury, MSW
1-866-322-8209 ext. 711
(cfc@edgarcaycecanada.com)
Peterborough • Mondays 3:30pm
A Search for God Study and Discussion Group
Helene Thibert 705-745-7188
(helene_thibert@hotmail.com)
Toronto (Downtown) • Mondays 7 pm
A Search for God Study and Discussion Group
Susan Lappin 416-466-5324
(susanlappin67@gmail.com)

For info call HQ toll-free: 800-333-4499
Submit your local A.R.E. events to:
letters@EdgarCayce.org
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Take a journey with us
June 24-July 11 and/or July 1-11

August 19-22

Brazil
led by Peter Woodbury, MSW

Hopkinsville and the
Solar Eclipse
led by Kevin J. Todeschi, MA

A week’s retreat with John of God! For the very
first time, the A.R.E. will be making a pilgrimage to visit the
“Miracle Man of Brazil,” the renowned healer, John of God.
You don’t want to miss this opportunity of
a lifetime to have unique access to John of
God and to experience for yourself his healing gifts. Your tour leader Peter Woodbury,
MSW, will share insights on the Cayce readings and lead explorations of participants’
past lives.
Option 1: June 24-July 11 (extended
tour) Take a complete tour of Brazil, including beautiful Rio de Janeiro, the natural
wonder of Iguassu waterfalls, and the old
city of Bahia de Salvador, before flying into
Brasilia to be transferred to the Casa for the
Sanctuary of John of God in Abadiania.
Option 2: July 1-11 Spend eight days in
Abadiania at the John of God Sanctuary.

Kevin J. Todeschi, MA, Executive Director and CEO of the A.R.E., hosts this
tour timed to coincide with the much anticipated Solar Eclipse whose epicenter will be directly over Edgar Cayce’s hometown of Hopkinsville, Kentucky!

Once in a Lifetime Tour
• Join local historian and Cayce cousin,
William Turner, along with Executive
Director of Museums of Hopkinsville,
Alissa Keller, visiting key sites in the
Cayce story and hearing of Cayce’s
formative years in Hopkinsville.
• Observe the total eclipse at a
private gathering at the home
of William Turner. Edgar Cayce’s
original schoolhouse has been
restored by Mr. Turner and is on
the premises.
• Clarksville will be our overnight
home for this 4 day/3 night tour
event!

September 12-25 Registration Deadline JULY 1

October 14-21

China
and Tibet
led by John Van Auken

Mayan
Cruise
led by Don Carroll

Honoring the Ancient Spirit

Explore the Mayan and Aztec cultures
and sacred sites of Honduras, Belize, and Mexico

Journey to the ancient lands of China
and sacred Tibet—a “step back in time”
into its spiritual past and a window
into the contemporary culture of this
mystical region.
Led by John Van Auken, this tour includes:
• The Forbidden City in Beijing
• Majestic vistas from the Great
Wall of China
• The Terracotta Warriors in Xian
• Potala Palace and Sera
Monastery in Tibet
• Shanghai—the country’s biggest city and a global financial
hub

World traveller and Cayce expert Don
Carroll is your tour leader to Mayan sites
never before visited by an A.R.E. Tour!
Depart from Miami on Norwegian Cruise
Lines’ newest ship Escape and find out why
the Caribbean is paradise on earth! Enjoy
fellowship with like-minded travelers on the
crystal blue waters of the Caribbean Sea.
Four shore excursions included:
• Mayan Ruins of Ni Lim in Punit
Harvest Caye, Belize
• Choccoban Ruins of Costa Maya, Mexico
• San Gervaiso Ruins in Cozumel, Mexico
• TWO choices in Roatan, Honduras

A Tour Like No Other! Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. Travel Programs provide the unique experience of visiting special areas of the globe that have historical, spiritual, or metaphysical

significance tied to insights found in the Cayce readings. Our tour leaders have extensive backgrounds in the Cayce material and are your guides to a deeper, more fulfilling journey.

Reserve
April-June 2017

Your Adventure TODAY! 800-333-4499 • EdgarCayce.org/tours
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BLUEPRINT FOR HOLISTIC HEALING

T FOR
EALING

A.R.E. CATALOG BEST-SELLERS!
BLUEPRINT
FOR HOLISTIC
HEALING
Your Practical
Guide to
Body-Mind-Spirit
Health

C. NORMAN
SHEALY, MD, PHD
Mysterious-Essenes-Cove-REV.indd 1

4/7/2016 10:55:42 AM

#680 $16.95
A.R.E. Members $13.56

#676 $15.95
A.R.E. Members $12.76

Van Auken’s prose style reads so easily that you may finish the book in one
sitting and then find yourself amazed at the knowledge you’ve acquired—
knowledge of the secret lives and motivations of our supernatural brethren.
Angels • Fairies • Sprites & Elves • Little People
Dark Forces • Elementals
Van Auken gives special attention to insights found in sacred texts and
combines his knowledge with that given in the readings of Edgar Cayce
(1877-1945), the most-document psychic of modern time.
A special chapter on “second sight” gives you tips on how you can begin
to sense these mysteries beings from other realms on your own and as they
make themselves present.

$12.95

#130 $12.95
A.R.E. Members $10.36

JOHN VAN AUKEN

John Van Auken is a director at Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E.,
and is one of the organization’s most popular speakers,
traveling throughout the U.S. and abroad to address
audiences on the body-mind-spirit topics found in the
Edgar Cayce readings. He is an acknowledged expert
on the Cayce readings, the Bible, ancient prophecies, world religions,
meditation, and ancient Egypt. John conducts seminars in the U.S. and
abroad, and is a tour guide to the many sacred sites around the world.

Angels, fairies, Demons and the Elementals

With an Edgar Cayce Perspective
on the Supernatural World
Noted metaphysical expert John Van Auken offers fascinating insights
into beings of other realms with his simple yet thoroughly researched book
on Angels, Fairies, Demons, and the Elementals.

#671 $16.95
A.R.E. Members $13.56

Angels, fairies,
Demons
and the

Elementals
With the Edgar Cayce Perspective
on the Supernatural World

JOHN VAN AUKEN
Bestselling author of Edgar Cayce on
the Spiritual Forces Within You

#669 $12.95
A.R.E. Members $10.36

#675 $17.95
A.R.E. Members $14.36

Edgar CayCE on

Auras
& Colors

Learn to Understand Color and See Auras

By Kevin J. Todeschi & Carol Ann Liaros

#120 $16.95
A.R.E. Members $13.56
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#658 $15.95
A.R.E. Members $12.76

#681 $6.95
A.R.E. Members $5.56

ORDER ONLINE AT ARECATALOG.COM OR CALL 800-333-4499

|

A.R.E. CATALOG BEST-SELLERS!

#661 $16.95
A.R.E. Members $13.56

DVD. #737 $24.95
A.R.E. Members $19.96

#509 $16.95
A.R.E. Members $13.56

DVD. #729 $24.95
A.R.E. Members $19.96

#665 $15.95
A.R.E. Members $12.76

#659 $119.00
A.R.E. Members $95.20

DVD. #6214 $19.95
A.R.E. Members $15.96

#663 $27.95
A.R.E. Members $22.36

#2002 $9.95
A.R.E. Members $7.96

|

ORDER ONLINE AT ARECATALOG.COM OR CALL 800-333-4499
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A.R.E. CATALOG BEST-SELLERS!

#279 Book I #280 Book II
$10.95 ea.
A.R.E. Members $8.76 ea.

#370 $19.95
A.R.E. Members $15.96

#118 $16.95
A.R.E. Members $13.56

#672 $17.95
A.R.E. Members $14.36

#125 $12.95
A.R.E. Members $10.36

#242 $15.95
A.R.E. Members $12.76

#668 $17.95
A.R.E. Members $14.36

CD. #738 $12.95
A.R.E. Members $10.36

#628 $15.95
A.R.E. Members $12.76
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ORDER ONLINE AT ARECATALOG.COM OR CALL 800-333-4499

|

ASTROLOGY CHARTS
Astrological Forecast
Let our forecast help you plan
your next 12 months!

#8010 $24.95
A.R.E. Members $19.96
Advanced Forecast
Astrologer Edition
An in-depth, detailed report for
advanced astrologers.

Karmic
Astrology Report
Aspects of the moon reveal
unresolved past-life issues.

#8020 $19.95
A.R.E. Members $15.96

#8034 $29.95
A.R.E. Members $23.96
Birth Profile
The position of the planets at
your birth have meaning!

#8009 Birth Profile
$24.95
A.R.E. Members $19.96

Edgar Cayce
Past-Life Profile
What lives would a Cayce
reading have revealed to you?

#8004 $19.95
A.R.E. Members $15.96

Solar Return
“Your Birthday” Report
Your “Solar Return” sets the tone
for your next year!

#8049 $24.95
A.R.E. Members $19.96

|

ORDER ONLINE AT ARECATALOG.COM OR CALL 800-333-4499

Edgar Cayce Present Life
Astrological Profile
Your astrology according to the
Cayce readings!

#8033 $24.95
A.R.E. Members $19.96

Your Spiritual Path
Reveals characteristics that
define your innermost self.

#8025 $19.95
A.R.E. Members $15.96

Numerology Profile
Learn your Life Path,
Expression, and Heart’s
Desire.

#8044 $19.95
A.R.E. Members $15.96
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The Readings

Say

B y E dgar C ay ce

Let Not Your Heart Be Troubled: A Special Easter Message from Edgar Cayce.
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home
on Arctic Crescent, Virginia Beach, Va., this 12th day of
March, 1941, in accordance with request made by the Glad
Helpers Prayer Group of the Association for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
Gertrude Cayce:
You will have before you the desire of those present here
to secure at this time an Easter message which may be an
inspiration and a help to those to whom it is presented.
You will consider the intention of those present to pass this
discourse on to others, and give that which will be most
helpful now.
Edgar Cayce:
In man’s experience in the earth there comes those periods
of doubt and fear, and of the loss of hope. Then to all such
there should be the reminding of that Easter Morn; and as
to what it has meant and does mean in the hearts and minds
of those who have and do put their trust in Jesus, the Christ.
There should be the reminding that—though He bowed
under the burden of the Cross, though His blood was shed,
though He entered into the tomb—through that power, that
ability, that love as manifested in Himself among His fellow
men He broke the bonds of death; proclaiming in that act
that there is no death when the individual, the soul, has and
does put its trust in Him.
Thus in this hour of despair throughout the world,
when those activities are such as to indicate hate, injustice,
tyranny, desire to enslave or to impel others to submit to the
dictates of this or that power—let all take heart and know
that this, too, as the hour upon Calvary, must pass away;
and that as upon the wings of the morning there comes that
new hope, that new desire, to the hearts and minds of all
who seek to know His face.
This must begin within thine own heart.
Then, let all so examine their hearts and minds as to put
away doubt and fear; putting away hate and malice, jealousy
and those things that cause man to err. Replace these with
the desire to help, with hope, with the willingness to divide
self and self’s surroundings with those who are less fortunate; putting on the whole armor of God—In righteousness.
Magnify in the daily life the fruit of the spirit of truth, that
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all may take hold and make for that activity in their lives;
knowing that as ye do it unto the least of thy brethren ye do
it to thy Maker.
Meditate oft upon what it has meant, does mean today,
to crucify the Lord thy God in thy daily experiences. Rather
magnify, glorify Him in every word, every activity, in all thy
dealings with thy fellow man. By thy very step, by thy very
look, by thy word, create HOPE in the hearts, minds and
lives of others.
Make it sure in thy own heart, for there—to thee—is the
beginning and the end. For He is mindful of thee, and He
has promised that whosoever will may come and take of the
cup that He partook of; that through Him we may be sure
in our hopes, our responses to the needs of the world at this
sad changing hour.
Let that mind ever be in thee as was in Him as He offered
Himself up: “Father, forgive them—they know not what
they do. Father, it is finished—I come to thee. Give Thou thy
servant that glory which Thou hast promised.”
Live that in thy life, thy conversation, thy activity everywhere; and indeed then may each in that manner bear a real
Easter message to others.
For He hath entrusted to thee—those that love Him—the
redemption of the world, to make known His willingness,
His care, His promises that may be the activity of each and
every soul.
Then, let not your heart be troubled; ye believe in God—
believe in Him, who has promised that “If ye will love me
and keep my commandments, I will come and abide with
thee—for, Lo, I am with thee always.”
His commandments are not grievous; just being kind, just
being patient, just being longsuffering with thy problems,
thy turmoils, thy strifes.
Through that ability to make Himself one with the Father,
He has gained that right, that honor to declare Himself unto
as many as will harken.
Let thy light, then, shine ever in the dark, in the light; in
the sorrow, in the gladness of thy purpose, of thy desire; that
He may be glorified even as He asks of the Father.
Ye—each of ye, as individuals—may do this. So ye, as
ye come into His presence, may be given “Well done, thou
good and faithful brother—enter into the joy of thy Lord.”
(5749-13)

EdgarCayce.org

Inspiring Speakers, Extraordinary Events
A.R.E. Virginia Beach Conferences and Training Programs
AUGUST 12 NEW! Soul Growth Saturday
APRIL 21-23
Sacred Journey: Edgar Cayce, the Bible, Soul Writing: Conversing with Your
Higher Self
and Your Path to Enlightenment

Peter Woodbury, MSW
April 21-23

Each moment you spend on Earth is filled with profound
meaning—yesterday, tomorrow, and importantly, TODAY. Now is
the time to remember who you really are—and what you are here
for on this earth at this time as you begin or renew your own sacred
journey. With Peter Woodbury, MSW, Mark Thurston, PhD, Edgar
Cayce’s great-granddaughter, Corinne Cayce, MA, Tom Baker, MDiv,
LCSW, Sacred Journey author M.K. Welsch, and Karen Boldt. **

MAY 5-7
Our Annual Reincarnation and Soul
Life Conference There Is No Death: Our
Everlasting Soul Journey from Life to
Afterlife and Beyond
Karen Noé

May 5-7

Mediums Mark Anthony and Robert Brown, NDE researcher
Dr. Jeffrey Long, Corinne Cayce, MA, and more bring insights into
the nature of the soul, past lives, afterlife communication, and
reincarnation. Psychic medium Karen Noé brings messages of
love and hope from the recently departed Dr. Wayne Dyer, and is
joined by his daughters Saje and Serena in a unique presentation
demonstrating how souls continue to grow on the other side!

MAY 12-14 NEW! Exclusively for A.R.E.!
Mysticism, Miracles, and Healing:
Embracing the Path to Spiritual
Wholeness
Dr. C. Norman Shealy
May 12-14

Caroline Myss
May 12-14

Take control of your total body-mind-spirit health during this
dynamic life-affirming weekend of self-healing and soul-awakening with energy medicine pioneers Dr. C. Norman Shealy and
Caroline Myss. When you focus on the spiritual approach to life
and take the path of the mystic it can lead to incredible miracles
and deep soul healing. Also features a hands-on workshop with
Denise Furgason and Ellen Selover.

JUNE 17 NEW! Soul Growth Saturday
Uniting Heaven and Earth: Co-Creating
Your Life with the Universal Consciousness
and the Edgar Cayce Readings
Experience your connection to Oneness and Universal Consciousness
as you remember and restore your spiritual birthright as co-creators with God with sacred geometry expert and metaphysical
teacher Donald B. Carroll. Discount when combined with Congress.

JUNE 18-23
86th Annual A.R.E. Members Congress
Living the Edgar Cayce Readings Day by Day
Joanne DiMaggio, MA, CHt

August 12

Join us for a week of exploration, fellowship, and fun! Lectures,
workshops, socials, talent night, and auction, plus special guest
speakers including Sidney and Nancy Kirkpatrick. **

This transformational tool, recommended in the Cayce readings,
helps you access guidance from a higher source emanating from
your soul, guides, and guardians, with step-by-step instructions
and experiential exercises. Featuring Joanne DiMaggio, MA,
CHt, author of Soul Writing: Conversing with Your Higher Self.
Discount if combined with August 13.

AUGUST 13 NEW! Soul Growth Sunday
Reflections on the Path: Renewing Your
Spirit with the Soul’s Wisdom
Spirit art teacher Robin Wimbiscus helps you connect to your
soul’s consciousness while using the language of the universe in
words, colors, and symbols. This unique hands-on experience will
put you in touch with your life’s plan as you explore and discover
your purpose and path. Discount if combined with August 12.

SEPTEMBER 14-15 & 16-17 NEW!
Emotional Freedom Techniques
(“Tapping”) Clinical Training
Certification Level 1 and Level 2
Gain a new understanding of how your thoughts and emotions
affect your body and become confident using EFT for yourself
and others. Release stress, fears, grief, and trauma, and learn to
use EFT to address emotional contributors to physical discomfort
and pain. Taught by expert instructor Jan L. Watkins, JD, MSW.
Certificates awarded.

Enjoy lunch in our new Cayce-Miller Café
with sweeping views of the ocean!

Join with like-minded friends
for fellowship and fun!
Register NOW!
Call: 800-333-4499 toll-free
International: 757-428-3588, ext. 0

Website: EdgarCayce.org/
		
conferences
Email: are@EdgarCayce.org
Show your conference badge to get 10% off
purchases in the A.R.E. Bookstore and Gift Shop.
Programs, speakers, and tuitions are subject to change. Check our
website for updates.
** Open to everyone; Life Members may redeem their Life Member
pass for this program.
Use code C17VI when registering.

A.R.E. Headquarters: 215 67th Street, Virginia Beach, VA 23451

Association for Research and Enlightenment, Inc.
215 67th Street
Virginia Beach, VA 23451-2061
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